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Abstract
Dworkin claims that equality is at the heart of plausible political theories and even
can be found in Nozick’s, which is always regarded as a defense of freedoms and
leaves little room for equality. According to Dworkin’s claim, then, different
political camps hold similar stances on taxation, social provision, and property
rights, wherein the issues (or policies) stem from the idea of treating persons as
equals. However, philosophers are divided over such issues, in particular, over
theories of property. High liberals such as Rawls relegate the right to productive
property such as the right to natural resources and productive means to a
secondary position and restrict them for reasons other than to protect basic
liberties. In this approach, large wealth inequalities can be reduced, and more
people have resources to exercise their property rights. By contrast, Nozickian
libertarians argue for absolute property rights, rights that are incompatible with
taxation for provisions to the worst-off. In Nozick’s view, redistribution from the
well-off to the worst-off through taxation is functionally equivalent to forced labor
and violation of the freedoms of the well-off to their possessions. Between
Nozick’s and Rawls’s stances on theories of property is classical liberals’. Like
Nozick, they view property rights as basic as political liberties, freedom of
religion, and freedom of speech. Unlike Nozick, however, classic liberals support
taxation and restrictions on property rights in order to build social safety nets.
Taxation is neither the enemy of people’s right to property nor a form of forced
labor. Rather, it is compatible with property rights, which are basic but not
absolute.
In light of the differences between the theories of property of Nozick and
Rawls, the following question arises: is the idea of equality held by philosophers
across political camps? Going further, we shall find that their differences are not
empirical—that is, in the specifics of institutions that can better achieve the idea
of equality. Rather, such differences are derivative from differences in the
specification of contents of the idea of equality. Equality can be interpreted from
two perspectives. First, the question of whether people share anything in common
arises. The shared features or characteristics would be the basis for equal
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treatment. The second question relates to how the idea of equality responds to
differences in personal attributes and the effect they have on life prospects. This
thesis represents a search for answers in Rawls’s and Nozick’s distributive
theories.
I delineate two perspectives from which we understand the idea of equality and
its relation to property rights. From the first perspective, people have moral
powers in common—the capacity for the sense of justice and the capacity for a
conception of the good. These shared capacities serve as grounds for demanding
political equality and some degree of economic equality. More specifically,
institutions should be designed to ensure that people from all sections of society
have an equal influence in policy making and access to resources that are adequate
for them to exercise and develop their moral powers.
From the second perspective, differences in personal attributes are an
institutional fact, and they are produced not merely from personal attributes but
through social cooperation. Only the cooperative system makes it possible for
people to fulfill and amplify the worth of their attributes. Differences in personal
attributes presuppose the existence of a cooperative system. The distribution of
differences and the extent to which people are allowed to benefit from their
attributes concern the operation of a cooperative system. Along this line,
differences accrued from personal attributes should be distributed in an approach
that not only rewards people for the effort they expend fulfilling the worth of their
attributes but also allows the cooperative system to operate efficiently and
continuously. In other words, people are allowed to benefit from their attributes on
the condition that the share they receive does not damage the operation of the
social system or obstruct others, such as those with institutionally unfavored
attributes, from shaping the capacities that enable them to become active
participants in social cooperation.
In accordance with this idea of equality, property rights have two features.
First, property rights are essential to forming and developing moral powers;
therefore, they should be included in the list of basic liberties and protected by the
principle of priority. If people are respected as equals (i.e., they have Rawls’s two
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moral powers), institutions should be designed to secure people’s right to property,
protecting them against arbitrary interference. Second, property rights—the right
to benefits earned through attributes and the appropriation of resources—accept
restrictions. The restriction on property rights is necessary and justifiable when
such a restriction ensures that all people have the resources to grow into equals
with moral powers. Wealth accumulation, to the extent that it stifles the vigor of
social cooperation or reduces social mobility, is morally questionable. Wealth
stems from society and should be distributed in a way that enables society to
prosper and benefits all social actors.
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Introduction
Research has demonstrated a widening gap between the rich and the poor in
capitalist societies. The widened wealth gap caused social instability; in particular,
many protested against the unequal distribution of wealth and the privilege
enjoyed by the super-rich. These protests call for critical reflection on how wealth
should be distributed. The questions of first, whether the rhetoric of free
competition can be used to argue for the unequal distribution of wealth and
second, to what extent wealth inequality is justifiable. These two questions, in
essence, relate to the moral foundation of property rights.
It might be argued that research on the moral foundation of property rights is
meaningless because the question of “who gets what” is clear enough—people are
entitled to possessions obtained lawfully. However, the questions remain: what is
the foundation of property law? How does law acquire the moral authority to rule
that something belongs to one person rather than anyone else? This leads us back
to considering how a certain object is a person’s property.
1. Two Approaches to Property Rights
Stephen R. Munzer summarizes two approaches to property rights: the
incorporation theory and projection theory. The core of the incorporation theory is
that “external things become property by being brought into the body.”1
Munzer formulates the incorporation theory as follows:
(1) People have a right to exist as independent agents.
(2) Hence, they have a right not to have their agenthood terminated.
(3a) Then, people have a right to move and use their bodies as they please so
long as they do not violate others’ rights, and others have an obligation not to
move, use, or transform their bodies against their will.
(3b) In other words, people have an exclusive right to move and use their
bodies so long as they do not violate others’ rights.
(4) Hence, they have an exclusive right to use anything that is open to
acquisition and that has been incorporated into their bodies, such as food
converted into protein.
!1 Stephen R. Munzer, “Property, Incorporation, and Projection,” Noûs, Vol. 23, No. 3 (June, 1989):
291.
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(5) This right of exclusive use of acquisition is a property right. 2
Under the incorporation theory, property rights are justifiable because people’s
right over themselves is extended to objects that are part of their bodies. By this
logic, only objects that can become an inseparable part of a person’s body can be
justified as his or her property. This logic can explain the right to food because
food can be converted into protein and absorbed by the body. However, the
difficulty lies in justifying the right to houses or ideas, the objects that cannot be
incorporated into bodies. Thus, the priority of the incorporation theory, as Munzer
says, is to clarify in what nonliteral sense things are incorporated into people’s
bodies. 3
The second approach to property rights is the projection theory, which states
that people must own property to express their personality and agency. Personality
is defined as “the self-actualization of the individual through acts of will,”4
whereas agency “involves actions done from needs, wants, desires, motives,
dispositions, inclinations, ends, purposes, plans, projects, and so on.”5 The change
people cause to objects reflects their agency and personality. If people are
recognized as existing beings with personality and agency, then they should be
granted the right to property, with which they can express their will.
Notably, if property rights are justified on the grounds that people express their
will using external objects, then the reasonable conclusion is not that people
should be granted the exclusive right to property but rather that they should be
provided with certain resources. As long as people are allowed to possess objects,
regardless of whether the access to objects is inclusive or exclusive, people can
exercise their will. So personality and agency do not necessarily imply the
exclusive right to property. Other conditions are required.
See Munzer, “Property, Incorporation, and Projection,” 293–294. In Munzer’s view, the
incorporation theory fails to justify property rights. Proposition (2) does not imply the right to
move and use people’s bodies; rather, it implies the requirement that others not kill a person or
destroy his or her capacity for thought and action. However, saying that people as independent
agents have no right to use their bodies and minds does not make sense. The way people use
themselves embodies their understanding of themselves. If people are recognized as independent
beings, they should be granted the right to use themselves. Therefore, I believe proposition (2)
follows (3a).
2

4

Munzer, “Property, Incorporation, and Projection,” 295.
Munzer, “Property, Incorporation, and Projection,” 296.

5

Munzer, “Property, Incorporation, and Projection,” 303.

3
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The first condition concerns the relationship between personality and
independence. “Personality involves the initial stage in which the person by
willing sets himself off from and asserts rights against other persons.”6 With
exclusive rights to property, people are protected against interference. Thus, they
can sufficiently express their will, exercise their agency, and develop their
personality.
The second condition concerns the relationship between agency and stability.
According to Munzer, “stable possession and use are necessary to achieve some
abiding ends.” 7 Without stable possessions, people’s entitlement to property may
be terminated at any time, leaving people unsure of the future of their possessions.
This uncertainty undermines their willingness to take on long-term projects,
thereby inhibiting their ambitions and agency. 8
Although the incorporation theory and projection theory adopt different
approaches to property rights, they share a common focus on how people are
connected to external objects. This leads to the conceptualization of property
rights as rights that secure people’s entitlement to possessions by defining the
relationship between people and external objects. In this thesis, I present another
approach—exploring property rights according to the concept of persons. This
approach reveals that property rights represent more than the ownership of
external objects and imply a certain interpretation of human relations.
2. Property Rights and the Idea of Persons
1) Importance of the Idea of Persons to Property Theory
The issue of whether and in virtue of what people are entitled to possessions is
related to how people are conceived of and human society are expected. It is
societal expectations and human relations that govern the rule of property. In a
hierarchical society, the entitlement to property is concerned with kinship or social

6
7

Munzer, “Property, Incorporation, and Projection,” 296.
Munzer, “Property, Incorporation, and Projection,” 303.

For Munzer, the projection theory cannot go so far in justifying property rights. Because the
theory considers personality and agency as the manifestation of these personal qualities in physical
possessions, it fails to explain people’s entitlement to nonphysical property. As Munzer says,
“intangible property is not property in abstract things or ideas tout court […] Nor would the power
to exclude be effectual unless there could be rules pertaining to physical manifestations of
intangible property.” Munzer, “Property, Incorporation, and Projection,” 299.
8
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status. A preference for such social organization renders kinship and social status
valuable. If we think society should treat people as equals and reward them for
their contributions, the bloodline or birth background should not be considered the
most important characteristics that entitle people to property. Instead, access to
external objects should open to individuals with the talents and efforts.
Furthermore, if it is expected that failure should not cost people opportunities to
restart their life, the distributive scheme chosen should not merely reward people
for their efforts and talents but ensure that the least advantaged can survive
misfortunes and revise their conceptions of the good.
These arguments highlight that it is our expectations of society and human
relations that determine the rules of property rights. So in the discussion of
property rights, we should go beyond the relationship between people and the
external objects—exploring how the objects become people’s possessions, and
focus on the idea of persons, that is, what it is like to be a just person.
Some philosophers have demonstrated the importance of the idea of persons to
political theories or distributive justice. For example, Michael Sandel says that
deontological liberalism presupposes philosophical anthropology—the idea of
persons.9 John Christmas views the model of persons as the subject of justice,
which guides the workings of political institutions that answer to the dictates of
justice. 10 Samuel Freeman goes further, directly stating that “issues in these
debates [i.e., liberalism of capitalism, robust private economic justice] is not
simply the nature of our economic and social relations, but ultimately the kinds of
persons that we are and can come to be.”11
These philosophers provide a reminder that research on property theories or
economic justice should prioritize clarifying the idea of persons—“a detailed
analysis of the concepts of the just person and the just way of life, with particular

See Michael Sandal, Liberalism and the Limits of Justice, (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 198), 134.
10 John Christman, The Politics of Persons: Individual Autonomy and Socio-Historical Selves,
(Cambridge University Press, 2009), 2.
9

Samuel Freeman, “Capitalism in the Classical and High Liberal Tradition,” Social Philosophy &
Policy,Vol. 28, No. 2 (May, 2011): 55.
11
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attention to the range of traits included in each.”12 Property rights are
manifestation of the model of persons; they are the conditions proposed to ensure
that people can grow into their expectations.
2) Questions Concerning the Idea of Persons
The idea of persons can be defined with two questions. The first question
concerns the relationship between people and personal attributes, such as native
endowments, social status, and social background. People differ in their attributes.
All else being equal, differences in personal attributes lead to different life
prospects. In other words, the variation in the degrees of wealth among people
partly stems from differences in personal attributes. Justifying the right to
increased benefits requires reflection on the effect of personal attributes on wealth
inequality. Therefore, to define the idea of persons, we need to clarify the
relationship between people and their attributes. For example, what is the
appropriate response to differences in personal attributes? Does distributive justice
require no action to neutralize the effect that differences in personal attributes
have on people’s life prospects? If yes, then people are entitled to all the benefits
accrued from their attributes, and the right to increased benefits is justifiable.
Second, the idea of persons refers to expectations of human relations; that is,
how humans are expected to live together. Such a clarification matters in the
debate over property rights, concerning the extent to which people’s rights to
objects (e.g., natural resources) are justifiable. The more resources people
appropriate or consume, the fewer resources remain for others. The condition of
scarcity means that people’s exercise of their rights to resources affects others’
access to resources and also their opportunities to practice lifestyles built on those
resources. Accordingly, people’s fates can be viewed as interrelated. Furthermore,
people spend their whole lives in social systems. Therefore, if people fall into dire
situations that threaten their status as equals (i.e., being exploited or dominated by
others), then the question arises of whether property rights enable these people to
get out of such situations.
Thus, to define the contents of the idea of persons, we should clarify our
Lawrence C. Becker, “Economic Justice: Three Problems,” Ethics, Vol. 89, No. 4 (July, 1979):
390.
12
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understanding of human relationships. If people are expected to live as equal and
free, then they should be ensured resources, with which they can actively carry
out projects and free themselves from the power dynamics associated with an
unequal distribution of resources. Thus, people are required to consider others’
well-being and access to resources when appropriating resources. If human
society were organized according to the “survival of the fittest” principle, then the
property theory that holds that people should be allowed to appropriate as many
resources as they desire without needing to consider others’ material prospects
would be supported.
In short, in the research of property rights, the first step should be to reconsider
how and to what extent people are allowed to benefit from their attributes and
how people are expected to live together. In contrast to the incorporation and
projection theories, a theory based on the idea of persons clarifies that property
rights represent more than the ownership of external objects. Property rights
embody an understanding of personal attributes, human relations, and human
society. The idea of persons clarifies that property rights are human rights.
3. Two Models of Persons and Property Theories
1) Why Focus on Rawls and Nozick
This thesis revolves around Robert Nozick and John Rawls. The focus on them is
largely the result of three considerations. First, Nozick and Rawls specify the
contents of the idea of persons differently. They present different interpretations of
differences in personal attributes and expectations of human relations. Elaborating
on their ideas of persons is helpful in revealing their differences in understanding
what a just person is. Second, their theories of property are quite different, falling
into different political camps. Nozick’s theory is emblematic of right-wing
libertarian stances on property rights, whereas the restriction that Rawls imposes
on property rights is a feature typical of high liberalism. Thus, a focus on Nozick’s
and Rawls’s theories of property allows me to navigate the political spectrum.
Furthermore, Nozick and Rawls represent two ways of thinking about property
rights and the idea of persons. Nozick is more concerned with people in relation to
their personal attributes and access to resources and less concerned with the
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effects that people’s exercise of their self-ownership and appropriation of
resources have on others. By contrast, Rawls’s approach to property rights, an
embodiment of his model of persons as active participants in social cooperation, is
explicitly relational—he concerns himself with the question of how society ought
to be organized to ensure that all people can live as free and equals. He therefore
interprets distribution and inequality from the perspective of human relations.
Thus, his theory of property does not merely refer to whether people receive what
they input into external objects but also to whether the appropriation of resources
has a negative effect on others’ access to resources and on their status as equals.
2) Nozick’s Model of Persons
As mentioned, the idea of persons refers to two issues—the differences accrued
from personal attributes and the expectations of human relations. Nozick
addresses the relationship between people and their attributes through his idea of
self-ownership. According to it, as the owner of his person and powers, he is
allowed to use those powers as he wishes, as long as he does not harm others. Full
ownership allows people to reap all the benefits they gain from their attributes.
Nozick conceives of human relations according to the Lockean proviso, the
condition established for resource appropriation. According to this proviso,
people’s appropriation of natural resources is justifiable if it does not worsen
others’ situations. The worse situation signifies that people receive less material
welfare than they would normally have in common usage. The Lockean proviso is
easily met because in any phase of human society (except the hunter-gathering
phase), people receive more material welfare than they would have in common
usage.
The restriction the Lockean proviso imposes on resource appropriation and
accumulation is so weak that even the monopoly of resources can be justifiable.
Thus, the Lockean proviso functionally amounts to the “first come, first served”
principle, which disadvantages latecomers, leading them to have no resources to
appropriate. No access to resources deprives latecomers not only of freedoms and
well-being related to the use of resources but also of their ability to bargain with
the possessors of resources over working conditions. Thus, a power dynamic
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stemming from an unequal distribution of resources arises. Meanwhile, wealth
accumulated beyond an acceptable extent negatively affects people’s liberties and
subjects the worst-off to others’ will. So in a Nozickian society, the status of the
propertyless as equals might be threatened.
The Lockean proviso reveals Nozick’s stance on human relations—he does not
care about the power dynamic that stems from an unequal distribution of
resources.
Because the idea of self-ownership allows people to reap all the benefits of
their attributes and because the restrictions to resource appropriation imposed by
the Lockean proviso are so weak, not all people in a Nozickian society possess the
opportunity to exercise property rights. For the majority, the inaccessibility of
resources means that freedoms reside only in their minds—they have no
substantive or high-quality freedoms. By being deprived of control over their lives
and forced to work for others, the propertyless are marginalized and demeaned as
inferior. Thus, the unequal distribution of resources not only precludes the
possibility of people exercising their rights and freedoms but also costs them their
status as equals, rendering the propertyless subordinate.
3) Rawls’s Model of Persons
Rawls’s model of persons can be understood from two perspectives. The first is
his exclusion of moral desert from distributive theory. Although justice as fairness
recognizes moral desert as applicable in daily life, this idea cannot be incorporated
into a political conception of justice. People obtain rewards not because of the
intrinsic worth of their attributes but because they successfully perform the roles
assigned to them.
One reason for not mentioning moral desert in distributions is that Rawls
perceives differences as a common asset. People are born with certain natural
attributes, but people ultimately fulfill the worth of their attributes in the
cooperative system. Essentially, differences in personal attributes are a common
asset. Furthermore, the system may not necessarily be sufficiently neutral or fair
for people to possess an equal opportunity to fulfill the worth of their attributes.
Thus, increased benefits stem not only from the effort people spend in fulfilling
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their talents, but also from others’ sacrifices—the diminished opportunities they
confront in developing their talents within the existing system. The differences
among people due to personal attributes are not proportionate to the worth of
these attributes or the effort these people devote. The discrepancy between the
differences in personal attributes (earned in cooperative system) and the natural
value of the attributes themselves indicates that taxation on differences may be
compatible with property rights.
Evidently, Nozick and Rawls address the differences accrued from personal
attributes differently. Nozick posits that self-ownership grants people the rights to
the benefits accrued from personal attributes. Rawls, however, perceives
differences in personal attributes as a common asset, which presupposes an
existence of social cooperation. Rewarding people on the basis of moral desert not
only exaggerates the worth of personal attributes but also devalues the
contributions of other participants. Put simply, according to Rawls, people’s
possession of certain attributes does not automatically justify their absolute right
to benefits gained from these attributes.
The second perspective to understand Rawls’s model of persons is his theory of
property-owning democracy (POD), a regime characterized by the dispersal of
natural resources and productive means. Power dynamics such as exploitation
stemming from an unequal distribution of resources would be mitigated by the
dispersal of natural resources. When resources are widely dispersed, few people
possess sufficient resources that enable them to dominate the least advantaged.
Rawls’s approach to addressing differences in personal attributes and human
relations embodies an egalitarian ethos. He conceives of people as not merely free
but also equal.
4) Differences between Nozick and Rawls in Their Models of Persons
If we delve deeper, the differences between Nozick and Rawls in specification of
the contents of the idea of persons are twofold. First, the ways of thinking they
exhibit are different—Nozick’s is individualistic while Rawls’s is relational.
Second, they assign different weights to the idea of equality. Nozick’s model of
person and derived property theories leave less room to substantive equality. His
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model of persons as self-owners highlights the value of freedoms. By contrast,
Rawls’s model of persons is egalitarian, which manifests in his emphasis on
people’s shared moral capacities and in his effort to disperse natural resources and
productive means. Property rights as an embodiment of this model of persons also
contain egalitarian ethos—they are not merely social conditions for people to
form their moral capacities but allow themselves for restriction so as to ensure
that large inequalities in resource appropriation that undermine equal human
relationship would be reduced.
Now, the subsequent question is: which model of persons is plausible, Nozick’s
or Rawls’s? If Rawls’s model of persons is adopted as a basis for property rights,
at least two questions should be answered. (1) Why is the relational approach
preferred? Alternatively, why should we understand persons, inequalities,
distributive justice, or entitlement to objects in terms of human relations? (2) Why
does the idea of equality matter?
4. Two Ways of Thinking
In specification of the idea of persons, we should consider the question of how
people are expected to live as a whole, that is, what kind of the relationship people
are expected to maintain with others, the hierarchy or equal? The emphasis on the
perspective of human relations is because of the fact that the fates of human
beings are interrelated. The distributions of resources not merely concern the
chance people have in practicing their life projects but also the relationship they
can keep with others. With access to resources, people are able to carry out the life
projects especially those based on material resources. Meanwhile, the availability
of resources concerns the bargaining position people have in negotiating the terms
of cooperations. In the situation where resources are accumulated in a few hands,
it is highly possible that the worst-off have no alternatives but to work for people
with resources. Resource mass can develop into advantages that are used to
exploit the worst-off. Thus in specifying the idea of persons and designing
principle for distributions, we should think about what kind of human relationship
we want/ought to maintain. This is one reason why the relational perspective is
highlighted. Situating ourselves in human relations and interaction to think about
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distributions, inequalities, and the entitlement to objects is a must.
5. The Idea of Persons as Equals
The idea of persons can be specified in different ways. So the crucial question is
why the idea of equality should be incorporated into the idea of persons,
especially when one considers how people differ. And the question also matters of
what we mean by equality.
1) The Idea of Equality and Shared Capacities
First, people are equal in the sense that they have moral powers in common—the
capacity for a sense of justice and conception of the good. Undeniably, people
vary in these two powers—some people have more than others. Equality does not
mean equality of outcome, or absolute equality—that people possessing these
moral powers to the same degree. It means that people have the minimum
capacity to participate in social cooperation, to understand and apply rules, and to
develop life projects. In almost all societal structures, people have these
capacities, even in the society organized based on the utility principle—goods are
distributed to maximize the sum of utility. Difference lies in that society structured
on the principle of justice as fairness, in Rawls’s view, is more stable and
attractive, because even the worst-off are ensured that their basic liberties would
not be sacrificed for social welfare and that their material prospects would be
maximized in comparison with the situations they might suffer in other
institutions.
Even if we mean equality in this minimal sense of “shared capacities,” it is
challenged by the fact that some have no such capacities, such as individuals with
disabilities or psychoses that prevent them from engaging in social cooperation.
However, the fact that some individuals lack these shared capacities does not
mean they are not equals. Their status as equals can be understood in another
sense. Bernard Williams points out that people share capacities to experience pain
and passion, for example. Even if an individual is unable to participate in social
cooperation, the features he possesses, such as his physical features as human
beings, the connection he has with family and communities, remind us that some
forms of treatment are inappropriate and should be prohibited.
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Equality is more than an empirical claim that people indeed share some
characteristics. It is also a normative thesis. That is, people are assumed to be
capable of participating in social cooperation. A just society, in Rawls’s view,
should supply people with basic goods with which they can shape the required
capacities.
2) The Idea of Equality and Equal Human Relationships
Equality also refers to equal human relationships without power relations that
result from unequal acquisitions of resources. Equal human relationship is not
synonymous with equality of outcome. It rather emphasizes balances in power
between different sections of society. In a society featuring equal human
relationships, inequalities persist but are restricted such that the well-off cannot
dominate others by virtue of their advantages in resources. According to this
notion of equality, the problem is not that inequalities persist but that inequalities
are so large that the well-off monopolize all goods and the worst-off lack social
mobility.
3) Why Equality Matters
The next question is why people should be treated as equals. First, as I have
shown herein, people share certain capacities, and this entails the requirement for
equal treatment. That is, institutions should not obstruct people from forming and
developing these capacities. Note that “no obstruction” falls short of Rawls’s
requirement for treating persons as equals. He goes further, advocating for
institutions designed to provide people with resources to develop the requisite
capacities enabling people to engage in social cooperation. Rawls conceives of
people not merely as equals but also as active participants of social cooperation.
Letting people compete without measures ensuring the worst-off can grow into
active participants may, in Rawls’s view, result in the worst-off being passive
recipients of social welfare. His conception of persons is related to his
interpretation of society, which he views as a cooperative system that operates
efficiently and continuously. The social system that ensures the worst-off can
become active participants—being able to carry out their own life projects and
maintain an equal relationship with others—is stable.
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Furthermore, social systems are not necessarily fair in that all their members
have equal opportunities to fulfill the worth of their characters and develop their
talents. Being the worst-off may not be a “natural fact” (meaning that having the
lowest social position is a result of being born with inferior attributes); rather, it is
social and institutional in the sense that institutional arrangements disadvantage
people with particular attributes. So equality matters not merely because of
features people share or because it is beneficial to keeping society stable but also
because society is a cooperative system in which bias is probably present.
Emphasis on the idea of equality leaves room for society to correct biases and
provide compensation to the worst-off.
6. The Idea of Persons as Equals and “Equality of What”
The idea of persons as equals is often conflated with the issue of “equality of
what.” The idea of equality, as illustrated, revolves around two issues. The first
involves seeking features common among people. The second involves addressing
differences in personal attributes and their effects on people’s life projects. The
issue of “equality of what” signifies the policies designed to fulfill the idea of
equality. Essentially, “equality of what” is derived from the idea of equality; that
is, egalitarian stances on equality, such as Rawls’s primary goods, Amartya Sen’s
equality of capabilities, and G. A. Cohen’s equal access to advantages, embody
definitions of the idea of persons as equals, reflecting their responses
to differences in personal attributes. Therefore, the differences between
egalitarians’ views not only involve the extent to which inequalities are
neutralized, but also concern principle—rooted in contesting elaborations on the
idea of persons as equals.
1) Equality of Capabilities and Rawls’s Model of Persons
According to Amartya Sen, primary goods inadequately consider differences
between people. Marginalized groups, such as ethnic minorities or people with
disabilities, require more than just primary goods to be fully cooperating members
of social cooperation. Thus, Sen proposes equality of capabilities—that “a person
being able to do certain basic things. The ability to move […], the ability to meet
one’s nutritional requirements, the wherewithal to the clothed and sheltered, the
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power to participate in the social life of the community.”13
Nonetheless, the list of primary goods can be extended so as to cover the
differences of people with special needs. Note that the model of persons in
Rawls’s distributive theory is active participants in social cooperation. Given this,
Rawls would not reject the demand for more resources given to people whose
differences hinder them from being cooperative members of society. In other
words, if we interpret Rawls’s primary goods in the best way, noting that they are
derivative from the idea of persons as active participants, the list of primary goods
at least in the logical sense can be extended so as to respond to Sen’s critique. If
so, the difference between Rawls and Sen in the issue of “equality of what” is not
in principle.
2) Equal Access to Advantage and Cohen’s Model of Persons
Consider G. A. Cohen’s equal access to advantage. According to Cohen, “the
man’s straightforward inability to move his legs and his liability to pain when
moving his arms are both disadvantages for which (I tacitly assumed) he cannot
be held responsible, and I suggest, that is why an egalitarian would compensate
him for them.”14
The question is: why are the aforementioned disabilities counted as
disadvantages? Why do such disadvantages entail the demand for compensation?
Cohen goes on to say, quoted as follows.
“[the disadvantage as such] attends, rather, to ‘involuntary’ disadvantage,
which is the sort that does not reflect the subject’s choice. People’s advantages
are unjustly unequal (or unjustly equal) when the inequality (or equality)
reflects unequal access to advantage, as opposed to patterns of choice against a
background of equality of access.” 15
Cohen’s conception of disadvantages is clear—personal attributes or factors that
affect people’s prospects but that people have no choice over. The question does
not end here; specifically, what does “choice” mean? According to Cohen,

13 Amartya

Sen, “Equality of What,” in The Tanner Lecture on Human Values, (Delivered at
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voluntary choice is immune to the effect of luck, and the disadvantages are the
opposite of voluntary choices. Thus, Cohen supports compensation for expensive
taste, which is counted as a disadvantage because its expensive nature cannot be
controlled.16
So, it is clear that for Cohen, the commitment to equal access to advantages is
rooted in his model of persons—that is, people are merely responsible for their
choices and are entitled to compensation for disadvantages caused through not
fault of their own. By this standard, personal attributes such as talents or social
status are categorized into luck; thus, people do not deserve benefits accrued from
such attributes. Because equal access to advantage is derivative from Cohen’s
interpretation of persons, the priority is to examine the plausibility of his model of
persons.
3) Equality of Welfare and Two Contending Models of Persons Combined
Consider Michael Otsuka’s equality of welfare, which also illustrates the
importance of clarifying the model of persons. Otsuka’s distributive pattern is
described as follows:
“I would maintain that, ceteris paribus, someone who would, through no
fault of his on account of his mental and physical constitution, be worse off in
terms of welfare than another under an equal distribution of resources has a
greater claim on the island’s resources than another who would be better off
than he in terms of welfare […] Only a distribution that accords with the
‘equal-absolute-level’ reading would eliminate this unfairness.”17
Put simply, natural resources, in Otsuka’s view, should be distributed in a manner
that ensures people reach the same level of welfare. The question concerns how
welfare is defined. According to Otsuka, no one should be worse off through no
fault of his or her own, which resembles the doctrine of luck egalitarianism—no
one should be responsible for consequences caused by luck. Thus, Otsuka’s
equality of welfare necessitates that the fortunate compensate the unfortunate for
their unfavorable attributes. The more affected by luck people are, the more
See Cohen’s discussion of Fred’s preference for photography. “On the Currency of Egalitarian
Justice,” 922-3.
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resources they could receive.
Note that Otsuka insists on combining the idea of self-ownership with equality
of welfare (as he calls it, “welfare proviso”). This produces a problem: is selfownership coherently compatible with welfare proviso? Many philosophers doubt
the possibility of such a combination. For example, Richard J. Arneson argues that
the distribution of resources according to egalitarian principles would restrict
people’s power over themselves.18 In a left-wing libertarian society, fewer
resources are available to the talented or the able than what they could have
appropriated sufficiently by using themselves (e.g., their talents). Thus, selfownership under world ownership is not full but restricted. I agree with Arneson’s
conclusion but disagree with his arguments. Restrictions imposed on selfownership by world ownership are unavoidable. In a society that ensures all
people rather than a few have access to resources, the most talented, ambitious, or
able cannot sufficiently use their power over themselves. However, this restriction
on self-ownership is justifiable on the grounds of fairness.
The problem with Otsuka’s equality of welfare lies in that he tries to combine
two conflicting models of persons. One model of persons is libertarians’ selfownership, whereas the other is luck egalitarianism, the agents of which are
excusable from luck. According to the idea of self-ownership, people are entitled
to their personal attributes and the extra benefits acquired through these attributes.
On this point, luck egalitarianism stands on the opposite. Thus, the incoherence of
Otsuka’s egalitarian theory is rooted in his effort to combine conflicting models of
persons.
With these examples, I attempt to express the idea that the issue of “equality of
what” is derived from a type of model of persons. Therefore, the model of persons
underlying egalitarianism should first be clarified—specifically, how each
political camp understands human relations and addresses the differences in
people’s natural and social assets should be elucidated.
7. The Idea of Persons as Equals and Property Rights
The idea of persons as equals in having two moral powers has an institutional
Richard J. Arneson, “Self-Ownership and World Ownership: Against Left-Libertarianism,”
Social Philosophy and Policy, Vol. 27, No. 1 (January, 2010): 168-194.
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implication—society should be designed to ensure all people have opportunities to
develop the capacities that enable them to actively participate in social
cooperation. In addition to the shared attributes, people have differences in their
personal attributes. However, such a fact does not follow the conclusion that
people are entitled to all benefits flowing from their attributes. Differences in
personal attributes as a common asset demonstrate that the winner-take-all scheme
of distribution is neither desirable nor justifiable. Restriction on property rights is
justifiable, even if they are recognized as basic rights.
Now, the moral foundation of property rights is clear. First, such rights are
grounded in the idea of persons as equals in moral powers and are granted to
people because they are necessary conditions for people to form and develop their
moral powers. Second, the basis of property rights is related to the idea of social
cooperation. It is in the cooperative system that people fulfill the worth of their
attributes and attain benefits. Some portions of differences accrued from personal
attributes should be returned to society as a reward and compensation to the
worst-off for their participation and sacrifice. So, property rights are justified by
the idea of persons as equals and the idea of social cooperation. Regardless of
what they are based on—the idea of equality or the idea of a cooperative system—
they are independent of a particular culture. Thus, theories of property conforming
to either of these two ideas are culturally independent.
Resting on the idea of persons as equals, property rights have two functions.
First, they protect people against arbitrary interference with their possessions. The
exclusive right to property assures people that no one can access their possessions
without permission or compensation. Such a warrant encourages people to
sufficiently develop their potential and consider life plans in the long term.
Second, property rights allow for restrictions, through which large wealth
inequalities can be reduced and even the worst-off have resources to develop their
moral powers and maintain equal relationships with others. Thus, property rights
that are built upon the idea of persons as equals have an egalitarian ethos.
8. The Framework of the Thesis
According to Bernard Williams, people are equals in the sense of the capacities
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they have in common, such as capacities to feel pain and affection. Such
capacities are common to humans and serve as a reminder that people should be
treated the same. People, Williams continues, also share the capacity to see the
world from a human perspective, which makes them able to understand
themselves and others as more than the titles they represent. For Williams, the
shared ability is relevant to the political aims of egalitarianism; it entails demands
for political equality. Furthermore, Williams reminds us that the unequal
circumstances surrounding people, such as family background and social status,
mean that people have unequal chances of meeting conditions for something that
all people desire. Differences in personal attributes make actual outcomes distant
from the commitment to the idea of equality of opportunity.
Williams’ elaboration on the idea of equality provides us with a perspective
from which equality can be interpreted. In discussions of the idea of persons as
equals, we should address at least two issues. First, we should seek features or
characteristics that people share in common, and second, we should deal with
differences in people’s attributes and the effects they have on people’s prospects. I
organize my thesis around these two issues.
The first half of the thesis represents an attempt to identify features people
have in common and to explore their relevance to property rights. In the second
half, I turn to differences in personal attributes and the effects they have on
people’s lives. Philosophers are divided on whether and to what extent people
ought to benefit from their attributes. I search for answers in Nozick’s and Rawls’s
distributive theories and also refer to the approach of luck egalitarianism.
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Chapter One Preliminaries

Introduction
Property rights have caused many controversies, such as the relationship between
property rights and taxation. Some scholars argue that property rights are
incompatible with taxation, whereas others assert that property rights are derived
from and governed by taxation systems. The political spectrum is also divided
according to property rights. Libertarians, egalitarian liberals, and classical
liberals have different views on property rights. In addition, philosophers from
these traditions debate over the notion that natural resources are scarce.
These controversies are partly related to the moral foundation of property
rights. For example, if property rights are derived from institutional specifications,
then property rights do not necessarily conflict with the taxation system. However,
philosophers have proposed various foundations for property rights. According to
the labor-mixing theory, people are entitled to property because their labor is
combined with external objects. Jeremy Waldron comments that labor and action
are not the necessary condition for justifying property rights. The general right to
property, he says, is granted to all people on the grounds that property is necessary
for people to express their will. According to John Christman, property rights are
a bundle of rights that rest on different foundations. These approaches provide a
comprehensive view of property rights.
This chapter is organized around the following questions:
(1) What are property rights?
(2) Why are property rights controversial?
(3) What are the classical understandings of property rights?

1. 1 The Concept of Property Rights
In general, property rights refer to rights over “the thing owned, against others
who are precluded from the free use of it to which ownership entitles the owner.”1
Property rights, as A. M. Honoré says, comprise the following rights:
Jan Narveson, “Property and Rights,” Social Philosophy and Policy Foundation, Vol. 7, No. 1
(January, 2010): 101.
1
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“[t]he right to possess, the right to use, the right to manage, the right to the
income of the thing, the right to capital, the right to security, the rights or
incidents of transmissibility and absence of term, the prohibition of harmful
use, liability to execution, and the incident of residuarity.”2
Among these rights, the right to the income entitles people to benefit from their
possessions. The right to the capital is defined as “the power to alienate the thing
and the liberty to consume, waste or destroy the whole or part of it.” 3 This liberty
“need not be regarded as unrestricted.”4 That is, the right to the capital does not
grant possessors an absolute right over their possessions. The right to security
refers to “an immunity from expropriation, based on rules which provide that,
apart from bankruptcy and execution for debt, the transmission of ownership is
consensual.”5 In other words, the right to security assures people that no one can
expropriate their possessions arbitrarily.
Despite encompassing a bundle of rights, property rights are characterized as
exclusive, granting people the power to exclude others from appropriating
already-appropriated possessions. Thus, no one can use property without its
owner’s permission or compensating the owner.6
However, for some scholars, exclusiveness applies only to the right to physical
objects, not intellectual property.7 Intellectual property is nonexclusive because
intangible objects can be used many times and by many people at once and are not
consumed by their use.8 Edwin C. Hettinger says:
2 A.

M. Honoré, “Ownership,” in Patricia Smith (ed.) The Nature and Process of Law: An
Introduction to Legal Philosophy, (New York and Oxford: Oxford University, 1993), 370. Despite
this concept of property rights raised decades ago, it is worth being noted for two reasons. First, it
is a classic definition of property rights, quoted by many philosophers. Second, it reminds us that
property rights consist of different rights. This is important for the following discussion. In John
Christman’s view, property rights are not justified as a whole. Different rights rest on different
foundations. For example, self-ownership and the value of autonomy can justify the right to use,
manage, and control but not the right to benefit.
3 Honoré, “Ownership,” 372.
4
5
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David Schmidtz, “Property and Justice,” Social Philosophy & Policy, Vol. 27, No. 1 (January,
2010): 80.
7 See Edwin C. Hettinger, “Justifying Intellectual Property,” Philosophy & Public Affairs, Vol. 18,
No. 1 (Winter, 1989): 31-52. James Wilson also thinks exclusiveness is not the feature of
intellectual property. See James Wilson, “Could There Be a Right to Own Intellectual Property?”
Law and Philosophy, Vol. 28, No. 4 (July, 2009): 393-427.
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“If someone borrows your lawnmower, you cannot use it, nor can anyone
else. But if someone borrows your recipe for guacamole, that in no way
precludes you, or anyone else, from using it. The feature is shared by all sorts
of intellectual objects […]” 9
However, Hettinger misunderstands exclusiveness in relation to intellectual
property. The fact that intangible objects can be used by many people
simultaneously does not mean that these objects should be made available to
people or recognized as non-exclusive. If property rights are justifiable, whatever
they are—intellectual property, or the right to tangible objects, they are exclusive.
Thus, even if many people can use my recipes for guacamole at the same time and
their usage has no negative effect on my usage, I can prohibit others from using
the recipes.
In discussing the notion of property rights, we should also acknowledge the
difference between ownership and possession. Possession, a descriptive concept,
refers to the relationship between the possessor and the thing possessed, whereas
ownership, a normative concept, represents people’s entitlements to possessions.10
The two concepts have different emphases; “possession” denotes the
appropriation of something, and ownership refers to people’s rights to
possessions. Ownership is an indicator of possessions, but possession does not
automatically grant the entitlement to property to people. For example, a thief
steals a car and uses it as he wishes. Despite the fact that he has it, no one says
that he is entitled to it.
Moreover, the distinction between positive right to property and negative right
to property must be made. Consider the following case. Jerry’s investment failure
drives him into poverty, to the point that he cannot even afford his daily meals.
Now he appeals to his right to life to request help. Can the right to life sufficiently
justify his demand for help? If the right to life is a positive right, he can seek
provisions from others to preserve his life. However, the answer is different if the
right to life means the liberty to life. In that circumstance, the right to life protects
9

Hettinger, “Justifying Intellectual Property,” 34.

This distinction is from Narveson. See Jan Narveson, The Libertarian Idea, (Toronto:
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Jerry against others’ interference but does not obligate others to satisfy his basic
needs. The indifference or inaction of bystanders does not violate Jerry’s negative
right. In essence, the positive right to life accompanies the positive duty to life,
and the negative right to life only assigns others the duty of not interfering with
people’s right to life. Similarly, property rights as positive rights are more radical,
going beyond noninterference with people’s legitimate property. They imply
positive measures taken to guarantee people’s acquisition of certain possessions.
In summary, property rights (1) grant people the power to exclude others from
appropriating already-appropriated resources, (2) consist of a bundle of rights, (3)
concern the ownership rather than the state of possession, and (4) can be
categorized into positive and negative rights to possessions.

1. 2 Controversies over Property Rights
In what follows, I shall discuss controversies over property rights.
1. 2. 1 Property Rights and Natural Resources
Implicit in property theories and distributive justice is the assumption that natural
resources are limited or even scarce. Many scholars view natural resources in
essentialist and zero-sum terms: “the world is said to ‘contain’ a certain quantity
of natural resources such that the use of resources by some leaves a diminished
store of resources for others.”11
The condition of scarcity is vital to the construction of property rights. Because
natural resources are scarce, the more resources people appropriate, the fewer are
left for other people, in particular latecomers. Without resources, people cannot
exercise their property rights. In this sense, the issue of whether and to what
extent property rights are justified has a larger effect on latecomers. Allan Gibbard
asserts that “the right to exclude others from a given piece of land during the year
1826 is distinct from the right to exclude others from the same piece of land in
1976.” 12
Thus, in justifying property rights, we must demonstrate to latecomers—the
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potential propertyless—that their resource-related welfare is taken into
consideration. The property theory that does not consider the effect of people’s
exercise of property rights on latecomers’ material prospects is problematic.
However, it might be argued that natural resources are not scarce but
superfluous. If this is the case, people’s appropriation limits neither others’ access
to resources, nor material prospects, and distribution is not a concern. The crucial
question is: in what sense natural resources are superfluous. John Tomasi views
natural resources as context-dependent; the cultural context is what determines the
types of objects that can be counted as natural resources. For example, “cultures
with easy access to sperm whales were once considered to be richer in natural
energy resources than those with petroleum (or uranium) deposits.”13 Thus, the
quantity of natural resources is flexible, changing in different cultural contexts.
Although people from different cultures vary in definitions of natural
resources, resources, such as land resources, water, and productive means, which
are essential for people to maintain survival and carry out life plans, still remain
scarce and in competitive demand.
Different from the culturally-dependent approach, some scholars suggest
resources are superfluous because they are productive. By appropriating and
utilizing resources, people produce more goods and generate more wealth,
eventually benefiting the propertyless. For example, Nozick argues that resource
appropriation is justifiable as long as it does not exacerbate people’s
circumstances. That is, it does not cause people to receive less material welfare
than what they receive in common usage. However, material welfare and freedom
over resources are incommensurable. The material welfare people obtain in
private ownership does not compensate them for the lack of resources. The fact
that people receive some material welfare does not mean that reflecting on the
distributive issue is unnecessary.
Some people may argue that natural resources are superfluous because people
can produce new resources with traditional resources. Thus, in the long term, the
resources available to people are superfluous. For example, computer and Internet
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are new productive means and provide people a platform to conduct electronic
business. Different from traditional resources, these productive means do not
become less with people’s consumption of them. This optimistic attitude toward
resources, however, ignores the fact that renewing resources is time-consuming.
The scarcity condition still remains the starting point of property theory.
It might be argued that property rights can still exist even if the universe is
infinite and resources are unlimited. However, this fact does not mean beginning
our thinking of distributions and property rights with the condition of scarcity is
pointless. An emphasis on the scarcity of resources is due to two considerations.
First, even if we can define resources from the perspective of universe, the
resources relevant to people’s daily use are still limited. Second, the scarcity of
resources shows the urgency of justifying property rights. Resources are limited—
the more people appropriate, the fewer are left for others. If property rights are
justified, they would exclude people from accessing the resources labeled as
others’ property. Thus, the way that people use resources and the shares of
resources people are allowed to appropriate concern others’ access to resources
and affect their chance of exercising property rights. Given this, whether and to
what extent property rights featuring exclusiveness are justifiable should be taken
seriously. All in all, the condition of scarcity empirically makes sense and matters
for the issue of property rights and distributions.
1. 2. 2 Property Rights, Taxation, and Freedom
The relationship between property rights and taxation is another divisive issue
among philosophers. According to Liam Murphy and Thomas Nagel, property
rights are institutional, deriving from institutional specifications, and the idea of
natural right to property or pre-tax income is fallacious.14 From their perspective,
as part of institutional arrangements, property rights and taxation policies are not
antagonistic but harmonious. However, Nozick argues that people have absolute
rights to their possessions and are entitled to all benefits made through their labor.
This property theory is incompatible with taxation, excepting taxation for the sake
of safety, military service, and so on. Nozick rejects taxation also because it is
Liam Murphy and Thomas Nagel, The Myth of Ownership: Taxes and Justice, (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2002): 38-39.
14
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based on the violation of people’s freedoms. Even if people begin with an equal
share of acquisitions, the differences in their personal attributes would cause equal
distribution schemes to be replaced by unequal ones. To maintain the pattern of
equal shares, governments would transfer wealth from the well-off to the worstoff through taxation. Doing so harms people’s freedom over their possessions.
In essence, the relationship between property rights and taxation is related to
justifiability of property rights. Should Nozick’s property theory be justified, no
justification for taxation would remain; taxation would be regarded as forced
labor. Conversely, if pretax income does not exist, we cannot view taxation as
arbitrary interference with people’s property. Thus, the priority is not to analyze
the relationship between property rights and taxation but to examine the moral
basis of property rights.
Meanwhile, if absolute property rights hold, people have rights of bequest and
inheritance. These rights, as D. W. Haslett argues, undermine the underpinning
principles of capitalism—productivity, equal opportunity, and freedom. For
example, inheritance contravenes the commitment to productivity, the core of
capitalism, because “the wealth people get through inheritance has nothing to do
with productivity.” 15
However, the concepts of freedom and equal opportunity are contestable.
Different political camps or doctrines, such as libertarianism or socialism, have
varying elaborations of these concepts, but in each elaboration, the specification
of property rights is coherent with its interpretation of freedoms. In general, the
thicker a property theory is, the more formal its interpretation of freedom is.
Given this, the criticism that Nozick’s property theory undermines freedoms is not
so effective. Rather, it contradicts itself because it presupposes a conception of
freedom that Nozick would reject.
For example, Haslett argues against the rights to bequest and inherit on the
grounds that these rights violate the principle of freedom. To him, freedom does
not refer to an absence of governmental coercion or interference but rather “the
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ability, or the opportunity, to do what one wants.”16 This conception is not formal;
it is linked to the idea of effective autonomy. Under this interpretation, freedom is
incompatible with the right to inheritance, because that right permits the
accumulation of wealth, which would impede the access of the worst-off to
resources and their opportunities to do the work they wish to do. Such a
conception of freedom, however, is not Nozick’s favored one. To him, freedom is
independent of whether people can live the lives they desire; although people have
no resources to realize their goals, the fact that they suffer no physical aggression
means that their freedoms are not violated. Contrary to Haslett, Nozick would
conclude that the right to inherit does not undermine people’s freedom. Thus, the
argument that Nozick’s property theory contradicts the principles of equal
opportunity and freedom is inadequate.
The point here is that the the conception of freedom should first be clarified
before it is used to argue for/against a certain property theory.
1. 2. 3 Property Rights and the Political Spectrum
According to Samuel Freeman, liberals disagree on “the nature and status of
economic rights and liberties, including the extent of freedom of contract and
rights to private property in land, raw materials, and other productive resources.”17
Now, let us see how liberals are divided over property rights.
Under Nozick’s theory, people have absolute property rights—they are allowed
to reap all increased benefits made through their attributes and dispose of their
possessions in any way they wish. Furthermore, Nozick assigns the highest
importance to the freedom of contract, which “overrides inalienability of basic
liberties and equality of opportunity and equal rights to apply and compete for
open positions.”18 People are allowed to transfer or sell their basic liberties in
exchange for what they want. Consequently, other rights are variants of economic
rights. In this sense, Jan Narveson declares that for libertarians, “liberty is
property” and “our property is the sole fundamental right there is.”19
16
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It might be argued that Nozick would agree that if people own a gun, they
cannot dispose of the bullet by shooting it into somebody’s brain, even if they will
reap the benefits of his death. The point of this critique is that the freedom in
disposal and the right to reap all of the benefits, which are derivative from
absolute rights to property, are not absolute. Thus, my elaboration on absolute
property rights is problematic.
However, this example is inappropriate in countering my explanation of
absolute rights to property because the person’s use of his gun has violated others’
right over themselves, the right that is derivative from the thesis of selfownership. Absolute property rights are granted to all people rather than a few.
Thus, although people’s power to dispose their possessions is absolute, “absolute”
is conditional upon not violating others’ property rights. Meanwhile, by
highlighting people’s freedom in disposal, Nozick means that property rights are
incompatible with compulsory taxation for building social safety net or providing
provisions to the worst-off.
Classical liberals’ view of property rights lies between those of Nozick and
Rawls. Although they recognize the importance of economic liberties and place
them on equal par with other basic liberties,20 they accept the restriction of
economic liberties, which leaves room for social provisions offered to the worstoff. In addition, classical liberals do not allow people to “permanently alienate
their rights to equal opportunities to educate themselves and compete for open
employment positions, or their right not to be discriminated against on grounds of
race, religion, gender, or other classifications.”21 That is, classical liberals’ support
for freedom of contract is not extended to the slavery contract.
As shown, classical liberals support provisions offered to the worse-off. Note
that their support is mainly due to utilitarian considerations or noble emotions
such as charity, kindness, and sympathy. As Freeman states, “classical liberalism

Tomasi summarizes classic liberals’ stance concerning property with three views: “(1) a thick
conception of economic liberty grounded mainly in consequentialist considerations, (2) a formal
conception of equality that sees the outcome of free market exchanges as largely definitive of
justice, and (3) a limited but important state role in tax-funded education and social service
programs.” See Tomasi, Free Market Fairness, 22.
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generally contends that redressing destitution is not a claim-right that individuals
have, but a matter of charity, grounded in the fact that provision of everyone’s
subsistence need is public good.” 22
Compared with right-wing libertarians and classical liberals, high liberals
impose more restrictions on property rights, relegating “the private economic
liberties of capitalism to a decidedly secondary place.” 23 For example, Rawls
removes from his list of basic liberties wider economic liberties, which include
rights to natural resources, productive means, and the right to bequest. By doing
so, Rawls restricts economic liberties for reasons beyond protecting basic
liberties, such as for social stability and efficiency. Moreover, property-owning
democracy, a social system in which productive property is fairly distributed
among the populace, embodies Rawls’s effort to further thin property rights. The
wide dispersal of natural resources prevents resource accumulation and ensures
that more people have the resources to exercise their right to property and actively
arrange their lives.
To high liberals, the provision of generous provisions to the least advantaged is
a demand of justice. Nevertheless, high liberals differ in how to justify such
provisions. For Rawls, for example, compensation to the worst-off is linked to his
idea of society as a cooperative system and the premise that people have two
moral powers. Society should be structured to shape people’s capacity to become
full participants in social cooperation. Thus, regardless of the cause of people’s
misfortune, they are entitled to provisions or other primary goods that enable them
to actively participate in social cooperation and revise their life projects. For luck
egalitarians, people are entitled to compensation for their poor luck in social and
natural assets, such as talents or background at birth—contingencies that are
morally undeserved.24
Freeman, “Capitalism in the Classical and High Liberal Tradition,” 26.
23 Tomasi, Free Market Fairness, 42. High liberalism is a political camp holding the following
stances. First, it distinguishes personal property rights from productive property rights, the latter of
which is excluded from the list of basic liberties and thus allows themselves for restrictions for
reasons beyond protecting basic liberties. Second, the freedom of contract does not grant people
the power to alienate their basic liberties and the rights over themselves. Third, states are a union
of public interest and should provide public goods.
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High liberals’ position on property rights is summarized as follows:
(1) Property rights are not basic liberties.
(2) Equality of opportunities is not formal but substantive because the
disadvantaged would get compensation such that they have abilities to compete
with others who have similar ambitions.
(3) Wealth and productive means should be dispersed widely rather than
accumulated in a few hands. 25
In sum, right-wing libertarians view property rights as absolute and oppose
mandatory compensation to the worst-off.26 High liberals favor a thin version of
property rights, in which “less weight is given to economic liberty generally, and
the list of basic economic liberties itself is narrower.”27 Classical liberals stand in
between, recognizing the importance of property rights but rejecting property
rights as absolute.

1. 3 Contemporary Theories of Property Rights
Let us see approaches to property rights, which further broaden our understanding
of what property rights are and why they invite so fierce debates.
1. 3. 1 The Labor-Mixing Theory
The labor-mixing theory suggests that people have property rights because they
combine their labor with external objects, which alters the objects in question.
This is the classic approach to property rights, and it was propounded by John
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Locke. However, Locke’s theory of property also relates to the conditions of “no
spoilage” and “leaving enough and as good for others.” Locke’s theory stipulates
that ownership is justified on the condition that people cannot waste what they
have or limit others’ access to resources.
In the labor-mixing theory, labor plays a critical role in the justification of
rights to external objects. People alter raw resources through their labor, turning
them into artificial products. The external objects into which people have mixed
their labor embody their will. If people have rights over their will, then they have
the right over the things that exist as an extension of their will. However, the
question is: how much must an external object be changed for that change to
justify ownership? For example, if someone throws a can of tomato juice into
ocean, their action has altered the ocean to an infinitesimal degree. Does this
change then entail ownership of the ocean?28 So, if the labor-mixing theory relies
on labor to justify property rights, the nonliteral use of “change” must be
explained.
As shown in Section 1. 2. 1, natural resources are scarce. If there is no
restriction on people’s appropriations, latecomers have fewer resources to
appropriate and less chance to fulfill the right to property.29 Given this, a plausible
theory of property should demonstrate to the propertyless that having no resources
is acceptable or that their well-being has been considered. The labor-mixing
theory is disappointing in this regard—it fails to explain to the latecomers (i.e., the
potential propertyless) that no access to resources is acceptable. 30
According to Stephen R. Munzer, the labor-mixing theory cannot serve the role
of grounding property rights. 31 This theory, Munzer says, assumes that laborers

This question is from Robert Nozick, Anarchy, State, and Utopia, (Oxford: Blackwell, 1974),
175.
29 Locke’s theory of property is not premised on the condition of scarcity. He assumes that worldly
resources are adequate or even superfluous. So people’s appropriation of resources does not
negatively affect others’ access to resources. Locke’s optimism is context dependent. He lived in
the age of colonization, where unappropriated resources were abundant and people were
encouraged to develop and utilize resources to help society prosper.
30 This is one reason why Munzer argues that the labor-mixing theory is implausible and should be
revised. See Stephen R. Munzer, A Theory of Property, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1990): 256–265.
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work for themselves and that labor is a personal activity, which diminishes the
range of labor. Labor is both a personal and social activity, presupposing the
existence of a social system. Therefore, the labor-mixing theory should consider
the effect of people’s exercise of property rights on others, including others’
access to resources and opportunities to carry out their projects.
Furthermore, the labor-mixing theory, according to Munzer, justifies property
rights on the ground of people’s physical contact with external objects. 32 This
theory assumes property is visible and physical, but it ignores that people also
produce service, ideas, and other intangible objects. Therefore, the labor-mixing
theory, which focuses on the relationship between labor and tangible objects, fails
to explain the right to intangible objects.
1. 3. 2 Special and General Rights
Jeremy Waldron distinguishes two types of property rights, general and special
property rights. According to Lawrence Becker’s summary, general rights are
“applicable to all moral agents independent of the nature and content of the
special rights they have,” whereas special rights arise “through conventions, or
agreements, or other transactions between particular people.”33 Special rights are
related to rules or people’s actions, whereas general rights are based on the idea of
personhood. If general rights are justified, all moral agents are entitled to some
possessions, regardless of whether they labor or not. People should have some
property by virtue of their status as human beings, which is independent of the
property that they have acquired by mixing their labor into external objects.
According to Waldron, the attempt to connect property rights with personhood
can be traced back to Hegel.
“Property-owning is said to be important to the human individual since it is
only through owning and controlling property that he can embody his will in
external objects and begin to transcend the subjectivity of his immediate
existence. In working on an object, using it, and having controlling over it, an
individual confers on his will a stability and maturity that would not otherwise
32
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be possible, and enables himself to establish his place as one in a community of
such wills. Of course, he must not remain forever preoccupied with his status
as proprietor; there are other tasks to be undertaken before ethical development
is complete. But Hegel is adamant that property is necessary: unless he can
establish himself as an owner, an individual’s development in other areas of
ethical life will be seriously at risk.” 34
Waldron’s elaboration on Hegel’s property theory is reconstructed as follows.
(1) People are independent beings with free will.
(2) Meanwhile, people need property to embody their will and transcend the
subjectivity.
(3) So, if we respect people as beings with free will, we should grant them the
right to property.
(4) Besides, the right to property should be stable and exclusive because it is
beneficial for people to form long-term plans.
People require external objects to both maintain their survival and express their
will. The changes they cause to external objects reflect their wants, desires, and
thoughts. Thus if property rights are justified on the grounds of personhood,
people are entitled to property, regardless of whether they labor or not. So general
property rights have egalitarian implications. As Becker comments, “if the basis
lies, as Hegel thought it did, in an inseparable connection between the
appropriation of objects as property and the expression or development of human
consciousness as such, we would have found a compelling egalitarian argument
for more mere opportunity.”35
However, Becker argues that people do not necessarily rely on physical objects
to form and develop their personhood. Awareness of an identity distinct from
other things is not conceptually connected to the appropriation of objects.36 If so,
respect for personhood does not imply the right to external objects. In addition to
this conceptual gap, the empirical gap also impairs the credibility of Waldron’s
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theory of property. Becker disputes the core of Waldron’s theory—“acts of
appropriation are indispensable to ego formation”37—arguing that it is empirically
questionable. In the empirical world, ego formation can be independent of the
possession of physical objects. For instance, for people who practice asceticism,
free will does not manifest in possession of property but rather through spiritual
life. Personhood forms independently of property. Therefore, personhood does not
necessarily imply property rights.
Contrary to Becker, I posit that personality is conceptually and empirically
linked with physical appropriation. People require physical goods to maintain
survival, which is the prerequisite of living any ethical life. Physical objects are
even necessary for monks. Though their conception of the good is far from
possessing physical objects, they require food to support life and land to build
temples. In this sense, the manifestation of personhood is conditional on physical
possessions. Then, it is concluded that physical possession is both empirically and
morally linked with personhood.
This response seems insufficient. The fact that people’s survival relies upon
physical possessions does not follow the conclusion that people have rights to
exclude others from appropriating their resources. It at best follows that resources
adequate in keeping people alive should be available. In short, the need for
physical possession has a distance from the conclusion for property rights
characterized as exclusive access to already-appropriated possessions.
However, if the conditions mentioned in Introduction—that the relationship
between agency and stability and the relationship between personality and
independence, are considered, we can push back Becker’s critique.
1. 3. 3 Self-Ownership and Autonomy
John Christman conceptualizes two interpretations of self-ownership:
noninterference and self-control. Self-ownership as noninterference can be traced
back to Locke, referring to “a kind of protection, in particular against invasions by
the state into the private and personal aspects of one’s life.”38 Self-control stems
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from Hegel, emphasizing “a positive good that manifests a person’s extension of
her personality and will into the world.” 39 The Hegelian approach to property
rights contains an egalitarian ethos. This approach ensures that people have a
modicum of property with which to embody their will and personhood. As a
variant of Hegel’s theory of property, self-control is also egalitarian, committing
to goods that enable people to control their life. According to Christman, “if one
sees self-ownership as self-control, and one thinks this should be granted and
protected, then one must favor directing resources in such a way that allows the
conditions of such control to manifest themselves.”40
Among these two interpretations of self-ownership, Christman sees self-control
as prior to non-interference:
“What counts as interference will inevitably be derivative, in the same
manner just discussed for autonomy, from the conditions of the authentic
control of one’s talents, skills, and tastes. What counts as an intrusion into the
realm of my personal sovereignty cannot be specified without understanding
the realm of authentic desires and values that constitute my true self.” 41
That is to say, the idea of self-control secures a realm of significant choices and
the conditions of authenticity of desires.
Because Christman sees self-control as prior to noninterference, his difference
with Nozick is clear. Nozick interprets self-ownership as noninterference—that
people have no barriers to exercising their self-ownership. This requirement is met
if people are not barred from entering the market, accumulating wealth, or
exercising the freedom of transfer. Nozick is neither concerned with the problem
of whether wealth accumulation diminishes others’ access to resources nor
whether people’s choices reflect their authentic will. The condition of authenticity
is absent in Nozick’s notion of self-ownership. Because of the absence of
adequate choices available to people, it is unclear whether the final choice they
make is voluntary or reflects their true desires. Nozick claims that his theory
defends the value of autonomy, but he does not ensure that people have effective
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autonomy. Different from Nozick, Christman defends the idea of substantive
equality in his notion of self-ownership. Because self-control includes the
condition of authenticity, property rights that are grounded in self-control express
an egalitarian ethos—property rights are justifiable on the condition that people’s
possessions do not obstruct others from leading an authentically autonomous life.
1. 3. 4 The Desert-Based Theory
The desert-based theory indicates that if people deserve their personal attributes,
such as talents, social status, and other types of contingencies, they also deserve
benefits accrued using these attributes. The core of the desert-based theory is the
idea of desert. John Christman reports that “S deserves X in virtue of F, where S is
a person, X some mode of treatment, and F some fact about S, [and] the value of F
(the desert bases) are determined in part by the nature of the various X’s in
question.”42
The first challenge to the desert-based theory is the proportionality problem. “S
deserves X in virtue of F only when the nature of X—its magnitude and quality—
is determined in strict accordance with the value or disvalue of F.” 43 Therefore,
the share of wealth or resources that people obtain in the market should be
proportionate to the value entailed by F. However, because people’s actions are
interrelated, assessing whether the share that a person obtains in the market stems
from the merits of F is complex.
The proportionality problem, however, seems not fatal. We live in a non-ideal
world, where uncontrollable factors deviate actual consequences from theoretical
hypothesis. It is the theory-practice gap that renders the proportionality problem
ineradicable. Although it is not fatal, it suggests that the super-rich may not
deserve a massive amount of wealth. The desert-based theory indicates that people
are entitled to the possessions or benefits only in proportion to the value of F,
which reflects their efforts or the merits of their attributes. If so, the super-rich
may not be entitled to increased profits earned in the market, part of which is
generated by other people and social system. Specifically, the profits earned by
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the super-rich partly result from market imperfections. Thus, entrepreneurs do not
deserve the massive amount of wealth made in the market.
In addition to the proportionality problem, the desert base (F) also generates
controversies. Luck egalitarians believe that people do not deserve their fortune or
misfortune caused by their personal attributes, which randomly befall people
rather than are earned through hard work. Luck egalitarianism raises a serious
challenge to the desert-based theory: what the base of desert is.
Desert-based theory indicates that the desert base F is partly determined by the
nature of the various X’s in question. For example, rewards in running
competitions go to people who run fast. In this case, the desert base F is people’s
ability to run, which is determined by X, the aim in running competitions. For
luck egalitarianism, the desert base F is contingent on the condition that F is
caused intentionally and deliberately by S. By this logic, luck egalitarians would
not say that people deserve their attributes, such as a physique suited to running,
because they are independent of people’s efforts and choices. Luck egalitarians
have a narrower understanding of the basis of desert.
1. 3. 5 Natural and Conventional Rights
In the Myth of Ownership, Liam Murphy and Thomas Nagel distinguish two kinds
of property rights, pre-institutional and institutional (or conventional) property
rights. In systems with pre-institutional property rights, people are entitled to all
benefits acquired in the market, and restrictions on property rights are
unjustifiable. The pre-institutional right to property, in Murphy and Nagel’s view,
is an illusion. They argue that property rights are institutional and conventional,
defined in part by the tax systems. The tax systems, they continue, are part of “the
overall system of property rights that they help to create” and “cannot be
evaluated by looking at its impact on private property, conceived as something
that has independent existence and validity.”44 So taxation is not necessarily
incompatible with property rights.
However, critics argue that if there is no pre-tax income, “to say that there is
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anything left of ownership is a travesty.”45 Even if a person just holds his income
without exchange, he is not entitled to that income without paying a wealth tax.46
Therefore, under Murphy and Nagel’s property theory, a person has no exclusive
right to his possessions.
Critics also worry that regarding property rights as derivative from institutions
would excuse governments for wrongdoing. They argue that “we cannot know the
content of this right except by reference to the surrounding rules that identify
when right is impinged” if the right to bodily integrity was regarded as
institutional. 47 The right to bodily integrity as institutional specification cannot
protect people against governmental interference. Rather, it may be used to excuse
political powers for their wrongdoings. Therefore, if we care about bodily
integrity, we should not make the right to bodily integrity derivative from
institutions. Similarly, we should reject property rights as institutional if we are
concerned about freedom from arbitrary interference.
The point of this critique is that if property rights are derivative from
institutions, we ostensibly lack an independent standard for assessing whether
people are allocated what they deserve. Instead, institutions govern the rule of
taxation, stipulating what each person is entitled to. Under these conditions,
saying that property rights are conventional indicates that any arrangement
regarding property rights is acceptable. This critique, however, is inapplicable to
Murphy and Nagel’s theory of property because they describe property rights not
merely as institutional but also as deontological:
“This is Hegel’s theory that individuals have a right to possess some
minimal amount of property in order to express their freedom by embodying
their will in external objects […] it seems important to us because it identifies a
basic core of purely personal property rights that are essential for individual
liberty, but that do not support the broader general presumption against state
interference with private property that has often been derived from the Lockean
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conception of natural property rights.” 48
In their account, the institutional right to property does not indicate that any
institutional specifications of property rights are acceptable. Only tax systems that
are founded on Hegel’s theory are acceptable. The taxation system is deemed to
be acceptable only if it commits to “support various forms of equality of
opportunity, public goods, distributive justice, and so forth.”49 Therefore, even if
Murphy and Nagel regard property rights as institutional, denying people the right
to pretax income does not mean that any specification of property rights is
reasonable or acceptable.
Moreover, institutional property rights are compatible with ownership. By
emphasizing property rights as institutional, Murphy and Nagel intend to suggest
that property rights are compatible with taxation and that there is no natural right
to pretax income. They do not deny ownership. People have an exclusive right to
after-tax income.
1. 3. 6 Income Rights and Control Rights
Property rights comprise several rights, including the right to control and the right
to benefit. Justifying property rights seemingly justifies all of these elements.50
However, the elements that constitute property rights, according to John
Christman, rest on different foundations. Control rights include “the right to use,
possess, and manage property, and the right to the capital (rights to transmit,
alienate, or destroy).” 51 Christman indicates that control rights are justified
independently of people’s consent, and “the owner maintains primary say over
what is to be done with the thing insofar as this capacity affects only the owner
herself.”52
Income rights refer to the rights to increase one’s benefits through rent, trade,
or other types of productive usage of possessions. Christman argues that the
increased benefits that people obtain from their possessions (e.g., resources or
48
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personal assets, such as one’s talent) are the result of people’s efforts in
conjunction with factors that are outside of

their control. The factors that

contribute to the net surplus of people’s possessions include:
(A) other people’s preferences;
(B) information available to people;
(C) barriers to entry into the market and transaction costs;
(D) established social structures that have been allowing (A) and (B) to arise
and stabilize. 53
Therefore, the profit margin is not merely related to people’s efforts, but also to
other factors, including supply and demand, social structures, barriers to entry into
the market, and the availability of information. These factors are less related to
people’s efforts or the merits of their attributes. Because surplus profits
presuppose the existence of a social structure that enables trade and profit, they
are not purely personal products. Thus “no one can claim exclusive control of the
resultant surplus on the basis of the value of holdings controlled prior to the
creation of these institutional structures.”54 Then, taxation on surplus profits for
public goods is compatible with property rights. Comparison with income rights,
control rights, Christman says, are necessary for people to become autonomous
and independent agents. The commitment to the value of autonomy implies
control rights.
So far, control rights differ clearly from income rights, which are grounded in
different values. The fact that people have control rights over their possessions
does not indicate that they are entitled to all benefits incurred by their possessions.
Rather, the right to increased benefits is subject to an allocative principle. This
allocative principle, Christman argues, should be egalitarian. “Individuals would
be allowed to exercise their talents freely, but all the ‘profit’ from this exercise
would be redistributed on a per capita egalitarian basis.”55 In short, for Christman,
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people are entitled to property, with absolute control rights but restricted rights to
income. 56
However, the fact that extra profits stem from a system of social cooperation
does not necessarily indicate that the redistribution of these benefits follows an
egalitarian distributive scheme. If the social structure that enables profits and trade
is open to everyone and everyone can equally benefit from the imperfection of the
free market, the bad luck of those who fail in the competition is an insufficient
call for redistribution. Therefore, the premise that “a net surplus of total resources
results from the existence of structures that allow trade and profit”57 does not
sufficiently justify the demand for redistributing the net surplus. Another
condition is required to justify redistribution or restriction on income rights; for
example, the condition being that people unequally benefit from social structure.
If the structure that enables trade and profit obstructs some people from entering
the market, the surplus profit that people earn in the market comes at the cost of
others’ well-being. Taxation on the increased benefits is what justice demands, to
compensate the people who suffer unequal treatments in the current social
structure.
Furthermore, the argument that taxation on increased benefits does not restrict
people’s rights to control is odd. Christman’s account indicates that people have
absolute control rights but restricted income rights. However, to restrict people’s
rights over increased benefits is to restrict their control rights: people cannot use
their property in any manner they wish. As Daniel Attas says, “one cannot
redistribute benefits or welfare without redistributing physical holdings from
which those benefits derive. So, pace Christman, taxation cannot limit only
income rights, it must also limit control rights.” 58 Grounding income and control
rights on different foundations is not a good strategy to reach equality.

The Left and Right assign different weights to income and control rights. According to
Christman, leftists are more concerned with income rights, thinking that “distributive
considerations motivate sharp curtailment of individual property rights, with the state being the
rightful holder or regulator of these rights”, whereas liberals and conservatives care more about
control rights, individual liberty, and autonomy (Christman, The Myth of Property, 146).
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1. 3. 7 The Pluralist Approach to Property Rights
Different from the aforementioned approaches, which mainly ground property
rights in one idea or value, Stephen R. Munzer holds a pluralist approach to
property rights. 59 The utility–efficiency principle, justice–equality principle, and
labor–desert principle all contribute to the justification of people’s entitlement to
property. In some cases, property rights are justified on the grounds of the utility–
efficiency principle; granting people the exclusive right to property compels them
to work hard, which then increases social efficiency and productivity. In other
cases, the principle of justice–equality justifies people’s right to property. The
pluralist approach bases property rights on different principles, each of which
functions in different situations.
Munzer’s pluralist approach has the same limitations as those presented for
each principle. For example, Munzer should specify the meaning of labor in the
nonliteral sense to ground property rights in the labor-mixing theory, and he
should clarify the base of the desert to justify property rights using desert-based
theory. Furthermore, philosophers use equality and justice in different senses.
Munzer should define equality and justice before connecting these ideas with
property rights. However, Munzer’s theory does not address these essential
questions. His arguments for property rights seem too general to obtain conclusive
outcomes.
Meanwhile, some unique problems trouble Munzer’s pluralist approach. The
first one, according to Lawrence Becker, is the independence problem. The
pluralist approach assumes that each principle is independent and equally crucial
in the justification of property rights. If these principles are reducible or have an
order of priority, the approach is not pluralist. Therefore, Munzer has to
demonstrate that these three principles were irreducible and that “none can be
adequately defined or derived wholly in terms of the others; that none is
eliminable” to justify this theory.60
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It might be argued that Munzer may not adopt the utilitarian framework to
justify property rights. Note that Munzer is a pluralist, grounding property rights
in several principles, one of which is the utility principle. Thus, it is plausible to
say that Munzer accepts the utilitarian framework.
The subsequent mission for Munzer is to show multiple principles he proposes
to justify property rights are not parallel. However, he fails in this mission because
the labor-desert principle and the utility principle are derivative from the justiceequality principle. The notion of justice and equality can be explained in different
ways. In general, distributive justice means that people get what they deserve. The
controversy lies in that philosophers are divided over the base of desert, that is, in
what grounds it is said that people deserve something. If the notion of justice is
defined in this way, it makes sense of saying that the labor-desert and utility
principles are derivative from the justice principe. For the labor-desert theory,
when people obtain the objects to which their labor cause some changes, it is said
that the justice principle is met. As for the utility principle, the justice principle is
met if the way that people appropriate resources or use objects maximizes the sum
of social utility.
Here, my point is that the principles Munzer refers to are not parallel in
definition. The priority is to elaborate on these principles and demonstrate that
they are independent in definition and then to show why it is one principle rather
than the other two functions to justify the right to property in concrete situations.
Both missions are essential for Munzer’s pluralism approach because if these
principles are not independent but rather placed in order, his approach is not
pluralism.
Moreover, if these three principles were irreducible and equally fundamental,
the reason why one principle rather than the other two serves the role of justifying
people’s entitlement to possessions should be provided. Becker argues that the
question can be answered using two strategies. First, Munzer “treats the plural
elements as interdependent considerations” such that “satisfying the labor–desert
principle just always happens to be a condition of maximizing utility.” 61 Second,
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he adopts a lexically ordered set of principles, where one principle comes before
the other two. Whatever strategy Munzer adopts—that of interdependence or
lexical ordering—both clearly “push us back toward a unitary theory, and
pluralists-about-principle will want to avoid that—to look for a dispositive
principle that preserves plurality while resolving conflicts.” 62

Closing Remarks
Property rights discussed in this thesis mean exclusive ownership of objects,
which means that people are excluded from accessing these appropriated
resources without the consent of possessors. Exclusiveness is the feature of the
private right to property. This is contrasted with the common right to property—
according to which access to resources is inclusive and an individual’s
appropriation of resources does not exclude others from accessing them—and the
joint right to property—according to which the right to resources is contingent on
collective consent. However, collective consent makes the initial appropriation of
resources impossible because people in virtue of their status as joint owners of
resources bargain with resource developers to satisfy their needs. If their needs are
not satisfied, they can prohibit developers from using and developing these
resources. In this sense, joint ownership may incubate freeloaders. Therefore,
when seeking the moral foundation of property rights, many philosophers attempt
to make property rights independent of collective consent.
In the discussion of property rights, the condition of scarcity should be noted.
Because the natural resources are limited, property rights, if they are justified as
exclusive rights, have a greater impact on latecomers’ life prospects and chance of
exercising property rights than on those of firstcomers. Without resources
available, the right to property is an empty promise. Given the condition of
scarcity, a theory of property rights should take into consideration the well-being
of people who have limited access to resources.
The relationship between taxation and freedom is also noteworthy. As
discussed in this chapter, Nozick views taxation for provisions provided to the
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worst-off as forced labor that impinges upon the freedoms of the well-off.
However, his view is premised on a negative conception of freedom—that no
barriers are placed to people’s exercise of rights. However, if freedom is
understood as more than negative liberties, for example as the notion that people
can lead the life they desire, then taxation on the well-off to ensure the worst-off
access to resources would not be viewed as a violation of freedoms. The
controversy over the relationship between taxation and freedom derives from the
moral foundation of property rights. If property rights are justified as rights that
contain an egalitarian ethos, for example, as rights that restrict wealth inequality
to ensure the availability of resources to the worst-off, then taxation does not
undermine property rights or freedoms. Thus, before discussing the relationship
between taxation and freedom, we should first explore the moral foundation of
property rights—that is, in what sense people’s entitlement to property rights is
justifiable.
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Chapter Two The Idea of Persons as Equals and Property Rights

Introduction
As mentioned in Introduction, the idea of equality can be understood through two
questions. (1) What are the characteristics people share in common? (2) How do
philosophers address the differences in personal attributes and the effect of these
differences on people’s life prospects? This chapter focuses on the first question.
According to Rawls, people are equal in that they have two moral powers—a
sense of justice and a conception of the good. Rawls uses these two moral powers
as a standard to determine a list of basic liberties. Of these liberties, wider
economic liberties are relegated to a secondary position because in Rawls’s view,
they are not essential conditions for people’s form and development of the moral
powers. However, whether the idea of equality implies economic exceptionalism
is debated. Some philosophers argue that the idea of people with moral powers is
compatible with economic liberties as basic rights. The relationship between
Rawls’s conception of people and economic liberties requires examination.
In Rawls’s theory, equality refers not only to the requisite capacities people
have to participate in social cooperation but also the capacities that free them from
arbitrary interference in the workplace. Equality as freedom against interference is
manifest in his idea of the property-owning democracy (POD)—a regime that
features the dispersal of natural resources, productive means, and capital.
However, Rawls did not describe the POD in detail, leaving considerable room for
reinterpretation. Therefore, this chapter surveys approaches to the POD to uncover
the ideas that underpin the POD.
The conception of the good as the capacity people have to form, develop, and
revise their life projects is limited by the problem that revisability is not an
essential component of the conception of the good for some people. For the
individuals who assign importance to their community and God and rely upon the
tie to communal or religious ends to construct their life plan, revisability burdens
them on practicing their lifestyle. This is a serious challenge. If it is plausible—
that revisability is not a neutral idea, then the requirement for equal treatment
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grounded on people’s shared capacities is untenable, and Rawls’s claim that his
conception of people is independent of comprehensive doctrines can be
questioned. This challenge forces a rethink of the relationship between Rawls’s
idea of persons, in particular, the notion of revisability, and neutrality.
Overall, this chapter is organized around the following questions:
(1) Does the idea of persons as equals in moral capacities justify economic
exceptionalism?
(2) What is the foundation of POD?
(3) Does the idea of revisability contradict Rawls’s commitment to neutrality?

2. 1 The Moral Powers and Economic Exceptionalism
Rawls conceives of people as beings with two moral powers, the capacities for a
sense of justice and conception of the good. In general, they refer to basic
capacities that enable people to become full participants of social cooperation. In
this sense, treating people as equals means treating people as equal participants—
that people have minimal capacities of participating in social cooperation and
carrying out their own life plans. In accordance with this idea of persons,
institutions should be designed to make possible that people can shape these
capacities.
Note that wider economic liberties, which include the freedom of contract and
the right to productive property, in Rawls’s view, are not essential social
conditions for people’s form and development of their moral powers, thereby
being removed from the list of basic liberties. For Rawls, liberties recognized as
basic hold precedence over other liberties in the sense that they are regulated only
for basic liberties. Hence, excluding economic liberties from the list of basic
liberties means that they can be restricted for reasons other than protecting basic
liberties. Therefore, Rawls’s economic exceptionalism is not merely conceptual
but holds practical significance. In this section, I attempt to demonstrate that
economic exceptionalism is unjustifiable and argue in favor of the incorporation
of productive property rights into the list of basic liberties.
2. 1. 1 The Idea of Persons as Equals and the Two Moral Powers
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By equality, Rawls means citizens have “these powers to the requisite minimum
degree to be fully cooperating members of society.”1 The powers here refer to
capacity for a sense of justice and capacity for a conception of the good.
Specifically,
“A sense of justice is the capacity to understand, to apply, and to act from
the public conception of justice which characterizes the fair terms of social
cooperation. Given the nature of the political conception as specifying a public
basis of justification, a sense of justice also expresses a willingness, if not the
desire, to act in relation to others on terms that they also can publicly endorse
(II: 1). The capacity for a conception of the good is the capacity to reform, to
revise, and rationally to pursue a conception of one’s rational advantage or
good.” 2
It might be argued that moral powers are not shared by all people. For example,
selfish people have no sense of justice, but they are still able to cooperate with
others. Note that a sense of justice does not refer to capacities of upholding justice
and acting as a moral person. It rather means the capacity to understand and apply
rules. Such capacities make possible cooperation between people and thus the
operation of cooperative systems. Adherence to rules is a precondition for social
cooperation. In this sense, people without a sense of justice—those unwilling to
act on rules or even breaking rules to maximize their personal interest at the
expense of others—would be excluded from a cooperative system. Along this line,
if selfish people wish to cooperate with others and to maximize their interests in a
cooperative system, they ought to exhibit a sense of justice. A sense of justice, for
selfish people, may not be important in itself, but has an instrumental importance.
Thus, conceiving of people as beings with a sense of justice as well as a
conception of the good is empirically plausible.
Even if people share the capacities essential to engaging in social cooperation,
they differ in the extent of such capacities. This gives rise to a question: can we
make sense of the claim that people are equal in the moral capacities given that
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the strength of these capacities varies? Note that by equality, Rawls does not mean
equality of outcome. Equality refers to the minimal capacities that enable people
to engage in social cooperation. So people are equal not in the sense that they
have the same degree of capacities but in that they are able to participate in social
cooperation. Rawls asserts, “while citizens do not have equal capacities, they do
have, at least to the essential minimum degree, the moral, intellectual, and
physical capacities that enable them to be fully cooperating members of society
over a complete life.”3
Because equality is understood in the loose sense without reference to
differences in people’s capacities, Rawls’s distributive theory does not address the
issue about differences. He states that differences between people in their
capacities are either irrelevant to distribution or would be addressed in the later
stages of institutions. More specifically, he distinguishes four types of variations,
namely,
“a) variations in moral and intellectual capacities and skills; (b) variations in
physical capacities and skills, including the effects of illness and accident on
natural abilities; (c) variations in citizens’ conceptions of the good (the fact of
reasonable pluralism); as well as (d) variations in tastes and preferences.”4
In case (a), Rawls indicates that “these variations are handled by the social
practices of qualifying for positions and free competition against the background
of fair equality of opportunity.”5 The variations in case (b) put citizens below the
threshold for being fully cooperating members. Such variations, in Rawls’s view,
would be dealt with at the legislative stage “when the prevalence and kinds of
these misfortunes are known and the costs of treating them can be ascertained and
balanced along with total government expenditure.”6 As for variations in
conceptions of the good (case c), some individuals achieve their life goals,
whereas others fail in the pursuit of their projects. Rawls argues that distributive
justice does not ensure that all conceptions of the good have the same chance to
3
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flourish. As long as the background of justice is secured, the fact that some
conceptions of the good fail to materialize is regretful but not a matter of justice.
With regard to variations in preferences and tastes (case d), Rawls suggests that
people take individual responsibility for such variations.
So put simply, equality is defined as a threshold for entry into social
cooperation without reference to differences in personal attributes that result in
people having different material prospects. Tentatively overlooking differences
between people, Rawls argues, is to specify “the terms of social cooperation
between citizens regarded as free and equal, and as normal and fully cooperating
members of society over a complete life.”7 Thus, questions about the relationship
between distributions and differences in personal attributes are left unexamined.
For example, he does not discuss “the concepts and principles that apply to
international law and the relations between political societies.”8 He does not
discuss obligations owed to future generations.
However, even if we explain equality in terms of minimal capacities, questions
remain: children lack the capacities required to engage in social cooperation. If
this is the case, how is the idea of persons as equals to be understood? Should the
idea of treating people as equals be extended to children?
Children are obviously different from adults and not counted as social
participants. Rather, they are dependents and the recipients of caring and other
types of social welfare that prepare them to engage in social cooperation. Thus,
children should be treated differently from adults due to their special needs and
requirements. The different characteristics of children and adults require different
treatments.
However, the fact that children are not the same as or equal to adults does not
mean that children should be placed in the catalog of “nonhuman persons.”
Although children lack the ability to engage in social cooperation and depend
upon others, they are equals in the sense that they are humans with the potential to
grow into beings able to participate in social cooperation. Besides, they already
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have the capacity to feel pain, compassion, and sympathy. The potential they have
to grow into social participants and the capacities they share with adults remind us
that they should be treated as persons and with respect. More specifically, they
should not be harmed or abused both physically and mentally or obstructed from
obtaining resources, education, and training that prepare them for the roles they
will play as citizens in the near future.
In short, concerning Rawls’s idea of persons as equals in relation to their moral
powers, the following points are made. First, people are equal not in the sense of
having the same degree of moral capacities but in the sense of having the minimal
capacities enabling people to participate in social cooperation. Second, Rawls
does not address the matter that people with different degrees of capacities need
varying amounts of resources to grow into equally competent participants. For
example, disabled individuals need more resources than physically healthy people
to become active participants in social cooperation. The resources distributed to
people without disability would be insufficient for those with disability.
Third, Rawls’s idea of persons seems to contain both an empirically-based
claim and normative assumption. In Rawls’s view, moral powers are indeed held
by people.9 The idea of persons with moral powers is also a normative assumption
—people ought to have these powers, and institutions should nurture such powers.
Rawls defines people in terms of moral powers mainly because he understands
society as a cooperative system in which mutual complementarity is created and
in which people spend their entire lives. He expects society to be a cooperative
system that operates, generation after generation, in a positive manner. The
proposed moral powers are indispensable for people to engage in social
cooperation so that the system can be maintained.
2. 1. 2 Moral Powers and Economic Exceptionalism
In what follows, let us see how Rawls links the moral powers to property rights.
Rawls mentions two approaches for determining what constitutes the list of basic
liberties. One is historical, in which the constitutions of democratic states are
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surveyed and the types of liberties that work well in these states are examined.10
The other is analytical, wherein basic liberties are “essential social conditions for
the adequate development and full exercise of the two powers of moral
personality over a complete life.”11
By the second standard, basic liberties include “freedom of thought and liberty
of conscience; the political liberties and freedom of association, as well as the
freedoms specified by the liberty and integrity of the person; and finally, the rights
and liberties covered by the rule of law.” 12 Liberty of conscience is perceived as a
basic liberty because it allows people to try different lives before settling down.
Freedom of association is a basic liberty because “unless we are at liberty to
associate with other like-minded citizens, the exercise of liberty of conscience is
denied.” 13 Freedom of conscience and freedom of association are essential
conditions for people to live good lives. Political liberties ensure people to fully
and effectively apply the principles of justice to the basic structure and freely use
public reason.
The list of basic liberties, however, does not include wider economic rights,
that is, the right to acquisition and bequest and the right to productive means and
natural resources. 14 Given the connection between basic liberties and the moral
powers, excluding wider economic liberties signifies that they are not essential
conditions for people to form and develop moral powers.15 Meanwhile, for Rawls,
non-basic rights can be restricted for reasons other than protecting basic liberties.
Therefore, the conception of economic liberties as non-basic means that they can
be limited for reasons such as public welfare, virtues, and stability. In particular,
Please see Rawls, Political Liberalism, 292–3. Rawls did not detail the historical approach
toward basic liberties. Therefore, I only mention the approach here without additional details. My
focus is on his second approach for specifying basic liberties.
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economic liberties are governed by the second principle of justice as fairness; in
other words, economic liberties are justifiable on the condition of maximizing the
material prospects of the least advantaged.
Now, Rawls’s position on property rights is summarized as follows:
(1) The right to personal property is a basic liberty.
(2) The wider conception of property rights (the right to productive means,
natural resources, and the right to bequest and acquisition) is non-basic.
(3) Wider property rights are not essential for the development and exercise of
moral powers.
(4) Wider property rights allow regulation “at later stages when much more
information about a society’s circumstances and historical traditions is
available.” 16
2. 1. 3 Arguments against Economic Exceptionalism
1) Direct Argument for Economic Liberties
For Rawls, productive property rights are not essential conditions for the
development of moral powers. However, some scholars challenged this view. For
example, John Tomasi argues, “the moral reasoning high liberals use to justify the
inclusion of their preferred economic liberties cannot explain why the other
aspects of economic liberty must be excluded.” 17 Rather, “the same reasons high
liberals offer in support of their preferred economic liberties apply with at least as
much force to the aspects of economic freedom they wish to exclude.”18 The
contending scholars highlight that property rights are critical for the development
of people’s moral powers. Therefore, by the standards for basic liberties, property
rights should be regarded as basic.
For example, freedom of contract ensures that a contract signed by two parties
is enforced.19 If a person wishes to withdraw from the contractual relations, they
16
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either fulfill the contract or bear the cost for breaching the contract. Either case,
freedom of contract drives home the message that people should take their
commitments seriously, thereby enabling people to cooperate and advance their
projects without the worry of their partners exiting from the partnership. This
example illustrates the close relationship between people’s life plans and
economic liberties. Recognizing economic liberties as basic assures people that
the possessions earned through exchange, transfer, or bequest cannot be
expropriated for reasons other than basic liberties. This assurance encourages
people to make long-term life plans and organize their lives in a complex and
ambitious manner. So in excluding wider economic liberties from basic liberties,
Rawls ignores the role economic liberties play in the economic field.
Defenders of economic exceptionalism may argue that viewing wider
economic liberties as non-basic does not necessarily result in their arbitrary
restriction. Despite being relegated to a secondary position, they are still subject to
the difference principle, which means that people’s possessions made through
wider economic liberties are restricted only to maximize the material benefits of
the least advantaged.
However, the removal of wider economic liberties from the list of basic
liberties makes it harder for people to examine whether the reason for limiting
their productive property is in accordance with the end of maximizing the benefits
of the least disadvantaged. For instance, people’s productive property might be
expropriated in name of improving the material welfare of the worst-off.
However, in actuality, wealth expropriated is not used to provide public goods. If
people have no basic liberty to productive property, they will be rendered
claimless and powerless against political authorities abusing their power. If wider
economic liberties are considered basic rights, they not only ensure that they are
restricted only for a few justifiable reasons but also enable people to assess
whether their property is used appropriately. So economic liberties are essential
for the development of people’s conceptions of the good. As per the standard for
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basic liberties, economic liberties should be considered basic. D. Benjamin Barros
calls this argument for economic liberties a direct argument. 20
2) Economic Liberties and the Principle of Priority
In addition, Rawls’s economic exceptionalism damages other basic liberties. 21 The
right to productive property is an essential means for people’s exercise of their
liberties, including political liberties and freedom of religion. Rejection of
economic liberties as basic liberties gives political authorities additional excuses
to restrict these basic liberties, which contravenes the principle of priority—basic
liberties are only subject to other basic liberties. Consider the following things
that religious groups frequently do:
• Asking people to quit their jobs in order to pursue full-time religious
callings.
• Constructing building for religious activities.
• Starting and running religious enterprises such as churches, publishing
houses, and schools.
[…]
• Saving, managing, and spending the funds coming from donations and the
operations of the religious enterprises. 22
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Freedom of religion is not merely an intellectual pursuit but also something
religious persons want to exercise in reality. To exercise freedom of religion,
followers need a place to worship, preach, confess, and congregate. Venues such
as churches are essential for people to practice their faith. Without access to land
resources, religious people cannot build places of worship, let alone perform
religious rituals. In such a circumstance, to say that people have freedom of
religion is hypocritical. This example demonstrates that freedom of religion relies
upon the right to productive property for its materialization. The binding relation
between economic liberties and freedom of religion is such that imposing more
restrictions on economic liberties would finally damage freedom of religion.
When people protest against limitations on their freedom of religion—arguing
that the restrictions imposed on them are beyond acceptable limits, however,
perceiving economic liberties as non-basic would justify the wrongdoing of
political authorities. They could respond in the following way. “We do not
obstruct people from exercising freedom of religion. What we restrict is just the
right to productive property. Because it is not a basic right, it can be restricted for
public welfare, stability, virtues, and so on. Thus, we have a clear mandate to act
in that way.” As indicated by this example, when economic liberties are rendered
non-basic, they can be used as an excuse to demolish freedom of religion.
Defenders of economic exceptionalism might argue that the above example just
illustrates that some degree of economic liberty is essential to the practice of
religious freedom. Such a fact, however, does not justify economic liberties as
basic liberties. My response to this argument is twofold. First, basic rights,
whatever they may be, economic liberties or freedom of speech, are established in
variable degrees, accepting restrictions. Therefore, the fact that people need some
degree of economic liberties to exercise freedom of religion does not mean that
economic liberties are not basic.
Second, economic exceptionalism simplifies the relation between economic
liberties and freedom of religion. Economic liberties are not merely an essential
means of exercising freedom of religion; they are also critical in defending the
priority of basic liberties. My arguments in favor of economic liberties draw from
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two ideas. (1) Economic liberties are a significant means for people’s exercise of
their freedom of religion. (2) Freedom of religion, according to Rawls, is
restricted only for the sake of basic liberties. This is the principle of priority. If
economic liberties are relegated to a secondary position, they become vulnerable
to restrictions for reasons other than protecting basic liberties. Because of the
aforementioned argument (1), restricting economic liberties for reasons other than
basic liberties results in the restriction of basic liberties for the same reason, which
contradicts the argument (2). To defend the principle of priority, we should place
economic liberties on an equal footing with freedom of religion.
In addition, economic liberties posited as subordinate pose a threat to political
liberties:
“A system that grants political freedom but heavily restricts economic
liberties tells people that they can engage in politics but that they should do it
without offices and equipment, without professional employees, without
starting organizations with commercial dimensions to promote a political
agenda, and without the use of substantial resources.” 23
As the above viewpoint argues, granting people political liberties while restricting
their access to means essential to exercising those liberties is to make exercise of
political liberties impossible for people. In the digital era, computers are an
important means for people to engage in politics. Restricting or blocking people’s
access to the Internet without a reasonable reason undermines people’s political
freedom.
When people protest against their curbed their political liberties, economic
liberties, once again, become a shield for political authorities from accountability.
They could respond in the following way. “We do not weaken people’s political
liberties. Politics is open to all citizens. What we do is to thin property rights.
Because they are governed by the second principle of justice, they can be
restricted for reasons like welfare, stability, security, public interests. So the
restrictions we impose on property rights are justifiable.” This example shows that
securing basic liberties also means securing people’s right over means.
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2. 1. 4 Economic Liberties and Freedom of Religion
It might be argued that even if economic liberties are critical for freedom of
religion, this does not mean that such liberties must be recognized as basic
liberties, because freedom of religion is not important for all people. Note that my
argument for economic liberties is not that freedom of religion per se is so
important that the means for this freedom—economic liberties—should also be
warranted. This argument is implausible because its validity depends on the
importance people assign to freedom of religion. And it is inapplicable to Rawls’s
theory. Rawls points out that except political liberties, the worth of basic liberties,
including freedom of religion, is not secured in the first principle of justice as
fairness. Given this, an appeal to the worth of freedom of religion to justify
economic liberties clashes with Rawls’s theory of liberties.
Here, by invoking freedom of religion and emphasizing the association
between it and economic liberties, I attempt to demonstrate that reducing
economic liberties to a secondary position would harm the principle of priority.
According to this principle, basic liberties are restricted only for the sake of basic
liberties. For example, when discourse incites instant and present violence,
freedom of speech can be restricted, and punishment of those participating in such
discourse is appropriate. Such a regulation on freedom of speech, according to
Rawls, does not clash with the principle of priority, nor is it considered to breach
the freedom of speech, because the purpose of the regulation of speech is to
protect other basic liberties. By contrast, nonbasic liberties allow for restriction
for reasons other than the protection of basic liberties.
With an understanding of the principle of priority, let us revisit the relationship
between economic liberties and the principle of priority. In a circumstance where
economic liberties occupy a secondary position, it is possible that political
authorities restrict economic liberties not to maintain the balance of power
between different social sections but to stifle freedom of religion. For example,
particular religious groups could be targeted by not being allowed to have
churches. Without the right to land recognized, religious persons have no claims
on states over the land being occupied. This example shows that economic
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exceptionalism harms the principle of priority—making these unequivocally (at
least in Rawls’s theory) basic liberties limited or canceled for reasons beyond
protecting basic liberties.
In sum, with the example of freedom of religion in relation to economic
liberties, my point is not that freedom of religion matters for everyone but that we
cannot defend the principle of priority when economic liberties are excluded from
the list of basic liberties. It is either that economic liberties are considered basic to
defend the principle of priority or that economic liberties are excluded at the cost
of the principle of priority.
2. 1. 5 Economic Liberties and Political Liberties
Rawls assigns importance to political liberties because they provide citizens a
platform to voice their opinions and serve as “essential institutional means to
protect and preserve other basic liberties.” 24 To ensure the worth of political
liberties, Rawls tries to make people’s access to politics independent of their
wealth.
“A second reason for controlling economic and social inequalities is to
prevent one part of society from dominating the rest. When those two kinds of
inequalities are large, they tend to support political inequality […] This power
allows a few, in virtue of their control over the machinery of state, to enact a
system of law and property that ensures their dominant position in the economy
as a whole.”25
To guarantee the worth of political liberties, institutions should restrict property
rights, such as defining the maximum amount of money that can be donated to
political organizations. For the sake of political liberties, economic liberties
should be removed from the list of basic liberties.
However, economic liberties as basic do not necessarily damage the worth of
political liberties. Economic liberties as basic are not absolute. They accept
restrictions for the sake of basic liberties. Hence, economic liberties as basic are
not in opposition to the measures that guarantee the worth of political liberties,
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such as reforming the public funding of elections, restricting campaign
contributions, ensuring more access to public media, and placing certain
regulations on freedom of speech and of the press.26 When defenders of economic
exceptionalism contend that economic liberties damage political liberties, they
misinterpret basic rights as absolute rights; this misinterpretation leads them to
think that restricting economic liberties for political liberties is impossible.
Meanwhile, we should fully consider the consequence of removing economic
liberties from the list of basic liberties. Removal of economic liberties from the
list of basic liberties may reduce wealth inequality and the undue influence that
money imposes on politics. In this scenario, denial of economic liberties as basic
is utilized to promote political equality. However, caution the other possibility:
political power is expanded, and productive property is expropriated without
justified reasons. Securing the worth of political liberties is desirable; however,
rendering economic liberties secondary is probably not a good means. Rather,
doing so may incur more losses than gain.
2. 1. 6 Economic Liberties and Conceptions of the Good
Defenders of economic exceptionalism also argue that economic liberties, if they
are regarded as basic, demean some people to being dependents and passive
receivers of social provisions.
“Indeed, instituting the economic liberties as basic liberties would
undermine the ability of many free and equal persons to achieve economic
independence and enjoy income and wealth adequate to their leading a wide
range of reasonable plans of life. Unregulated economic liberties then render
practically impossible many persons’ adequate development of their moral
powers, and therewith freedom and equality and their having fair opportunities
to pursue a reasonable conception of the good. This is the underlying message
in Rawls’s explicit rejection of basic economic liberties.” 27
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Property rights as basic make dispersal of accumulated wealth or resources
challenging, which then obstructs people from developing moral powers. To
secure people’s status as equals and safeguard their autonomy over their life,
property rights should be removed from the list of basic liberties as the only
effective means through which institutions can justifiably restrict property rights
and neutralize wealth inequality. However, as discussed above, economic liberties
as basic are not synonymous with absolute rights.
It might be argued that property rights are not equally important for people to
pursue their life goals. Many life goals can be achieved without property rights as
long as a right to use (but not own) resources exists. Therefore, property rights are
not essential conditions for the development of conceptions of the good and thus,
it is appropriate to exclude economic liberties from the list of basic liberties.
Proponents of such a view understand “importance” and “necessary condition” in
terms of unanimity. That is, only something on which people reach a consensus
can be labeled “important” and “essentially good.” Such a definition of
“importance” is problematic because there is no such thing on which people can
reach a consensus in the absolute sense. For example, for those indifferent to
politics or who prefer an isolated lifestyle, political liberties, including the right to
vote and associate, are not indispensable for their life projects. Their mode of
living is remote from politics. Similarly, for people who pursue a secular life,
freedom of religion is unimportant. Thus, interpreting “importance” in terms of
unanimity casts a shadow not merely on the importance of economic liberties but
also on the importance of other liberties.
Meanwhile, for the individuals whose conceptions of the good are independent
of economic success, they are allowed to give up economic rights. The importance
of emphasizing economic liberties as basic rights lies in that they as negative
rights ensure that if people want to exercise such rights, no one can obstruct them
from doing so. Such rights clear barriers to acquisition, protect against
interference with appropriations, and grant people the right to compensation when
their acquisitions are expropriated without justification. Individuals who favor
spiritual lifestyles and assign less importance to material acquisition are not
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forced to exercise economic liberties.
One point should be noted—in Rawls’s theory of property, economic rights are
more than negative rights. They are positive and egalitarian. “Positive” here
means that even if people have the freedom to not exercise economic liberties,
they are guaranteed basic material goods—the goods all people need to pursue life
projects, even spiritual ones. These material goods ensure their survival, the
precondition for any conception of the good. The egalitarian ethos in Rawls’s
theory of property manifests in his effort to impose restrictions on property rights
so as to reduce wealth inequality. Through this approach, he ensures that wealth
inequalities are controlled within a set boundary and that they do not corrupt the
worth of political liberties or obstruct others from acquiring and exercising their
right to property.
All in all, economic liberties should be incorporated into the list of basic
liberties and protected by the first principle of justice. First, economic liberties are
essential for people to plan and organize their life, particularly long-term life
plans. Therefore, economic liberties are indispensable for people’s conceptions of
the good. Furthermore, economic liberties should be accounted as basic to
safeguard other basic liberties. Basic liberties, such as freedom of religion and
political liberties, have an economic dimension, which means that exercise of
these liberties is related to economic liberties to some extent. If economic liberties
are removed from the list of basic liberties and restricted citing reasons such as
social stability, welfare, the benefits of the least advantaged, these indisputable
liberties would also be restricted for the same reasons—which is not Rawls’s
intended consequence when he maintains that basic rights are prior. Moreover,
economic liberties as basic assure people that they are protected against arbitrary
interference with their possessions acquired through productive means and natural
resources. Economic liberties as basic rights benefit everyone instead of a few.

2. 2 Reviews on Approaches to Property-Owning Democracy
Rawls’s idea of persons not merely means that people have minimal capacities to
participate in social cooperation but also have capacities to cooperate with others
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on fair terms. Such an idea is shown in his property-owning democracy, which,
however, is not discussed in detail. In this section, I shall review some
representative approaches to this regime and demonstrate that although propertyowning democracy manifests Rawls’s effort to shape people as equal participants,
the commitment to equal relations does not necessarily follow the demand for
dispersing natural resources.
2. 2. 1 Rawls on Property-Owning Democracy
Rawls’s theory of distribution is viewed as a defense of welfare capitalism.
However, Rawls explicitly distances his theory from welfare state capitalism
(WSC). He states that even if “welfare provision may be generous and guarantee a
decent social minimum covering the basic needs,” it is an unjust regime because
“the control of the economy and much of political life rests in a few hands.”28
Laissez-faire capitalism, in Rawls’s view, is also unjust because the importance it
places on economic efficiency damages the fair worth of political liberties and the
fair equality of opportunity. In addition, state socialism with a command economy
—a regime that is “guided by a general economic plan adopted from the center
and makes relatively little use of democratic procedures or of markets (except as
rationing devices)” 29—is also unjustifiable because it violates the principle of
basic liberties.
Only two regimes, Rawls says, satisfy his principles of justice as fairness:
property-owning democracy (POD) and liberal socialism.30 POD is the regime
that features the dispersal of natural resources, productive means, and human
capital (including educational and training skills). With access to natural
resources, people are freed from forced labor and can live an autonomous life. So
POD is “not simply to assist those who lose out through accident or misfortune
(although that must be done), but rather to put all citizens in a position to manage
their own affairs on a footing of a suitable degree of social and economic
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equality.”31 By widely spreading resources and capital, POD also blocks the
intergenerational transmission of advantages through taxations, such as estate,
inheritance, and gift taxes. Furthermore, POD safeguards against the corruption of
politics “through campaign finance reform, public funding of political parties,
public provision of forums for political debate, and other measures to block the
influence of wealth on politics.”32
Now, the question is: how POD is compatible with two principles of justice as
fairness. Many scholars have engaged in this discussion. The first approach
grounds POD in the idea of self-respect—POD assures people that they can
realize projects they strongly identify with. The second approach defends POD in
terms of meaningful work. In a POD, people can initiate interesting and creative
jobs. The third approach relates POD to the principle of equal opportunity, which
is interpreted as equality for continuing opportunity and stake fairness.33 In what
follows, I shall review these approaches and explore the ideas that Rawls
expresses in POD.
2. 2. 2 Self-Respect and POD
Martin O’Neill says for Rawls, “we care about inequality in part because of its
effects with regard to status, power, domination, and self-respect.”34 O’Neill
continues to say that if self-respect is the cherished value, POD is worth pursuing.
Because of the widespread of productive means and resources, resource
accumulation in a few hands becomes impossible. Thus, people can hardly
dominate others in virtue of their advantages in terms of resources. The power
relations brought about by an unequal distribution of resources are mitigated. In
this sense, POD guarantees equal human relations and secures people’s selfrespect.
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Regarding WSC, despite the generous provisions offered to people, it damages
their self-respect. Without access to resources, which are accumulated in a few
hands, the propertyless are unable to grow into active participants. Rather, they
are demeaned to passive recipients of social welfare, which incurs status harms—
the persons of lower status view themselves and are viewed by others as inferior,
which arouses “widespread attitudes of deference and servility on one side and a
will to dominate and arrogance on the other.” 35 So WSC warrants people’s
survival but not their decency, dignity, or optimistic attitude toward the future.
Notably, the idea of self-respect is also invoked by some classical liberals in
opposition to POD. They believe that POD destroys people’s self-respect. Given
that self-respect has been used both for and against POD, the priority is to clarify
what Rawls means by self-respect.
1) Self-Respect as a Psychological Notion
Self-respect is often used as a psychological notion, referring to people’s
emotional experience and subjective evaluation of their projects and life. If so,
self-respect cannot serve the role of grounding distributions because it is envy that
impels people to file the complaint that the current pattern of distribution impairs
their self-respect. In other words, people feel demeaned not because the
distributive scheme treats them unfairly, for example, depriving them of resources
they deserve, but because others lead a better life than they have, of which they
are jealous. In this situation, self-respect is not indicative of justice but of jealousy
in disguise.
2) Rawls’s Notion of Self-Respect
Now, see Rawls’s interpretation of self-respect.
“Self-respect is rooted in our self-confidence as a fully cooperating member
of society capable of pursuing a worthwhile conception of the good over a
complete life. Thus self-respect presupposes the development and exercise of
both moral powers and therefore an effective sense of justice. The importance
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of self-respect is that it provides a secure sense of our value, a firm conviction
that our determinate conception of the good is worth carrying out.” 36
For Rawls, self-respect consists of two parts: first, people firmly believe their
projects are valuable; second, they have the confidence in realizing the projects
they pursue. 37 Although people believe their plans are valuable, the fact that they
cannot achieve them undermines their self-respect. Meanwhile, if society does not
recognize the value of their projects, their self-respect would be also damaged.
Therefore, social recognition and confidence that projects can be achieved are
both essential to people’s self-respect.
3) Self-Respect as a Sociopolitical Notion
The two components of self-respect have social dimensions. More specifically, if
society holds a bias toward some conceptions of the good, the absence of social
recognition makes people doubt whether the project they pursue is valuable and
worthwhile. Damaged self-respect is a signal that the society is not so inclusive.
Also, society ruins people’s self-respect when it obstructs them from accessing
resources, which is the basic condition for people to actualize their project. No
access to resources means that the propertyless lack opportunities to advance
projects they consider valuable, which is frustrating. In this scenario, the damaged
self-respect is an indicator that society does not treat people as active participants.
In both cases, people’s complaint about the distributive scheme is not merely due
to their sensitivity but also related to the issue rooted in the social structure—
society fails to recognize people as equals, neither giving them the respect they
deserve nor ensuring their access to resources. Because of these social
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dimensions, self-respect is more than a psychological notion and can function as a
metric for distributions.
Note that under some social environments, people may normalize the unfair
treatments they suffer, e.g., regarding the sufferings as a test of the loyalty to their
faith or doctrine. However, the fact that they are excluded from decision-making
or viewed as inferior sufficiently points to their damaged self-respect. Therefore,
the psychological conception of self-respect that describes people’s subjective
feelings of their life cannot be a litmus test of social justice. It is the social bases
of self-respect, which mirror the problems of social structures, that function as an
indicator of social justice. As Rawls says, “the social bases of self-respect are
explained by the structure and content of just institutions together with features of
the public political culture, such as the public recognition and acceptance of the
principles of justice.”38
On the relation between self-respect and social justice, Robert S. Dillon
proposes the conception of basal self-respect to show that self-respect can be
indicative of social justice. Basal self-respect means “a prereflective,
unarticulated, emotionally laden presuppositional interpretive framework, an
implicit ‘seeing oneself as’ or ‘taking oneself to be’ that structures our explicit
experiences of self and worth.” 39 In other words, basal self-respect is not a private
phenomenon but a framework reflecting features of the historical and
sociopolitical situation.40 Because of this, self-respect can be a basis for social
justice. Specifically, Dillon describes the relation between self-respect and social
structures as follows:
“The nature and meaning of self-respect and how it is constituted and
expressed, both at the level of individual experience and at the level of concept,
is a function of social relationships and the structure and functioning of the
social institutions among which we live. Sociopolitical factors have especially
profound effects on self-respect at the basal level.”41
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Dillon illustrates this point with an example: Anne is a successful lawyer, but her
accomplishment does not bring her pride and happiness. Instead, she “feels
wholly inadequate and undeserving: each success feels like a fluke, those who
praise her are only being nice.” 42 She feels undeserving because the
discrimination against women prevailing in her society damages her basal selfrespect. Even if Anne’s great achievements win respect from her male
counterparts, the discrimination that women as a social group experience tortures
her and makes her skeptical of whether her accomplishments are true and
worthwhile. Thus, basal self-respect is not merely personal but also social and
structural, reflecting features of social structures and institutional arrangements.
4) Self-Respect and Religious Conceptions of the Good
One might argue that for some religious persons, it is their God that provides a
sense of value or purpose. This view suggests that a sense of value can be secured
through religion rather than self-respect. If this view were plausible, it would
undermine the effort to ground institutional arrangements, such as POD and WSC,
on the idea of self-respect.
Before proceeding, let us first revisit the idea of self-respect. It highlights that a
sense of value is derived in two manners. First, the importance of projects that
people pursue is recognized by society. When people do not receive social
recognition for the life they pursue, they feel frustrated and excluded. Such
feelings would damage their self-respect. Second, a person’s self-respect is
derived from their firm conviction that they have the opportunities and resources
to actualize their life. Thus, a sense of value would be depleted in circumstances
where no resources are available for individuals to finance their projects.
Along the line, it makes sense of saying that if people view God as their source
of purpose, self-respect does not deny the connection between God and a sense of
value. Rather, it would call for institutional arrangements to be sufficiently
inclusive to recognize this religious conception of the good. Therefore, selfrespect is compatible with diverse conceptions of the good and accommodates
religious conceptions of the good. As the basis for institutional arrangements and
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the standard for assessing institutions, self-respect concerns two issues: (1)
whether society is sufficiently inclusive to accommodate the diversity of
conceptions of the good, and (2) whether society ensures people the resources
adequate for them to achieve their goals. The relationship between self-respect
and religion is clear. Self-respect does not deny religion as the source of
meaningfulness. Rather, living in a society that assigns importance to the idea of
self-respect, religious people would be provided resources to practice their
religion and honor their God.
5) Self-Respect and POD
Now, the question is whether POD can secure people’s self-respect. John Tomasi
reminds us self-respect derives from the idea that people see themselves as a
central cause of a particular life.43 If his interpretation is plausible, it is neither
WSC nor POD that secures people’s self-respect. According to Tomasi, people not
merely have a fundamental interest in doing well in life but also a fundamental
interest in seeing themselves as a central cause of the lives they are leading.44 It is
the life caused by people themselves that can bring them a sense of purpose and
strengthen self-respect. From this perspective, “when people are insulated from
too many of the risks of ordinary life, they are denied a sense of agency and selfauthorship.”45 Though risks make actual consequences deviate from people’s
intentional options, the process of trial and error—overcoming difficulties and
choosing a new approach based on lessons from failures—makes people feel
proud of themselves and their achievements, enhancing their self-respect. Thus,
risk is not the enemy of self-respect. “The experience of risk seems to be an
essential precondition of the sort of self-respect that liberals value.” 46 Therefore,
the social system that warrants universal provisions and insulates people from
risks, Tomasi concludes, destroys the core of self-respect—people are the central
cause of their life, thereby failing to secure self-respect. As he says,
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“Programs for the universal provision of social goods ‘take the trouble out
of life.’ In doing so, Murray worries, the model ‘drains too much of the life
from life.’ As a result of one hundred years of economic growth, Murray says
that a central problem faced by most citizens in advanced societies is not a lack
of material resources but the problem of ‘how to live meaningful lives in an age
of plenty and security.’ By insulating people from economic risks, the
European model denies ordinary citizens opportunities to feel the special sense
that they have done something genuinely important with their lives.”47
Tomasi uses Charles Murray’s interpretation of self-respect to show the
association between self-respect and risks. If Tomasi were right, POD would not
be a social system that can nurture and secure people’s self-respect. In POD,
people’s entitlement to resources is independent of their effort and ambitions
because of availability of resources. In this sense, the autonomous life people lead
in POD is not caused by themselves but the result of institutional arrangements. If
so, even if people live a decent life, decency does not bring about pride,
happiness, and satisfaction.
6) Self-Respect and Other Fundamental Ideas
In fact, self-respect is frequently invoked mainly because it is a loose and
contentious notion without a precise definition. Once we give a concrete
definition of self-respect, we shall find that these opposing doctrines use selfrespect in different senses. For Tomasi, the core of self-respect is the idea that
people are the central cause of their life and that risks do not impair self-respect.
By contrast, proponents of POD seemingly interpret self-respect as immune to the
effect of risks. Thus, it is institutions that neutralize risks and other uncontrollable
factors that can secure people’s self-respect.
The difference between Tomasi and proponents of POD in self-respect can be
traced back to differences in their understanding of society and persons. In other
words, the idea of self-respect presupposes a conception of persons and
expectations of how people live together as a whole. Thus, self-respect is a
secondary conception, deriving from other fundamental ideas. Overemphasizing
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self-respect and regarding it as a metric for social justice is not helpful. Rather,
doing so deviates from the basic questions: whether the effect of luck on people’s
prospects should be neutralized, and whether the idea of persons as self-authors
(Tomasi’s model of persons) is plausible. My point of raising these questions is
that before exploring the relation between the model of distributions and selfrespect, we should review the conceptions of persons behind these scholars’
theories of distributions.48
2. 2. 3 Meaningful Work and POD
In addition to self-respect, POD is justified on the grounds of meaningful work.
1) Meaningful Work
Richard J. Arneson describes meaningful work as “work that is interesting, that
calls for intelligence and initiative, and that is attached to a job that gives the
worker considerable freedom to decide how the work is to be done and a
democratic say over the character of the work process and the policies pursued by
the employing enterprise.” 49 In brief, meaningful work consists of two parts: first,
the work that people subjectively experience as interesting; second, the work that
gives people democratic rights in the workplace.
2) Interesting Work and POD
First consider the relationship between interesting work and POD. According to
Adina Schwartz, interesting work derives from the value of autonomy, referring to
48
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the lives of intelligence and initiative, a process of integrating one’s personality.50
By dispersing resources and productive means and making them available to
people, POD ensures that people have choices over jobs and lives. Thus, Schwartz
says that POD is a regime that can warrant interesting work and autonomous life.
It seems that repetitive and trivial jobs is acceptable as long as people have
opportunities to form goals and alter their ends in their life.51 In Schwartz’s view,
the long time of embarking on repetitive jobs, however, makes people “less
interested in rationally framing, pursuing, and adjusting their own plans during the
rest of their time.”52 In other words, a long time of doing repetitive and trivial jobs
tames people in all aspects, from abilities—they lack abilities to do creative jobs,
to dispositions—they get used to their jobs and have no desires for other types of
jobs. Expecting people to do boring and repetitive jobs for a long time while
remaining capacities and desires for changing their jobs is illusionary. This is the
main reason for Schwartz’s uncompromising opposition to repetitive work.
Undoubtedly, meaningful work is an attractive notion, meeting people’s
expectations of jobs. However, the work that people experience as meaningful is
related to their conceptions of the good. The same job provides people with
different levels of satisfaction. Thus the notion of meaningful work per se is
subjective and personal. For example, the jobs that some people view as creative
may make others feel anxious and stressful. The jobs that people perceive as
tedious and unproductive (e.g., housework), for other people, are meaningful
because their work provides a comfortable and peaceful environment for their
family. This case illustrates that intelligence, initiative, or creativity is just one
dimension of meaningfulness, which also relates to patience, love, and sacrifice,
which are the virtues that empower people to embark on trivial jobs. Because of
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the subjective components of meaningful work, the priority is to explain why
meaningful work as a subjective conception can be a metric of distributions.
Moreover, connecting POD with interesting work, Schwartz ignores that work
is the combination of the meaningful part with the boring part, two parts being
inseparable. Even for scientists, their work, which is viewed as creative and
intellectual, contains repetition and triviality—data collection, analysis, repetitive
experiments, and revision of the initial hypothesis. This process is exhausting,
boring, or even unbearable, but it is the prerequisite for research. A purely
interesting or meaningful job is a fantasy. Thus, more arguments are needed for
the conclusion that the notion of interesting work justifies POD.
3) The Say over Working Conditions and POD
Meaningful work has the other dimension—“the freedom to decide how the work
is to be done and a democratic say over the character of the work process and the
policies pursued by the employing enterprise.”53 For the scholars who ground
POD on the notion of meaningful work, POD is justifiable because it secures
people’s democratic rights at work.
Some scholars appeal to the parallel between politics and the workplace in
support of workplace democracy: if people are granted democratic rights in
politics, democratic rights should be granted in the workplace. However, the
success of this argument depends on the credibility of the premise that politics is
parallel to the workplace. According to Nien-hê Hsieh, the two spheres have
different scopes of managerial discretion and ends. In his account, politics seeks
collective ends through the governmental mechanism and formulates the
framework in which people perform their projects and mediate the conflicts of
ends and values. 54 By contrast, economic enterprises are directed to ends
“revolving around economically productive activity,” 55 and economic power is
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more limited, centering around the economic activities and efficiency. “As
Alchian and Demsetz famously written, ‘telling an employee to type this letter
rather than to file that document is like my telling a grocer to sell me this brand of
tuna rather than that brand of bread.’” 56
In short, politics concerns the social structure and the framework of
institutions, whereas the main concern of enterprises is to improve efficiency
within the social framework. Therefore, likening politics to economic activities is
untenable, and relying on the similarity between politics and economic activities
to justify workplace democracy is problematic.
Besides, it is possible that workplace democracy is practiced at the cost of
efficiency. People’s rights over work arrangements inevitably undermine the
importance and authority of supervisors, which means that more time and
procedures are needed to reach a consensus. Therefore, democratic rights may
accompany the relatively low efficiency, leading to the loss of goods brought by
high efficiency, such as more goods, diverse lifestyles, and access to a richer
world.
In response, proponents of workplace democracy may argue that if we
prioritize justice over efficiency, we should accept the reduced efficiency to some
extent. After all, efficiency is not everything. The values such as fairness, equal
opportunity, and commitment to a decent life are worth seeking and defending.
However, this response ignores that these values have no conflict with efficiency.
Despite no workplace democracy, institutions structured in a way that guarantees
people basic rights, equal opportunity, and generous provisions can protect people
against interference in the workplace. Thus, justice is ensured, and efficiency is
not sacrificed.
4) Freedom from Arbitrary Interference and POD
According to Hsieh, the basis of workplace democracy is neither the notion of
meaningful work nor the parallel between politics and economic sectors but the
idea that people are equals and ends in themselves. Because of the dispersal of
natural resources and means, the power relations, which relate to the unequal
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distribution of resources, would be neutralized. POD—warranting people’s access
to resources, is the regime that can secure the value of autonomy and protect
people against interference in the workplace.57
Hsieh’s arguments for POD are formulated as follows:
(1) Decisions in the workplace not only include directing “a worker to perform
specific tasks” but also “other features of her employment, such as working
conditions, compensation or promotion.”58
(2) The right to exit from the workplace is insufficient to protect workers
against arbitrary interference.
(3) Freedom from arbitrary interference is crucial because it guarantees that
people are treated as ends rather than merely means of others.
(4) “By allowing workers to contest managerial decisions that result in severe
forms of interference as part of the decision-making process internal to
economic enterprises, workers are able to protect themselves against arbitrary
interference.” 59
Therefore,
(5) “We arrive at an argument for workplace democracy that is grounded in a
liberal egalitarian account of justice.” 60
However, a gap exists between workplace democracy and POD. The commitment
to eliminating arbitrary interference in the workplace does not necessarily follow
the requirement for dispersing natural resources and productive means. Other
measures can be taken against arbitrary interference, such as the labor union,
which represents workers to negotiate with possessors of resources on working
conditions, minimum wage, welfares, and measures such as continuing education
and training programs that enable people to change their jobs. These measures
reduce the costs of people’s withdrawal from their current jobs and protect them
against arbitrary interference in the workplace. However, these measures are
independent of the dispersal of natural resources and productive means. Thus, the
57
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commitment to eliminating interference and servitude in the workplace does not
lead to POD.
So far, I have demonstrated that meaningful work, even if it is an attractive
idea, cannot serve the role of justifying POD. People’s obsession with meaningful
work is partly related to their nostalgia for idyllic pastorals, in which they lead a
relaxed life and remain flexible among different jobs. However, in a society
featuring the complicated division of labor and having a high demand for
specialized knowledge and skills, remaining highly flexible in job options is
almost impossible.
2. 2. 4 Fair Equality of Opportunity and Property-Owning Democracy
Some philosophers relate POD to Rawls’s principle of equality of opportunity.61
1) Continuing Opportunities
Fair equality of opportunity (FEO) roughly means that “those who have the same
level of talent and ability and the same willingness to use these gifts should have
the same prospects of success regardless of their social class of origin.”62 In a
scheme of distribution that ensures people with the same talent and ambition have
the same prospect, more resources would flow to the talented. As Samuel Freeman
says, in a society that prepares people “for fair competition for employment in the
open positions arising within a free market capitalist economy,” “educational
benefits will be unequally distributed largely in favor of those who are naturally
more talented than others.”63
Interpreted in this way, FEO merely eliminates the effect of social arbitrariness,
the differences from the family background and social status, but leaves natural
arbitrariness unsolved—people can still benefit from their talents. So Freeman
interprets FEO differently—it “guarantees citizens continuing opportunities across

Rawls’s two principles of justice as fairness consist of three parts; the principle of liberties, the
principle of equality of opportunity, and the difference principle. In Rawls’s view, POD is a regime
that matches with the principles of justice as fairness. Now, exploring the compatibility is to show
the relationship between POD and the three principles. This is one reason why I discuss the idea of
equality of opportunity. Meanwhile, the idea of equality is elaborated by philosophers in different
ways. Here I present Freeman’s and Jacob’s interpretations of equality of opportunity both because
their specifications are representative and because they explicitly associate the idea of equality of
opportunity with POD.
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their lifetime to exercise economic powers and responsibilities.”64 Continuing
opportunities ensure that people can revise their projects and correct their
mistakes. The immaturity, errors, or recklessness would not cost them the
opportunities to revise their life plans. To this aim, educational resources should
be distributed in a way that equips people with abilities or skills that enable them
to try different lives.
Freeman argues that it is the notion of continuing opportunities that underpins
POD. By dispersing natural resources and distributing them widely, states can
fund programs that nurture people’s capacities to revise their conceptions of the
good. These programs benefit people who regret their previous choices and want
to restart their lives.
However, the commitment to continuing opportunities does not necessarily
follow with a requirement for dispersing natural resources. It can be achieved
through the measures, such as inheritance and gift taxes. Moreover, the dispersal
of resources is not a desirable way to fulfill the commitment to FEO. Rather, it
may encourage people to carelessly utilize resources and escape responsibilities
they should assume. In POD, resources are widely distributed and accessible, and
people’s entitlement to resources is independent of how they use resources. Even
if they waste resources with which they could have shaped self-supporting skills,
the commitment to ongoing opportunities entitles them to new shares of resources.
Under this circumstance, few people would take the received resources seriously.
If nurturing individuals’ skills and knowledge that enable them to revise their life
plans is the end, the better way is not to give people resources at any time they
need but to ensure them the continuing opportunities for education and training
programs.
2) Stake Fairness
Lesley A. Jacobs shows another way to interpret FEO. In his view, FEO comprises
three ideas: procedural fairness, background fairness, and stake fairness. He uses
boxing to explain these ideas. Procedural fairness means “not punching one’s
opponent below the waist, no heading butting, no swinging after the bell is run to
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end the round, and so on.” 65 Background fairness denotes a level playing field for
all competitors. In boxing, boxers are “classified on their bodyweight and fight
other boxers in the same class.” 66 Stake fairness concerns “the prizes or what is at
stake in the boxing match.” 67
Jacobs pays much attention to stake fairness, which consists of two parts. One
refers to what the stake is and how many stakes people can get in a competition.
For example, in boxing, the stake is money, and winners are required to leave
some benefits to rivals. So the core of stakes fairness is that winners cannot take
all of the benefits. 68 The other dimension of stake fairness concerns limiting the
impact of the result of one competition on another.69 For example, “financial
success shouldn’t translate into a better educational prospect.” 70
On the idea of stake fairness, people are not allowed to reap all benefits, some
of which should be left to the losing side. POD also rejects the winner-take-all
scheme because it ensures the least advantaged some resources. Therefore, Jacobs
concludes, “stakes fairness fits much more readily with one of the key
institutional commitments Rawls makes, namely, the idea of property-owning
democracy.”71
However, the questions remain: why we reject the winner-take-all scheme and
whether stake fairness necessarily follows the requirement for dispersing
resources. Jacobs leaves the first question unanswered, but we can get
enlightenment from Rawls. As Rawls says, people enter a cooperative system by
birth and leave till death.72 Because people would spend their whole life in the
cooperative system, a distributive scheme—that no resources are available to the
worst-off, is unattractive. Moreover, the differences in native endowments among
65
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people, according to Rawls, are a common asset. Wealth is created in social
cooperation—that is, by relying on others’ contributions. To maintain the
operation of the cooperative system, winners must leave some goods to the least
advantaged for their participation and contribution.
Although the notion of stake fairness is compatible with Rawls’s theory, stake
fairness does not necessarily entail POD. Jacobs claims that the core of stake
fairness is that “fairness prescribes a wider distribution of the prizes at stake in a
competition than a simple winner-take-all scheme.” 73 If so, WSC is also in accord
with stake fairness. The generous provisions WSC provides to the worst-off
suggest that WSC also rejects the winner-take-all scheme.
All in all, the ideas of self-respect, meaningful work, workplace democracy,
and equality of opportunity fail to ground POD. Self-respect fails to serve the role
of justifying POD because it is a contestable notion. For critics of POD, selfrespect is rooted in the idea that life is caused by people themselves. Supporters of
POD interpret self-respect in terms of an autonomous life. Their differences in
elaborating on self-respect are partly related to their different understandings of
the relationship between risks and self-respect. The second approach ignores that
meaningful work is the notion that includes subjective components—that the same
job brings people different degrees of satisfaction. Given this, the priority is to
demonstrate that the notion of meaningful work used to justify a certain
distributive scheme is acceptable regardless of conceptions of the good people
hold. The failures of other approaches are not conceptual but empirical—the
measures that secure equal opportunity and freedom against interference are
possibly independent of the requirement for dispersing resources.

2. 3 Revisability, Mutual Respect, and Neutrality
Of the moral powers, the conception of the goods denotes people’s ability not
merely to form and develop but also to revise their life plans. So revisability is a
crucial component of Rawls’s conception of persons. Resting on this idea of
persons, institutions should not merely recognize the importance of property
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rights—for the role they play in people’s form of moral powers—but also restrict
wealth accumulation when it makes impossible for people, in particular, for the
worst-off, to revise their conceptions of the good.
However, revisability, as critics suggest, is not a neutral conception. It contains
a liberal’s bias. This criticism does not occur nowhere. Revisability requires
people to stand apart from their conceptions of the good and keep open attitudes
toward conflicting doctrines. In this sense, revisability implies a rational and
reflective lifestyle. Institutionalizing it seems to burden people who rely upon the
ties to the communal or religious ends to construct their conceptions of the good.
One might suggest that the relationship between revisability and neutrality does
not require consideration because revisability is an empirical fact. Indeed, in daily
life, people have abilities and are allowed to revise their projects. However, the
question here is not whether people can revise their projects but whether
institutionalizing revisability disadvantages people who emphasize their ties to
community and distance themselves from rational or reflective ways of living.
The institutionalization of revisability means that institutions are designed and
arranged in such a way that ensures people can revise their projects. However,
such institutional arrangements are not equally valuable to people. For example,
primary goods,74 which derive from the notion of revisability, in the critics’ view,
disadvantage people whose conception of the good is independent of material
possessions.
In short, revisability as a basis of constructing theories of property and
distribution has an institutional implication. This implication causes critics to
doubt whether revisability is neutral toward various doctrines. So the focus of this
section is on the relationship between revisability and neutrality.
2. 3. 1 Revisability and Primary Goods
1) The Idea of Persons as Equals and Revisability
Revisability is a normative thesis. It refers to people’s capacity to revise their
conception of the good; this capacity implies that people can keep a distance from
and reflect on their ends, community, or social relations. As stated by Allen
The list of primary goods includes rights and liberties, opportunities, income and wealth, and the
social bases of self-respect.
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Buchanan, “One ought, ceteris paribus, to maintain an attitude of critical
revisability toward one’s own conception of the good (or life-plan) and of openmindedness toward competing conceptions.”75 Emphasis on revisability is mainly
related to the concept of fallibility—people may make mistakes in pursuit of their
wants. Given this, they should be allowed to revisit their past choices.
Revisability is an important component of Rawls’s idea of persons as equals.
However, it seems that revisability is far from the idea of equality because it is not
shared by all people. For example, some people are stubborn and unwilling to
change their minds or choices with regard to life projects. This fact, however, does
not nullify Rawls’s idea of persons as equals. By equality, Rawls does not mean
that people are equal in every respect. It refers to the minimum capacities people
ought to have that enable them to participate in social cooperation. Revisability
and the two moral powers are normative assumptions Rawls makes about the idea
of persons.
Now, the question is why Rawls defines persons in such a way—as beings with
two moral powers, which in particular highlight people’s capacities to revise their
life projects. In my view, this idea of persons is related to the idea of society as a
cooperative system and the fact of pluralism. Rawls views society as a social web
in which people are connected—sharing each other’s fate and creating mutual
complementarity. The capacity to understand and comply with rules is essential
for the cooperative system to be maintained. From such a perspective, even a
selfish person, who does not take cooperation with others as an end in itself but
acts due to self-interest, has and ought to have the capacity to understand and
apply social rules if they want to cooperate with others.
Pluralism also explains why Rawls conceives of people as beings able to revise
their projects. In the midst of reasonable pluralism, reasonable people, as Rawls
says, are willing to accept others’ views or comprehensive doctrines at the cost of
their own; they have the capacity to revise their life projects. Living in a society
featuring pluralism, people should be able to rectify their life projects, which is
both an appropriate response to pluralism and an essential capacity to narrow
75 Allen
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moral division and reach a consensus (to a reasonable extent).
2) Revisability and Primary Goods
As said, revisability has an institutional implication—that is, institutions designed
to ensure that people can revise their conception of the good. According to
Buchanan, revisability entails the list of primary goods, which are either “the
epistemic conditions necessary for the effective expression of an attitude of
critical revisability”76 or conditions of implementing people’s modified life plans.
For example, freedoms of thought, speech, and religion entitle people to develop
competing conceptions of the good. In this process, they expand their
understanding of what goodness is, which is the information source with which
people can reflect on their choices. These freedoms are the epistemic condition for
the expression of revisability. Political liberties and freedoms from arrest and
seizure assure people that they can revise their conception of the good. So,
primary goods guarantee that people can formulate, modify, and implement their
life plans.
Phrased in another way, primary goods free people from arbitrary interference
and material shortages, which are barriers to revising life plans. For example,
political liberties and the freedom from arbitrary arrest protect people against
governmental intrusion, whereas personal liberties free people from others’
interference. Material provisions that are adequate in maintaining people’s lives
dispel the worries about survival, which means that no economic burden is
incurred when people revise their life projects. So primary goods are essential
conditions if people are to revise their projects.
2. 3. 2 Revisability and the Liberal Bias
However, revisability and primary goods, critics argue, have an individualistic and
liberal bias, discriminating against people who rely upon the connection with their
communities and God to build their conceptions of the good. For such a group of
people, the tie to the communal or religious ends is essential for their self-identity,
and revisability that requires people to keep a critical attitude and stand back from
their inherited ends seems burdensome. For example, a socialist is “harmed by the
Buchanan, “Revisability and Rational Choice,” 401. They are the epistemic condition and
implementation condition, which Buchanan respectively labels as Re and Ri.
76
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possession of more than a certain minimal amount of wealth.” 77 He claims that “a
system based on a preference for a greater amount of wealth would be against his
interest since it would prevent him from forming strong ties of affection with
other human beings.”78 The list of primary goods thus disadvantages socialists and
their conception of the good.
Primary goods and revisability also disadvantage religious people. For them,
“the best human life requires the capacity to receive an external good (God’s
truth) rather than to form a conception of the good for oneself, and to hold fast to
that truth once received rather than to revise it.”79 The connection with their God
is an essential component of their conception of the good. Requiring these people
to maintain a critical attitude toward their God is to uproot the core of the
doctrines they firmly believe in—not merely collapsing their understanding of a
good life but triggering an identity crisis. Therefore, the idea of revisability, if it is
institutionalized, imposes a burden on religious persons, forcing them to accept a
rational life plan. 80
In fact, revisability and primary goods are compatible with diverse ways of
living, including religious or communal conceptions of the good. First, regardless
of what conception of the good people hold—individualistic, collective, divine, or
secular—all people require some social resources to actualize their conception of
the good. For example, monks need material goods and land to practice
asceticism. Additionally, as stated by Thomas Nagel, revisability is a moral rather
than a legal requirement; it does not force people to accept a rational life at the
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cost of renunciation of communal ends. 81 What it requires is that when people
want to withdraw from a certain value system, they are able and allowed to do so.
In this sense, socialists and religious people are allowed to live as they prefer.
Revisability and primary goods thus accommodate communal and religious
projects.
Revisability, according to critics, is individualistic because when it demands
people to keep a distance from their social relations, community, or native culture,
it ignores the role of communities and communal ends in people’s selfunderstanding. In fact, this critique is a misunderstanding of the relationship
between revisability and community. As Rawls states, “[t]he basic liberties are not
intended to keep persons in isolation from one another, or to persuade them to live
private lives, even though some no doubt will, but to secure the right of free
movement between associations and smaller communities.”82 Equipping people
with the ability to revise their ends does not isolate people from their community
or uproot the beliefs they have acquired in their community. Rather, it aims to
secure people’s freedom to withdraw from a community or social group and enter
other social groups. In other words, revisability enables people to freely explore
who they are and not become trapped in a certain role or group. So revisability
does not deny the role of communities in molding people’s outlooks and value
systems. It denies that only a particular community can contribute to people’s selfunderstanding.
Notably, overemphasis on communal values and their importance in people’s
self-understanding is dangerous. In some cases, communal ends are far from
people’s interests or the sum of people’s interests but an embodiment of the
interests of the privileged. Overemphasis of communal values may excuse the
enslavement of community members by the privileged. The importance of
revisability is thus clear: it ensures people to withdraw from a group that has
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enslaved or dominated them and pressures the privileged to act based on
authentically collective interests.
However, the aforementioned response is insufficient to cripple the argument
against revisability. For people who charge revisability as having a liberal bias,
their main concern is that in a society established on revisability, resources or
assistance provided by institutions are not equally valuable or useful to liberals
and nonliberals. If revisability is incorporated into institutions, then institutional
environments ensure that people can revise their life projects. Such institutional
environments include basic liberties and material goods. The provision of these
goods frees people from interference and material shortage. Thus, people can
revise their life projects and implement the revised good. However, the basic
goods provided that enable revisability are not helpful for some conceptions of the
good. For example, some religious groups do not assign importance to freedoms
and liberties, which instead are viewed as obstructions to the development and
expansion of their groupings. Because adherents are secured the freedom of
withdrawal from religious groups, religious groups bear the burden of perfecting
their doctrines and their appeal.
Meanwhile, institutionalizing revisability accompanies a requirement for public
discourse, more specifically, that public discourse contain verifiable accounts.
Verifiability ensures a doctrine, discourse, belief, or experience is accessible to
outsiders, which is the precondition for an effective communication and mutual
understanding. However, the requirement for verifiable accounts burdens some
conceptions of the good, such as the good that manifests in mysterious,
introspective experiences. For people whose conceptions of the good lack
verifiable accounts, incorporating revisability into institutions places a burden on
them in practicing and promoting their good.
Unlike these religious groups, liberals seemingly benefit from institutions
established on revisability. They pursue reflective, rational life plans and keep a
critical attitude toward inherited ends. They recognize the importance of
communal ends to the construction of life plans. However, the importance they
assign to the freedom of withdrawal means that they maintain a loose relationship
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with communal ends. Such an approach coincides with institutional arrangements
based on revisability. Thus, institutionalizing revisability does not much burden
liberals in promoting their lifestyles. Rather, it helps liberals to develop their
conceptions of the good.
In short, for critics who claim revisability contains a liberal bias, their main
concern is not that nonliberals have no opportunities to advance their doctrines but
that they have no equal opportunities to gain adherents. The point of the critique is
not whether revisability can accommodate collective or religious ends but whether
a society that is committed to revisability can create a background against which
all reasonable doctrines have equally valuable institutional resources to advance
their doctrine and attract adherents. Phrased simply, doubt is cast on the
compatibility between revisability and neutrality.
2. 3. 3 Mutual Respect and Revisability
In what follows, I shall show that revisability does not run afoul of Rawls’s
commitment to neutrality. First, I show that moral disagreement is ineradicable
and that mutual respect is an appropriate response to this fact. If we have no
reasonable objection to moral disagreement, we have no reasonable objection to
mutual respect. Second, mutual respect implies revisability. The core of mutual
respect is that people can understand each other and narrow their division through
effective communication, which indicates that reasonable people can absorb ideas
from others and revisit their own conception of the good. Third, by neutrality,
Rawls means neutrality of aim; neutrality is achieved if the aims promoted are
acceptable to people regardless of their conception of the good. If this is the case,
mutual respect, a value acceptable to all reasonable people, is compatible with
neutrality. Because of the compatibility between mutual respect and neutrality and
the condition that mutual respect implies revisability, revisability is harmonious
with neutrality. If so, the critique that revisability is biased against nonliberals’
conception of the good does not hold.
1) The Fact of Reasonable Pluralism
According to Rawls, moral disagreement is ineradicable because it is the result of
people exercising their reason and freedom. Such disagreement, as Dennis
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Thompson and Amy Gutmann state, is also because the moral values to which
people appeal are incompatible and irreconcilable.83 They illustrate this point with
the case of abortion. Pro-choice advocates assign importance to women’s rights
and prioritize women’s freedom over how to use their bodies, whereas pro-life
supporters emphasize the moral status of fetuses, which have the potential to
develop into human beings. People’s disagreement on the moral case is rooted in a
conflict of values: the rights of women versus the moral status of fetuses.
In addition, moral disagreement occurs because people reason with incomplete
knowledge or information. People may change their stance on controversial issues
when their horizon is expanded and they acquire more experiences. For example,
because of the development of electronic devices, the interactions between
animals—such as their cooperation, coordination, and fragility—can be vividly
captured, making us realize that they resemble human beings. Empathy with
animals may deepen our understanding of what life is. Life is more than physical
features, such as two eyes, four limbs, and no fur. Emotional and spiritual
elements should be considered when we define life. The development of
technologies and scientific knowledge impels us to sympathetically consider the
relationship between human beings and other species on earth. Friendly
interaction and connection between humans and animals help narrow the
differences in people’s opinions regarding how to treat animals.
2) The Proper Response to the Fact of Pluralism
If moral disagreement is difficult to eradicate and is the background against which
we begin our political thinking, the subsequent question is how to respond to
moral disagreement. One possible response is that people insist on their own
doctrine and are indifferent to those of other people. In this circumstance, people
are akin to islands—they are unwilling or unable to understand a doctrine
different from their own. However, we know from reality that people can
understand each other and reach a consensus on many issues through
communication, debate, and compromise.
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Skepticism is another response to moral disagreement. In the skeptics’ view, no
moral truth exists. This is why moral disagreement is ineradicable, values are in
conflict, and we cannot reach complete understanding. Skeptics suspend their
moral judgment because any effort to make a judgment between right and wrong
implies that some things are more reasonable than others and that a moral truth
exists, which contradicts the skeptics’ beliefs. To be coherent, skeptics keep silent
on moral controversy.
If no moral truth or way of addressing controversy exists, then engaging in
debate, clarifying the differences between people, or judging which position is
relatively reasonable, is not needed. Thus, the message delivered by skepticism is
that people should stop their judgments and evaluations. Although skeptics intend
to show that moral values are in conflict and that a moral consensus is impossible
to reach, they slip into moral nihilism, encouraging people to suspend their
judgment in moral cases. However, the renunciation of moral judgment is not a
symbol of wisdom but of intellectual laziness.
The third response to moral disagreement is mutual respect.84 In contrast with
the other two reactions, which are either arrogant or pessimistic, mutual respect
stands in between as both optimistic and modest. It does not guarantee that people
would reach a consensus on moral issues or commit itself on objectivity. It only
emphasizes that people can understand each other, narrow their disagreement, and
reach a consensus to some extent through communication. To practice mutual
respect, people should act on the principle of respecting themselves and others as
beings capable of thinking.
3) Mutual Respect Implies Revisability
Because we are beings capable of thinking, we can understand others’ views,
recognize their reasonableness, and accept them at the cost of our own opinions.
Charles Larmore also mentions the importance of respect. Refer to his “The Moral Basis of
Political Liberalism,” The Journal of Philosophy, Vol. 96, No. 12 (December, 1999): 599-625. In
his account, respect for people should be at the heart of political liberalism. I agree with Larmore
that respect serves the role of seeking a common ground on which people can debate and narrow
their differences. I use the phrase “mutual respect” herein to emphasize that respect has two
dimensions: respect for oneself and respect for others. By emphasizing “mutual,” I express the
idea that we should treat others as we wish to be treated. “Mutual” sends a message that “respect”
is a mechanism of communication, explanation, and interaction.
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In this sense, mutual respect implies revisability—people have the ability to
absorb ideas from others and revise their own after deliberation. Respecting others
as beings capable of thinking implies that we should persuade other people
through methods different from threat and violence. By combining these two
principles—respecting ourselves and others as beings capable of thinking—we
conclude that we should persuade others through reason, remain open to different
views, and be ready to revisit our own doctrines. Mutual respect functions as a
mechanism of communication and explanation, requiring us to explain our
position to others when we debate.
The idea of mutual respect accords with Rawls’s conception of reasonable
people:
“[…] reasonable persons are ready to propose, or to acknowledge when
proposed by others, the principles needed to specify what can be seen by all as
fair terms of cooperation. Reasonable persons also understand that they are to
honor these principles, even at the expense of their own interests as
circumstances may require, provided others likewise may be expected to honor
them.” 85
Because of reasonable pluralism and a desire for consensus, people should justify
their positions to others. By doing so, they can find a common ground on which to
narrow moral disagreement.86 Reasonable people are ready to accept others’
views, even at the cost of their own, which indicates that people are able to revise
their conception of the good. So it makes sense of saying that mutual respect
implies revisability.
2. 3. 4 Mutual Respect and Neutrality
Now, the following mission is to demonstrate that the institutionalization of
mutual respect—that is, enacting measures guaranteeing that people can practice
mutual respect—is not in conflict with Rawls’s commitment to neutrality. This
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argument, plus the claim that mutual respect implies revisability, indicates that
revisability does not run counter to Rawls’s neutrality.
Let us first examine what Rawls means by neutrality. He identifies three
conceptions of neutrality: neutrality of procedure, neutrality of effect, and
neutrality of aim. When he contends that states should operate on the principle of
neutrality, he is referring to neutrality of aim. To demonstrate the compatibility
between revisability and Rawls’s commitment to neutrality is to demonstrate that
revisability is harmonious with neutrality of aim. However, when critics argue that
revisability disadvantages people pursuing communal ends, the neutrality
preoccupying their minds is not neutrality of aim but neutrality of procedure or
effect.
Consider neutrality of procedure, shown as follows:
“One way is procedural, for example, by reference to a procedure that can
be legitimated, or justified, without appeal to any moral values at all. Or if this
seems impossible, since showing something justified appears to involve an
appeal to some values, a neutrality of procedure may be said to be one justified
by an appeal to neutral values, that is, values such as impartiality, consistency
in application of general principles to all reasonably related cases […].”87
In accordance with neutrality of procedure, institutional arrangements should be
independent of moral commitments or be operated on the basis of neutral values.
Then neutrality of procedure is incompatible with mutual respect and revisability
because they presuppose a rational life plan and imply that reasons overwhelm
personal feelings when a person justifies his position. However, neutrality of
procedure is not the concept that Rawls attends to when he proposes that states
should act on the principle of neutrality. Thus, the incompatibility between
neutrality of procedure and mutual respect does not undermine the effort to
demonstrate that mutual respect concords with Rawls’s conception of neutrality.
Neutrality of effect means that “the state is not to do anything that makes it
more likely that individuals will accept any particular conception rather than
another unless steps are taken to cancel, or to compensate for, the effects of
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policies that do this.” 88 Thus, neutrality of effect is not met if some conceptions of
the good do not flourish as do other doctrines. As for mutual respect and
revisability, their main concern is not that different doctrines prosper at the same
level, but that people persuade others through reason and maintain a critical
attitude toward their own position and end. However, the main concern of Rawls
is not neutrality of effect. If the state secures a background justice in which each
doctrine has an equal opportunity to prosper, the decline of a doctrine is regretful
but not a matter of justice. “As Berlin has long maintained (it is one of his
fundamental themes), there is no social world without loss: that is, no social world
that does not exclude some ways of life that realize in a special ways certain
fundamental values.”89
The real concern of Rawls is neutrality of aim. “The state is not to do anything
intended to favor or promote any particular comprehensive doctrine rather than
another, or to give greater assistance to those who pursue it.”90 All doctrines
should be given an equal opportunity to attract adherents. If this requirement is
met, the flourishing of some doctrines while others declining is acceptable. In
short, if a background justice is secured, we should not overreact to the spillover
effect.91
In fact, Rawls is unclear on the meaning of neutrality of aim. In what sense can
we say that a background justice has been secured such that different doctrines or
conceptions of the good have equal opportunities to flourish? Peter De Marneffe’s
conception of neutrality of ground sheds light on this question. In his account,
neutrality of ground is not violated if states promote aims or values that are
acceptable to all people, regardless of their conceptions of the good.92 Considered
in this light, the institutionalization of mutual respect does not violate neutrality of
88
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ground because no reasonable objections can be raised against the value of mutual
respect. As stated by Charles Larmore, “[t]he justification of liberalism I present is
neutral in that the moral norm of equal respect, on which it rests, is compatible
with the wide range of views about the good life on which reasonable people
disagree.” 93
Because Rawls’s conception of neutrality is compatible with mutual respect,
which implies revisability, revisability is concluded to not run afoul of Rawls’s
commitment to neutrality. Overall, the argument for compatibility between
neutrality and revisability is summarized as follows:
(1) Moral disagreement is ineradicable.
(2) Mutual respect is an appropriate response to this fact and cannot be rejected
with a reasonable objection.
(3) Mutual respect implies that reasonable people can revise their conception of
the good—that is, mutual respect implies revisability.
(4) Neutrality of aim refers to institutional arrangements that promote and
protect aims to which no person can reasonably object.
(5) Mutual respect is an acceptable aim for all people.
(6) So, mutual respect is in agreement with neutrality of aim.
(7) States promoting mutual respect through institutional arrangements do not
run afoul of the commitment to neutrality of aim.
(8) Therefore, revisability is compatible with neutrality of aim.
2. 3. 5 Mutual Respect and an Exclusive Device
Critics argue that as a method of inquiry, mutual respect is still rational and
reflective, and thus it excludes irrational, introspective, and religious ways of
understanding the world. In other words, mutual respect has a bias toward
paradigms of thinking that feature subjectiveness and introspectiveness. If this
critique holds, the notion of revisability, which derives from mutual respect, is
questionable in neutrality.
1) A Critique: Mutual Respect Is an Exclusive Device
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This critique seems compelling. As I have shown, mutual respect implies that
reasonable people can accept others’ positions and modify their own after
deliberation. The institutionalization of mutual respect means that institutions are
designed to ensure that people can revise their life plans. Thus, mutual respect has
a moral requirement: that people are freed from arbitrary interference and material
shortages. In other words, they should have basic liberties, equal opportunities,
and minimum provisions. With these basic goods, people can revise their
conception of the good and implement the revised good.
Given this moral requirement, mutual respect is incompatible with doctrines
that devalue or disregard basic liberties. For example, Rawls removes several
fundamentalist religious doctrines from the catalog of reasonable pluralism and
counts them as unreasonable because their “principles and ideals do not satisfy the
criterion of reciprocity, and in various ways they fail to establish the equal basic
liberties.”94 Reasonable doctrines, in Rawls’s view, “affirm such a society with its
corresponding political institutions: equal basic rights and liberties for all citizens,
including liberty of conscience and the freedom of religion.”95
Mutual respect as a method of inquiry and mechanism of explanation aims to
guide people to seek common ground on which they can debate their differences
and then reach a consensus.96 To this aim, people should explain their positions in
a way that outsiders can understand and evaluate. Thus, in additional to the moral
requirement, mutual respect also includes an empirical requirement: the claims
people make should be verifiable. 97 Then, mutual respect would exclude doctrines
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that lack verifiable accounts.98 For example, some doctrines explain the world in
an irrational or introspective way, and outsiders cannot verify them through
reliable methods of inquiry. Under the principle of verifiability, these doctrines
and their way of thinking may not be given much consideration in public
discourse.
However, for these doctrines, an absence of empirical accounts and emphasis
on personal experience are essential features of the way that their adherents
conduct discourse. The more unbelievable and unverifiable a proposition is, the
more convincing and valuable it is.
“If you tell a serious Christian that no one can walk on water or rise from
dead or feed 5,000 people with two fishes and five loaves, he or she will tell
you that the impossibility of those actions for mere men is what makes their
performance so powerful a sign of divinity. For one party, the reasoning is ‘No
man can do it and therefore Christ didn’t do it’; for the other, the reasoning is
‘Since no man can do it, he who did it is more than man.’”99
According to Stanley Fish, the unverifiable account does not undermine the
credibility of these doctrines. The principle of verifiability, that people must make
their accounts verifiable, is inapplicable to these doctrines. Mutual respect thus
disadvantages the doctrines that explain themselves in an irrational, subjective, or
introspective way. Mutual respect thus cannot be the basis of political theories.
2) Rejoinder: The Exclusion of Mutual Respect Is Justifiable
Mutual respect excludes some doctrines, but its exclusion is justifiable. Because
mutual respect is premised on the idea of respecting people as beings capable of
thinking, it does not deny people’s rights to express or share their personal
experiences or stop people from presenting mysterious experiences to outsiders.
What mutual respect denies is the logic that “it is rooted in my personal
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experience, thus it is justifiable” (alternatively, the logic can be expressed as “it is
mine, thus it is good”). As stated by Collin Bird,
“were I to force others to accept my views, I would be endorsing the general
principle that confidence in one’s own opaque views is sufficient warrant for
assuming that those who disagree have abused their authority to determine
their beliefs. But this implicitly licenses others, who may (rightly or wrongly)
have a similar confidence in their own beliefs, to conclude that I have abused
my own authority.”100
So the rhetoric of personal experiences cannot exempt people from explaining
their experiences to outsiders. Meanwhile, following the logic “it is mine, thus it
is justifiable,” we are led to a situation in which people insist on their own
position, and this makes narrowing divisions impossible.
Undeniably, the phrase “personal experience” is attractive because it suggests
that people (and their experiences) are unique. However, it is so vague that its
problem is easily ignored. In some cases of people mentioning “personal
experience,” the true intention they express is that their stance cannot be
challenged. By stating that their stance derives from personal experiences that
cannot be shared with outsiders, they justify their silence on how these
experiences were obtained. Outsiders cannot enter these experiences and assess
their plausibility. When outsiders cast doubt on a person’s stance, the person says
“you do not know what I have experienced.” However, the paradox is that he
obstructs outsiders from understanding his experience. In this situation, “personal
experience” shields people from critiques that might appear when people detail
their experience and make it evaluable. The appeal to private experience is a
strategy used to eschew demonstration and critique.
In fact, the meaning conveyed by “personal experience” is not that experiences
cannot be shared but that “I have experiences that are different from yours.” Thus,
the subsequent task is to detail these experiences and demonstrate how they are
unique. In this sense, even if experiences are personal, unique, or unusual, they
are accessible to outsiders. Then, outsiders can evaluate whether they have had or
Collin Bird, “Mutual Respect and Neutral Justification,” Ethics, Vol. 107, No. 1 (October,
1996): 84.
100
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could have similar experiences. In other words, “the grounds for disputing these
claims about the bases for people’s beliefs are transparent.” 101 So although
personal experiences are opaque so that outsiders—those holding a different
structure of beliefs—have difficulty understanding them, people should
demonstrate to outsiders how exactly their experience is opaque.
Furthermore, if people sincerely believe that “unbelievable” or “unverifiable”
experiences corroborate their faith—that is, “since no man can do it, he who did it
is more than man”—we can infer that people are willing to practice their faith. For
example, if people firmly believe that two fishes and five loaves can feed 5,000
people, they would want to share the scarce food with others in reality. However,
few people prefer to act in that way. Their unwillingness to act on what they
believe casts a shadow on the credibility of their belief.
It might be argued that people’s refusal to share two fishes and five loaves with
5,000 people is not indicative of their disbelief but their belief in that story. It is
only He who can do so, and for ordinary people, His power is inaccessible. This is
why ordinary people cannot act on the belief that “less food can feed more
people.” If this is the case, they actually admit that the belief and personal
experiences on their own cannot require outsiders to believe. The principle of
verifiability is still required when people impose their positions on others.
3) Revisability and the Worry That It Goes too Far
An emphasis on people’s ability to revise their conceptions of the good may
impress readers that revisability is compatible with any doctrine, such as sexism
or a fundamentalist ideology, and that people are not required to take
responsibility for the consequences of their choices. Although revisability is
compatible with diverse lifestyles—not forcing people to pursue rational lives—it
does not go so far as to accommodate any comprehensive doctrine or toxic
perception. Neither does it excuse people from taking responsibility for their
failures or wrongdoing.
Revisability is inclusive and tolerant while retaining the force to evaluate
perceptions and doctrines. It does not involve touting, rationalizing, or spinning
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toxic perceptions in the name of neutrality or tolerance. For example, revisability
is incompatible with sexism. As stated, revisability is derivative from the idea of
mutual respect; persons are respected as thinking agents, that is, as beings with
abilities to persuade others with reasoning. Sexism, however, is opposite to the
ethos of mutual respect because it involves judging people based on the gender
role they bear and degrades women into inferior existences. The masculinity that
sexism displays obviously runs afoul of the idea of mutual respect, in which
people view themselves and others as equals with the ability to think and to
reason. Thus, although revisability accommodates diverse ways of living and
comprehensive doctrines, it neither moralizes nor feeds sexism.
In essence, revisability emphasizes that failure in competitions should not cost
people other opportunities. The call for a “second chance”, however, does not
mean that people are exempt from responsibility for their failure or wrongdoings.
Rather, it means that people take responsibility for the consequences of their own
actions while being provided opportunities that enable them to continue social
cooperation. Still take sexism as an example. Although people are ensured the
opportunity to revise their projects, revisability cannot be used to excuse sexism
or help sexists escape responsibility for the harm they cause to others. Revisability
reminds us of the extent to which responsibility for wrongdoings is appropriate.
Sexists should take responsibility for harms inflicted on others and be denounced,
but excluding them from society is another matter. Tolerating sexism is dangerous.
So is excluding sexists by depriving them of all goods, such as depriving them of
a platform on which to defend themselves, job opportunities, and the opportunity
to return to society after much reflection. Such measures not merely aim to make
sexists bear responsibility for the harms they incur but rather aim to degrade them
into nonsocial existences and destroy them. Revisability is an antidote to such a
trend. It is a reminder that some wrongdoings, mistakes, or failures should not
cost people the opportunity to rejoin society.

Closing Remarks
This chapter clarifies Rawls’s idea of equality and how it is connected with his
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property theory. In short, according to Rawls, people are equal because they share
moral powers—the basic capacities that enable them to participate in social
cooperation. Like other basic liberties, economic liberties are essential for the
formation and development of moral powers and should be recognized by
institutions. Thus, the insistence on Rawls’s standard for basic liberties results in
the inclusion of economic liberties as basic rights.
Note that economic liberties, even if they are recognized as basic rights, are not
absolute. Rather, they are subject to regulation for the sake of protecting or
expanding the scheme of basic liberties. Therefore, if wealth is accumulated to the
extent that it damages the fair worth of political liberties, such as when the superrich leverage their wealth to lobby politicians to enact policies that consolidate
their interests and power, then wealth inequality and its influences on policy
making would not be justified by appealing to economic liberties.
In addition to economic exceptionalism, the other noticeable feature of Rawls’s
theory of property is his call for the dispersal of natural resources and productive
means. Philosophers justify the POD from various perspectives, such as the idea
of self-respect, the notion of meaningful work, the commitment to securing
freedom from arbitrary interference in the workplace, and the idea of equality of
opportunity. Among these perspectives, self-respect and meaningful work fail as a
foundation for the POD. Self-respect is a controversial idea and used in different
senses. The priority is to give it a precise definition. Meaningful work is closer to
a psychological than moral concept, because it is defined according to subjective
experience and thereby fails to provide an objective standard for distributions of
goods. Freedom from arbitrary interference in the workplace and equality of
opportunity are conceptually convincing and can be found in Rawls’s theory, but
they are compatible with regimes besides POD. Despite the failure of these
approaches, Rawls’s emphasis on the dispersal of resources and means as well as
his commitment to ensuring the availability of these resources to all people
reveals the other dimension of his idea of people—the power relations caused by
the unequal distribution of resources should be eliminated.
Rawls’s idea of people in terms of revisability does not conflict with his
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commitment to neutrality. Revisability is rooted in reasonable pluralism and the
expectation of finding a common ground, narrowing the divisions between people
over controversial issues, and building consensus. As Rawls writes, people are not
merely rational but also reasonable. People can identify the reasonableness of
others’ views and can accept these views at the expensive of revising or even
giving up on their own views or conception of the good. Thus, revisability can be
accepted as a component of the idea of people based on the fact of pluralism and
an optimistic expectation that understandings can be achieved through effective
communication and compromise. Revisability is justified not on the empirical
grounds that people revise their life projects in daily life but on the notion that
revisability is a proper response to the fact of reasonable pluralism. If revisability
is morally justified, it is invulnerable to the empirical challenge that some social
groups do not practice it in their lifestyle. If revisability does not contradict
Rawls’s commitment to neutrality, then the idea of persons as equals in the moral
powers is also neutral.
In sum, equality for Rawls means that people have shared moral capacities to
participate in social cooperation and freedom from arbitrary interferences in the
workplace. Following this idea of persons as equals, property rights should be
recognized as basic rights because they are essential conditions for people to
develop their moral powers. Meanwhile, property rights can be regulated; for
example, they can be restricted in order to reduce wealth inequalities and power
relations in the workplace, ensure the exercise of other basic liberties, and provide
all people with the opportunities to develop their moral powers.
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Chapter Three Differences, the Idea of Persons as Self-Owners, and
Property Rights

Introduction
Despite the shared moral capacities, people differ in their personal attributes
including intelligence, appearance, physique, family background, and social
status. Because of these differences, people with the same ambitions and efforts
have different prospects. Such situations seem far away from the commitment to
the idea of equality of opportunity, which requires people to be separated from the
unequal environments. But the basic question is: should people be allowed to
benefit from their attributes? This question relates to the essence of differences,
that is, how differences in personal attributes are understood. Nozick’s approach
to differences is discussed in this chapter.
In general, the benefits people receive from their attributes are mainly
attributed to two factors. First, benefits are the result of the exercise of personal
attributes. According to the thesis of self-ownership, people are entitled to the
differences in their attributes. Second, benefits earned are related to the available
resources. With all other things being equal, the more resources a person
possesses, the more benefits he/she can acquire. The restriction that the Lockean
proviso imposes on appropriation of resources is so weak that any appropriation,
even a resource monopoly, is permissible. Thus, concerning the question of
whether and to what extent people can benefit from personal attributes, the answer
we get from Nozick’s theory is that people are entitled to all differences accrued
from their attributes and that there is no need for neutralizing the effect of these
attributes on life prospects. Taxation on the benefits accrued from personal
attributes is equivalent to forced labor and stealing, intruding upon people’s
property rights and freedoms, even if such a taxation is to provide basic provisions
to the worst-off. The idea of treating persons as equals, along the line, does not
require elimination of differences in personal attributes or the impact they have on
people’s life. It at best means elimination of barriers that obstruct people from
entering markets or transaction.
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However, Nozick’s stance on differences is vulnerable to problems with the
thesis of self-ownership, the Lockean proviso, and the assumption about the status
of natural resources. This chapter details these problems by discussing the
following questions:
(1) Is it reasonable to conceive of people as self-owners and grant them the
absolute rights over themselves?
(2) Is it reasonable to define a less favorable situation in terms of material
welfare (as proposed in the Lockean proviso)?

3. 1 Self-Ownership and Nozick’s Property Theory
In this section, I focus on the idea of self-ownership. It says that “each person is
the morally rightful owner of his person and powers, and, consequently, that each
is free (morally speaking) to use those powers as he wishes, provided that he does
not deploy them aggressively against others.”1 More specifically, the rights over
people themselves include full control rights over themselves, full rights to
transfer those rights to others, and full payment immunities.2 Thus, it is inferred
that people have absolute rights over personal attributes and increased benefits
that people make from their attributes. Seen in this light, the inequalities
stemming from differences in personal attributes, for example, the superior family
background, the native endowments, by the logic of self-ownership, are morally
justified.
Absolute rights over people themselves are specified as follows.
(1) People can deal with their possessions in any way they wish, including
contracting out their basic liberties.
(2) People as boss of themselves are entitled to all benefits accrued from their
possessions.
(3) People have no contractual obligations to the needy.
However, the fact that people own themselves does not automatically follow
G. A. Cohen, Self-Ownership, Freedom, and Equality, (New York: Cambridge University Press,
1995): 67.
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absolute rights over themselves. The problems with self-ownership lie in that it
goes too far so as to alienate people’s status as rights holders and ignores the
distinction between personal attributes and differences in personal attributes.
Thus, the response of self-ownership to differences in personal attributes is
implausible.
Before proceeding, we should note that, in some people’s view, self-ownership
does not imply that people deserve their personal attributes or benefits earned
through them. For example, I can own myself without deserving to be born as a
prince. I agree that “owning” does not necessarily imply “desert.” If we go further,
the question above refers to how to interpret the notion of desert. That is, what the
basis of desert is (desert base F). How is it said that people deserve something?
Which ground for desert is appropriate? For example, in the case of running
competition, the desert base is the speed and adherence to rules. When medals go
to a person who runs fast and complies with rules, it is said that he deserves the
medal. If people get the first place by violating the rules, for example, using
medicine that helps them perform well, few people would say that they deserve
the medals. This example shows that F as a standard for distributions of models,
rewards, and acquisitions should be relevant and appropriate.
Now, the question still remains of what the desert base is. Philosophers are
divided over this question. For luck egalitarianism, the basis of desert is not
grounded in the natural fact that people are born with something but in the idea
that “earning” and “choice” justify the entitlement to possessions. Therefore, the
fact that people own themselves does not imply that they deserve the characters
befalling them. It makes sense of saying that “I own my self without deserving to
be a prince.”
However, the thesis of self-ownership disposes of the relationship between
“owning” and “desert” in a different way. According to this thesis, people as
bosses of themselves are entitled not merely to themselves but also to benefits
accrued from themselves. Although Nozick replaces desert with “entitlement,” it
is clear that he has a view different from luck egalitarians’ on desert base. As
Nozick says, the fact that personal attributes randomly befall people does not
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mean they are arbitrary. This view sends a message that “effort” or “earning” is
not the only source of desert. So, on the relationship between “owning” and
“desert,” Nozick would say that “I own myself, including my social status, and am
entitled to my status as a prince.”
3. 1. 1 Self-Ownership and the Case of Voluntary Slavery
As said, self-ownership grants people full power over themselves such that people
can use themselves in any way they wish as long as they do not harm others. Thus
self-ownership implies full alienability—that people can give up their rights over
themselves and live at the mercy of others. In other words, self-ownership allows
people to enslave themselves. The association between self-ownership and
voluntary slavery, critics argue, exposes the implausibility of self-ownership.
However, the arguments against voluntary servitude are problematic. Thus, the
association between self-ownership and voluntary slavery does not necessarily
undermine the credibility of self-ownership. In what follows, I assess selfownership in terms of the case of voluntary slavery and demonstrate that we reject
that case not because it is an irrational choice but because it makes people unable
to revise their decisions. Voluntary slavery exposes the problem of self-ownership
—it goes too far, allowing people to waive their status as rights holders.
1) Vallentyne: Voluntary Slavery and Autonomy
In Peter Vallentyne’s defense of voluntary slavery, he distinguishes between two
conceptions of autonomy: autonomy and effective autonomy. Autonomy does not
care about whether the way people act reflects their true will. By contrast,
effective autonomy emphasizes that the choices people make should reflect their
authentic will, as opposed to resulting from, for example, material shortage.
According to Vallentyne, “for a well-informed decision to sell oneself into slavery
(e.g. for a large sum of money to help one’s needy family) is an exercise of
autonomy,” and even represents “an extremely important way of exercising one’s
autonomy.” 3 So selling oneself into slavery is justifiable on the grounds of
autonomy. For left-wing libertarians, “full self-ownership on its own does not
guarantee that agents have any effective freedom or any entitlement to their
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products.”4 Effective freedom depends on how natural resources are owned.
Under world ownership, that is, an egalitarian approach to distributing natural
resources, people have access to resources. Thus, in a left-wing libertarian society,
it would be almost impossible for people to be enslaved because of material
inadequacy.
However, even if people act voluntarily and their choices reflect their authentic
will, the value of autonomy may not support people’s choices that damage
autonomy itself. People value autonomy not only because it allows people to act
as they wish and to pursue what they want but also because it gives people
opportunities to revise their life projects. People choosing to be slaves have no
further opportunities to exercise autonomy. As a slave, a person exists as the
property of his owners, thereby having no freedoms, agency, or status entitling
him to revisit his decisions. Thus, the problem here is that even if people’s choices
to be slaves are voluntary and genuine, autonomy may not be so generous to
support choices that destroy itself.
In response, libertarians may argue that their concept of autonomy is
independent of fallibility and revisability. The libertarians’ notion of autonomy is
less a question of whether people act effectively and more a question of whether
they act in a certain way. More specifically, for libertarians, autonomy means the
absence of physical interference. Autonomy understood in this way is not in
conflict with the choice to be a slave, that is, the choice that makes a person’s
future autonomy impossible. This response is logically coherent but it devalues
the importance of people’s status as rights holders, which I shall detail in Section
3. 2.
2) Rothbard: Selling Future Will Is Unacceptable
On the stance on voluntary slavery, Murray N. Rothbard stands opposite to
Vallentyne. In his view,
“he [a person] cannot in nature, sell himself into slavery and have this sale
enforced—for this would mean that his future will over his own person was
being surrendered in advance. In short, a man can naturally expend his labor
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currently for someone else’s benefit, but he cannot transfer himself, even if he
wishes, into another man’s permanent capital good. For he cannot rid himself
of his own will, which may change in future years and repudiate the current
arrangement.” 5
Rothbard’s objection to voluntary slavery is rephrased as follows:
(1) People may change their minds in the future.
(2) Thus, selling future will in advance is unacceptable.
(3) Enslavement involves people surrendering their future will to someone.
(4) Therefore, voluntary slavery is unacceptable.
Before proceeding, let us first clarify the meaning of “selling.” Rothbard suggests
that people cannot sell their will because even if they live at the mercy of others,
they still have their will. However, selling one’s will does not mean that his will is
forever eliminated, like a species becoming extinct. Rather, it is that a person
gives up his independent judgment and obeys the orders of his owner. In this
sense, the will can be a currency of exchange, that is, people can obtain something
they want by unconditionally following another’s will.
Rothbard fails to justify his position, mainly because no causal relationship
exists between (1) and (2). That people can change their minds is not a sufficient
reason for prohibiting people from selling their future will. Regardless of whether
it is current or future will, it is the owner that has rights over the will. If people are
allowed to sell their future will, then regardless of whether they change their
minds or regret their choice, their decision to be slaves should be enforced. Thus,
the question here is not whether people will change their will but whether people
should be allowed to sell their will.
3) Cohen: Voluntary Slavery and Full Voluntariness
In addition to the reason above, some scholars, for example, G. A. Cohen, reject
voluntary slavery because being slavery cannot be voluntary. Note that Cohen did
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not say much about slavery.6 However, by examining his interpretation of
voluntariness, we shall know what he would say about voluntary slavery, as
demonstrated by his comment on Chamberlain’s wealth. Let us first examine the
Chamberlain example. 7 People begin with an equal share of acquisitions, the
pattern of distribution we call D1. With fans paying Chamberlain to watch his
play, a new pattern of distribution (D2) forms, in which Chamberlain exceeds his
fans in wealth.
Nozick argues that D2 is just because it is the result of voluntary transactions.
Contrary to Nozick, Cohen contends that the transaction is unnecessarily
voluntary.8 Massive wealth gives Chamberlain a special position of power,
prejudices fans’ access to resources, and has a negative effect on the third party.9
Any reflective person, Cohen claims, would reject the transaction that leads them
into unequal power relations or class divisions.10 Thus, if the fans were well
informed of the consequences of their decisions, they would not choose to pay
Chamberlain. If the fans insisted on paying Chamberlain, it would be either
because they were unreflective or because they had no idea of the consequences of
their choices. “We shall need to ask whether we do not find Chamberlain’s fans
insufficiently reflective, when we think through, as they do not, the full
consequences of what they are doing.”11 In either case, it is difficult to say that the
fans’ choices are voluntary.
In fact, Cohen’s opposition to the transaction between fans and Chamberlain is
rooted in the high standard he sets for voluntary choices. For him, voluntariness
not merely means that people make choices in the absence of fraud, violence, or
threat but also that actors are reflective and rational, having a clear understanding
and judgment of the consequences of their actions. “Reflective people would have
Cohen mentions voluntary slavery in his comment on voluntary transaction. He writes that the
distributive scheme brought about by the voluntary transaction is unnecessarily just (e.g., slavery)
and that “voluntary slavery is possible. But slavery is unjust.” See Cohen, Self-Ownership,
Freedom, and Equality, 21.
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to consider not only the joy of watching Chamberlain and its immediate money
price but also the fact, which socialists say that they would deplore, that their
society would be set on the road to class division.”12
Like Cohen, Joel Feinberg also interprets voluntariness as fully rational.
Voluntary actions, Feinberg says, refer to those “that are decided upon by
deliberation, and that is a process that requires time, information, a clear head, and
highly developed rational faculties.”13 So far, it makes sense to say that Cohen and
Feinberg equate voluntariness with full rationality. By this standard, people’s
choices to be slaves are hardly labelled “voluntary” because rational people would
not choose to enslave themselves. For the people who sell themselves into slavery,
they are either irrational or forced to do so. In either case, being slaves cannot be
considered voluntary.
However, the question arises of whether defining voluntariness as full rational
is reasonable. If not, the argument against voluntary slavery is untenable. In fact,
the choices that people make without deliberation are not necessarily irrational,
and nor do they mean that people act involuntarily. Richard J. Arneson illustrates
this point with the following example. When a rock climber arrived at a climbing
area he had never been to before, he did not choose to examine the surrounding
area or have a rest; instead, he drank beer and wandered off to the cliffs.
According to the arguments by Cohen and Feinberg, the climber’s actions are
irrational and reckless and put his life at risk, and these irrational actions fail to
express his authentic preferences or desires. However, in Arneson’s view, the fact
that the climber knew the dangers of his reckless actions but chose them anyway
means that he was deliberately reckless or irrational. “[T]he famous climber is
notorious for his foolhardy character so that if he falls from the cliffs a mourner
could truly say at his funeral, ‘As he lived, so he died.’”14 So irrational choices do
not signify that people are irrational or act involuntarily.

Cohen, Self-Ownership, Freedom, and Equality, 26.
Joel Feinberg, “Legal Paternalism,” Canadian Journal of Philosophy, Vol. 1, No. 1 (September,
1971): 111.
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For Cohen and Feinberg, the equation of voluntariness with rational choice is
mainly rooted in the idea that only rational choices can express people’s settled
values and preferences. This idea is challenged by Arneson. He argues that “one’s
actual character traits and ideal self-image center around such features as
impetuosity, recklessness, foolhardiness, unthinking bravery, spontaneity, etc.”15
In other words, irrational choices can also mirror people’s settled values and
preferences.
As shown, for Cohen, voluntariness also means that people have a clear idea
about the consequences of their choices. By this standard, few choices can be
counted as voluntary. Because of the ignorance, shortage of knowledge and
information, and errors, people cannot make precise predictions or judgments
related to the consequences of their choices. Market transactions that feature
complicated interactions make the consequences of people’s choices even more
unpredictable. Because of this unpredictability, people often make mistakes, and
their choices do not necessarily lead them where they want to go. However, it
makes no sense to say that people act involuntarily. Rather, they make errors
deliberately. Thus, the fact that people make errors or that actual consequences
deviate from their expectations does not mean that people are reckless or act
involuntarily.
“After all, he deliberately erred; he deliberately risked his money; he gladly
took his chances; every transaction which he entered was a wholly voluntary
one. To the extent that every decision made in error is made either through
deliberately accepting an uncertainty (such as the incidence of bad weather),
concerning which accurate knowledge is simply unavailable, or through
deliberately choosing not to spend the sources necessary to remove the
possibility of error—every decision has been made deliberately and hence
voluntarily made.”16
Given that there are many approaches to help people get what they want, the fact
that they choose one approach rather than another indicates that people are
15 Arneson,

“Mill versus Paternalism,” 487-8.

Israel Kirzner, “Entrepreneurship, Entitlement, and Economic Justice,” in Vallentyne and Steiner
(ed.), Left-Libertarianism, 196.
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deliberate and rational—weighing different approaches and considering which
one is optimal for their goal. In this sense, errors, risks, or bad luck, the factors
that cause consequences to deviate from expectations, are not the enemy of
deliberation, rationality, and voluntariness.
Voluntariness is a matter of degree rather than an issue of all-or-nothing.
Understanding voluntariness as fully rational ignores the middle ground. The fact
that people act recklessly does not mean that they act involuntarily. If
voluntariness defined in terms of full rationality is problematic, the reasoning that
the choice to be a slave is irrational or involuntary fails to reject the case of
voluntary slavery.17
3. 1. 2 Voluntary Slavery and People’s Status as Rights Holders
The true problem with self-ownership and the case of voluntary slavery lies in that
they allow people to give up something inalienable. Even if the choice to be a
slave results from a person’s authentic will, it should be rejected.
Voluntary slavery, as David Archard states, is an example of a positive selfabrogating exercise of liberty. By a positive self-abrogating exercise of liberty, he
means that x doing p brings about that x cannot subsequently exercise y.18
Voluntary slavery makes impossible people’s exercise of their future freedoms,
thereby diminishing the range of freedoms.19
I agree that future freedoms are important. However, the emphasis on future
freedom not because freedom per se is good in itself so that the more the better
but because it signals that people preserve their status as rights holders, which
entitles people to correct their mistakes, revise prior decisions, and examine
whether they are treated as equals. The status of individuals as rights holders
Once again, we should note the difference between voluntary slavery and slavery. Cohen may
reject slavery on the grounds that it is a type of power relations and that any type of power relation
should be rejected. However, this is not my concern in this section. My concern is the issue of
whether the phrase “voluntary slavery” is meaningful and whether it is meaningful to say that
people who choose to be slaves are rational and voluntary. In Section 3. 1. 2, I demonstrate that
even if the slavery is willfully entered into, we should reject the freedom that goes so far as to
render the exercise of future freedom impossible.
18 See David Archard, “Freedom Not to Be Free: The Case of the Slavery Contract in J. S. Mill’s
On Liberty,” The Philosophy Quarterly Vol. 40, No. 161 (October, 1990): 459.
17
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cannot be given up for reasons other than protecting itself. To say that this status
is inalienable is to say that rational people would not waive it voluntarily. In
Section 3. 2, I shall detail the notion of inalienability and its relation to selfownership. Here, my point is that selling oneself into slavery should be rejected
because it makes people doing so unable to rectify their decisions regarding how
to lead a good life.
3. 1. 3 Some Points on Voluntary Slavery
1) Voluntary Slavery and the Freedom to Do Something Incorrect
Defenders of self-ownership may argue that we have the freedom to act in a way
that is inappropriate or undesirable. It is by trial and error that people come to
know what they really want. People should be allowed to do something incorrect
or undesirable. Selling oneself into slavery is such an action. Thus, respect for
people’s right to do something wrong follows with the conclusion that people
should be allowed to sell themselves into slavery. Denying the right to be a slave
is to deny the right to err, which counters the liberal tradition of encouraging
people to conduct experiments in life. Meanwhile, for people who wish to know
what it is like to live as a slave, allowing them to contract out their basic rights
enables them to approach such a life and teaches them through first-hand
experiences the value of freedoms.
Such a portrait of slavery, however, misses an essential dimension of slavery—
that slaves lose all rights granted to human beings and thus can be treated in any
way by their owners. Under this circumstance, people entering slavery put their
lives in danger of being terminated at any time. The expectation of obtaining new
life experiences and expanding the range of freedoms becomes an illusion.
Then, the difference between the freedom to err and the case of voluntary
slavery is clear. Implicit in the freedom to err is an assumption that people can
correct their mistakes, rectify their conceptions of the good, and approach the life
they desire. However, the case of voluntary slavery is different. “[I]t is taken to be
a total and permanent abrogation of one’s freedom. It thus contrasts with contracts
in which parties agree to limited and/or temporary abridgments of their liberty.”20
20 Archard,
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By rendering people subject to the will of others, servitude puts people’s life at
risk of being terminated at any time and leaves no room for people to rectify their
choices.
Defenders of self-ownership and voluntary slavery might continue: in ancient
Athens, masters have no absolute rights over their slaves; for example, they were
not allowed to hit a slave for no reason. The question here, however, is not what
had happened in reality or history; it is that the thesis of self-ownership grants
slave masters the rights to deal with their possessions in any way they wish.
2) Voluntary Slavery and the Right to Donate Organs
If people are not allowed to contract out rights over themselves, it seems that
people have no rights to donate organs. This inference, however, is based on a
misinterpretation of the argument against slavery and self-ownership. The thesis
of self-ownership and the case of voluntary slavery it entails are problematic not
because people have no rights at all over themselves but because rights over
themselves should not be extended such that the exercise of rights leads one to
have no rights at all, that is, losing his status as rights holder. Donation of organs
is different from voluntary slavery because it does not damage people’s status as
rights holders (on the condition that organs donated pose no threat to the donor’s
life). Thus, rejection of people’s rights to sell them into slavery does not mean
rejection of the right to donate organs.
3) Voluntary Slavery and the Case of Selling Freedoms to Finance the Future
Freedom of Others
One might argue that if future freedoms are so important, people should be
allowed to sell themselves into slavery to finance the future freedom of others.
This argument suggests that the emphasis on future freedom (or people’s status as
rights holders) does not lead to a rejection of slavery.
Before responding to this argument, let us consider a scene in the film 1917. In
the First World War, two soldiers are asked to deliver to their allies a letter
informing them of a trap set by enemies. If the soldiers succeed in this mission,
they would save thousands of lives. However, to deliver the letter, they must cross
a battleground in which they might encounter dangers that could possibly end
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their lives. In this case, the right to life is unequivocally important, and the
success of the mission would secure many people’s right to life.
By the logic that if future freedoms are so important, people should be allowed
to sell themselves into slavery to finance the future freedom of others, it is
concluded that if the right to life is so important, people should be allowed to
surrender their right to life to save the lives of others. That is, emphasis on the
right to life leads to the conclusion that people (the two soldiers) should be
supported to give up the right to life to secure the right to life of others. Regarding
this conclusion, we feel somewhat uncomfortable because it displays a utilitarian
ethos—one person’s life is compromised for the sake of many.
Undeniably, the utilitarian consideration is inevitable in many situations.
However, we still feel uncomfortable with the requirement that people’s right to
life be sacrificed to ensure others’ lives. The feeling of discomfort is rooted in the
liberal notion that there is something that cannot be sacrificed for utility.
Similarly, in the case of voluntary slavery, if one’s status as a rights holder is as
important and inalienable as the right to life, such a status cannot be relinquished,
even if doing so can secure many people’s status as rights holders. Thus, the
emphasis on the importance of future freedoms (because they signal the
preservation of the status as rights holders) does not lead to the conclusion that
selling oneself is justifiable because it finances future freedoms of others.
Now, let us stand back and consider the implication of the view that two
soldiers should be allowed to sacrifice themselves to preserve the lives of others.
Such a view (1) has recognized the importance of the right to life; (2) suggests
that the right to life per se is neither the only nor the overriding consideration in
concrete cases. Similarly, even if people are permitted to contract out their basic
liberties to finance the future freedoms of others, such a view does not deny the
importance of future freedoms. Rather, it indicates that a future freedom is so
important that it is sacrificed only for itself.
4) Summary
In sum, when I cast doubt on the thesis of self-ownership and voluntary slavery, I
doubt and reject absolute rights people have over themselves, for example, the
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right to sell oneself into slavery. One’s status as a rights holder cannot voluntarily
be given up when alienation of this status does not expand the range of freedoms
or secure people’s status as the rights holders.
A restriction of the right over oneself does not mean that one has no rights over
oneself. People have rights over their possessions, within limits. This point is
important because it reminds us of the differences between the cases that derive
from the thesis of self-ownership. It is the subtle differences between these cases
that explain their different treatments. For example, voluntary slavery and the
right to abortion are both related to the thesis of self-ownership. However, the
differences between the two are apparent. Voluntary slavery occurs when people
forgo their status as rights holders. As for the case of abortion, even if people
choose an abortion, their choice does not damage their status as rights holders. At
issue in the case of abortions is not whether recognized rights go so far as to
threaten one’s status as a rights holder. Rather, the issue arises in defining the
status of the fetus and balancing the rights of mothers and the need for preserving
life.
3. 1. 4 Self-Ownership and Differences as a Common Asset
The second problem with Nozick’s idea of self-ownership is that the fact that
people own themselves does not mean that they are entitled to all benefits accrued
from their attributes/possessions. Restriction on people’s rights over increased
benefits from their attributes/possessions is justifiable for two reasons. First, the
effect that people’s exercise of rights over themselves and their possessions have
on others’ basic rights should be considered. For example, Jerry invents a new
drug, which is lucrative in the market, but he is not allowed to sell this drug
because research finds that a large dose is addictive and paralyzes users’ nervous
systems. This example shows that the status as an owner of something, say, A,
does not entitle the possessor to use A in any way they wish. Restrictions on the
drug are justifiable on the grounds of protecting people’s rights to life. The right
over A relates not merely to the fact that people own A but also to other
considerations, such as protecting other rights. The rights over A should be
restricted to ensure that Jerry does not harm others’ rights. This is why ownership
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of something does not imply absolute rights.
The asymmetry—that people are allowed to sell books that they own but not
drugs that they invent—can be explained by the fact that rights have diverse
sources. Critics often use this asymmetry to show that the restriction of people’s
rights over the drugs that they invent is unreasonable, contradicting our support of
people’s rights over books. The point of these critics is that we should treat
people’s rights over drugs in the same way that we treat people’s rights over
books. However, the different treatments between books and drugs are justifiable
because books and drugs have different effects on people, and the effect on people
is a consideration for restricting rights. By this logic, people’s ownership of
themselves cannot sufficiently justify their right to sell themselves into slavery.
Second, there is a difference between “owning something” and “benefiting
from possessions.” The increased benefits people make in the market do not
completely come from the worth of their attributes. They also come from the
social cooperation and others’ contribution. John Christman makes this point
clear.
“What determines the margin of profit is the presence of effective barriers to
the entrance into the market of other producers. Such restrictions on entrance
could be caused in any number of ways: monopolies of various kinds (on
resources or technology), high transaction costs, lack of credit for start-up
capital, and lack of information about consumer demand are examples.” 21
Not all factors that contribute to profits or add value to products stem from people
themselves. Instead, “the entrepreneurial benefits are the result of both consumer
demand and the presence or absence of competing firms.” 22 Seen in this light, a
massive amount of wealth made in the market is not completely from the worth of
characters of the super-rich or the effort they devote in fulfilling their talents.
Defenders of Nozick may argue that even if entrepreneurs benefit from market
barriers, they are entitled to the benefits generated from the market. The market
marked with barriers to entry is open to everyone, which indicates that people are
John Christman, The Myth of Property: Toward an Egalitarian Theory of Ownership, (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1994): 88.
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equally exposed to these barriers and have an equal opportunity to benefit from
the imperfect market. If so, the fact that the super-rich gain profits and accumulate
wealth means that they make full use of market imperfections. Therefore, they are
entitled to those possessions derived from the market. The success of this response
depends on the plausibility of the premise—that people have an equal opportunity
to enter the market and benefit from its imperfections. However, reality tells a
different story.
In short, extra benefits from personal attributes rely upon the social structure.
Such a fact explains why that people own their attributes does not necessarily
follow the absolute rights over the benefits accrued from attributes. Some of these
benefits should be left to others, for example, the worst-off, to reward for the
contribution they make in creating differences of personal attributes. Selfownership ignores the difference between personal attributes and benefits flowing
from these attributes. This point shall be articulated in depth in Section 4. 3.
In sum, the fact that people own themselves does not automatically follow the
absolute rights over themselves. Restriction on people’s rights over themselves is
justifiable—for example, to secure people’s status as rights holders, to ensure
people return the favor they receive when fulfilling the worth of their characters,
and to ensure that their exercise of the rights over themselves does not damage
others’ rights over themselves.

3. 2 Self-Ownership and the Notion of Inalienability
In Section 3. 1, I have shown that one problem with self-ownership is that it
allows people to relinquish something inalienable. Then the notion of
inalienability comes into view. However, inalienability is a controversial notion.
In general, it is invoked to characterize rights that cannot be voluntarily given up.
Such an interpretation seems problematic. In this section, I review the notion of
inalienability and clarify in what sense rights are inalienable. Subsequently, the
relationship between self-ownership and inalienability is revisited.
3. 2. 1 Review on the Notion of Inalienability
1) Inalienability and Basic Rights
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Inalienable rights are generally viewed as rights that cannot be voluntarily given
up. Stuart M. Brown, Jr states that characterizing rights as inalienable indicates
the moral and logical impossibility of transferring these rights.23 Logical
impossibility is caused by the fact that “assertions of these rights cannot, for any
reason under any circumstances, be denied.”24 Renunciation of inalienable rights
is morally impossible “because the refusal to honor an asserted inalienable right is
the most intolerable and inexcusable injustice against a man.”25 By these two
standards, rights characterized as inalienable include the right to life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness. 26
However, when Brown claims that basic rights cannot be given up under any
circumstances, he ignores the situations in which rights can and must be given up,
such as when different rights are in conflict. In a situation where only one person
can survive, a mother would always choose her child’s life over her own. This
example illustrates that giving up rights is not merely possibly but morally
laudable. “Having given this extremely strong definition of what an inalienable
right is, Brown is forced to the conclusion that there is only one such right, a
vague and general ‘right to protection.’”27
Realizing the flaw of his definition of inalienability, Brown tries to soften his
position by suggesting that people can forgo their rights in some circumstances.
As he states, “since an inalienable right is the minimum possible right in respect
to a class of indubitable goods, this right can be denied only by denying that
statements about goods validate statements about rights.”28 In other words,
denying rights is permissible as long as doing so strengthens indubitable goods.
However, the following questions arise: what are indubitable goods? Is giving up
rights equivalent to renouncing indubitable goods? If not, giving up rights has no
conflict with the notion of inalienability. Brown remains silent on these questions.
Stuart M. Brown, Jr., “Inalienable Rights,” The Philosophical Review, Vol. 64, No. 2 (April,
1955): 192.
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We have no idea about the goods that he considers “indubitable” or whether
giving up rights minimizes those goods.
2) Inalienability and Optional Rights
Joel Feinberg distinguishes optional rights from mandatory rights. Optional rights
refer to rights that can be given up.
“I have a discretionary right in respect to X when I have an open option to X
or not to X correlated with the duties of others not to interfere with my choice.
It is important to note that if I have a discretionary right to do X, it follows
logically that I have a right also not to do X, if I should so choose.”29
In other words, optional rights are those that people have the option to exercise or
not to exercise. Feinberg claims that to “waive my discretionary right is to
exercise my power to release others from correlative duties to me.”30 Thus,
waiving optional rights has no conflict with inalienability. For example, the
freedom of movement “entitles me to travel where I wish or not to travel at all.”31
“I have a right to go to Boston, but I can happily waive that right and go to
Chicago, or I can stay at home if I prefer.” 32 Freedom of movement is an optional
right. It does not require an individual to move to a certain place. It is the right
that entitles one to move when one wishes to do so. When an individual decides
not to move, he or she is exercising freedom of movement.
A mandatory right, in contrast, “confers no discretion whatever on its
possessor: only one way of exercising it is permitted. It leaves one path open to
him but no genuine ‘option’ between paths.”33 “If I have a mandatory right to do
X then it follows logically that I have—not a right not to do X—but rather a duty
to do X.”34 Mandatory rights are those that people must exercise. To say that
mandatory rights are inalienable is to say that people must exercise them. So
waiving mandatory rights runs afoul of inalienability. For example, if the right to
Joel Feinberg, “Voluntary Euthanasia and the Inalienable Right to Life,” Philosophy & Public
Affairs, Vol. 7, No. 2 (Winter, 1978): 105.
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education is a mandatory right, then it obligates children to receive education at a
certain age. Neither they nor their parents can give up preliminary education.
Feinberg draws a distinction between optional and mandatory rights, but he has
no much difference from Brown in elaborating inalienability. It still means that
rights cannot be given up. The tiny difference is that for optional rights, waiving
them is a way of exercising them.
3) Inalienability and the Right to Withdraw
It seems that “respect for persons implies respect for their voluntary informed
choices, even if their choices are not rational.”35 That is, individuals have rights to
make mistakes and misbehave as long as this kind of behavior does not harm
others or trigger other serious social harms. If so, defining inalienable rights as
rights that cannot be given up is a form of paternalism. To eschew the critique of
paternalism, Samuel Freeman interprets inalienability in another way. In his view,
inalienability does not characterize rights that cannot be given up, but rather
secures a person’s right to exit, at any time, a private relationship in which he or
she assumes the role of master or subordinates to any degree. 36
In fact, people are not prohibited from reaching a contract of selling or
transferring their basic liberties, such as the contract of being enslaved, this kind
of contract against the liberty of integrity.37 However, when people wish to exit
from such slavery contracts, rights characterized as inalienable guarantee that
people involved can exit without burdens. So, to ensure the freedom of
withdrawal, no liberal government would “enforce a contract or agreement in
which one or more persons tried to sell themselves into slavery or indentured
servitude, or agreed to give up liberty of conscience and freedom of association by
making themselves permanent members of some religious sect.”38
Freedom of contract and productive property rights, Freeman continues, should
be removed from the list of basic liberties. Freedom of contract, if viewed as a
basic right, would require governments to enforce the agreements reached
Samuel Freeman, “Illiberal Libertarians: Why Libertarianism Is Not a Liberal View?”
Philosophy & Public Affairs, Vol. 30, No. 2 (Spring, 2001): 111.
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between people. Then, people must either fulfill the agreement or bear
responsibility for breaching it. In either case, people cannot withdraw from the
agreement at any time without burdens. So freedom of contract as a basic liberty
conflicts with the inalienable right to exit private relationships.
In short, rights characterized as inalienable ensure that people can exit
indentured servitude. However, ensuring the freedom of withdrawal from the
slavery contract is insufficient to exclude freedom of contract from basic liberties.
Rather, the conclusion we can get is that freedom of contract should not be
extended to cover the indentured enslavement. Meanwhile, how do people enter
servitude? Does giving up rights necessarily bring people into servitude? The
answers depend on what is given up. For example, if Jerry sells his house to Tom,
giving up the right to that house does not lead Jerry into enslavement. If it is the
right to life that Jerry gives up, then his action brings him into servitude.
Freeman’s elaboration of inalienability is unhelpful in answering these questions.
3. 2. 2 Inalienability and People’s Status as Rights Holders
According to James W. Nickel, what people cannot give up is not rights
themselves but the condition that entitles people to rights. A right, Nickel asserts,
consists of five components. One is the conditions of possessions—“rights
identify a certain status that gives one the right, that makes one the rightholder.”39
For example, unemployment benefits are given to unemployed citizens. In this
case, citizenship and job situation are the conditions for receiving benefits, and
only the people who meet these conditions are entitled to provisions. The second
component is the conditions of engagement; that is, the circumstances in which
rights can be exercised. The third component is weight, which refers to the
importance of the right relative to other norms. The fourth component is the
addressees of the right—“the parties who bear obligations or other normative
burdens such as liabilities or disabilities in regard to making available the
prescribed freedom of benefit.”40 The final component is the scope of the right,
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which “specifies what freedom or benefit must be made available under what
circumstances to the rightholder.”41
Among these five components, the conditions of possessions, namely the status
as a rights holder, are related to the notion of inalienability—“claims of
inalienability should be understood as pertaining only to the conditions of
possessions.” 42 To say rights are inalienable is to say that the conditions that
entitle people to rights cannot be voluntarily given up. Alternatively, people’s
status as rights holder can be waived only for preservation of the status as rights
holders.
Critics may argue that inalienability interpreted in the above manner cannot
explain freedom of religion. For them, to say that freedom of religion is
inalienable is to say that it cannot be given up. However, the question arises of
what the critics mean when they say that freedom of religion cannot be given up.
One possible explanation is that this freedom must be exercised. However, if this
is the case, the following problem arises: freedom of religion is not merely the
freedom to practice religion but also the freedom not to believe. The second
possible explanation is that, people can choose not to exercise their freedom of
religion, but doing so does not mean that they have given up this freedom. If so,
the question remains: what entitles people to freedom of religion when they
choose not to exercise it? It is the condition that entitles them to this freedom.
Although they do not exercise their freedom of religion, the preservation of that
condition ensures that, when they wish to exercise this freedom, they are able to
do so. If it is freedom of religion per se that cannot be given up, then this right is
lost when an individual chooses not to exercise it. Then, even when people want
to practice religion, they would not be entitled to do so.
Critics might continue, saying that we have shifted the subject of the discussion
from the inalienability of rights to the inalienability of the status as a rights holder.
However, changing this subject is not to eschew the question of what inalienable
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rights are, but rather to seek the indubitable goods that rights characterized as
inalienable protect.
3. 2. 3 Importance of people’s Status as Rights Holders
Now, the question is why people’s status as rights holders is considered
inalienable. The reasons, in my view, are twofold. The first is related to the
notions of revisability and fallibility. People make mistakes in pursuit of their
desires. Thus, for people who take their life plans seriously, they wish to live in a
society where they are allowed to revise their projects. The importance we assign
to revisability partly explains why the status as a rights holder cannot be
voluntarily given up. Such a status entitles people to revise their conceptions of
the good and examine whether they are treated as equals. When deprived of the
condition of possessions, people are objectified, and they have no rights or
opportunity to rectify their decisions.
Meanwhile, the claim that people’s status as rights holders is inalienable
suggests that rational people would not voluntarily give up the preconditions that
entitle them to rights and goods. As Brown asserts, “A man may, in fear or
ignorance, accept or submit to an infringement, but he cannot be understood to
morally consent to it. Thus he cannot be understood to morally consent to a
government infringing his rights.” 43 If so, the burden of justification for infringing
on or depriving people of their rights is on governments. When people are
deprived of their rights, governments may justify their actions by saying that
people consented to give up their rights. However, such a reason is insufficient,
given the inalienability of people’s status as rights holders. Thus, governments
should offer more reasons to justify their interference with people’s rights. In this
sense, emphasizing the conditions of rights as inalienable imposes a stringent
requirement on governments—they must justify the way they treat people. In
short, emphasizing the condition of possessions as inalienable and viewing it as
prior to institutional arrangements assures people that their power to scrutinize
institutions cannot be unreasonably removed by governments and also reminds
governments to seriously consider people’s rights.
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3. 2. 4 Inalienability and Property Rights
Now, we address the following questions: does giving up rights necessarily lead to
the loss of status as a rights holder? How does exercising rights lead people to
lose their status as rights holders? To say that people have rights is to say that
people have rights to something (X). In some cases, alienating X does not mean
that people doing so lose their status as rights holders. They merely give up their
rights over a specific X. This conclusion is applicable to the right to property. As
Terrance McConnell writes, “we can imagine a person giving away his land and
money and living the life of a beggar. Such a person has given up his right to
specific possessions, but he has not given up his right to acquire property.” 44 In
the case of Jerry selling his house, Jerry gives up the right to a specific object (i.e.,
his house) rather than the status that entitles him to property and other basic
liberties. Because of the preservation of this status, he still enjoys the freedoms of
association, religion, speech, and property, and he is entitled to buy a new house.
Nonetheless, when X stands for life, giving up X (life) possibly results in
waiving the right to life as well as the status as a rights holder.
“even if a person only temporarily waives the right to life, if another takes
his life the loss is irrevocable […] Concerning the case involving the right to
liberty, the person has given up his freedom but may regain it whenever he
wishes. What is given up in this case in which the right to life is waived,
however, is not life itself; rather it is the protection of life that that right
bestows on its possessor.”45
In contrast to property rights, the right to life is inseparable from life. People who
temporarily waive their right to life may lose this right forever, having no
opportunity to regain that right and any other rights. When someone transfers his
life to another, he grants others the power to treat him in any way, which means
that his life might be ended at any time. Thus, even if the indentured servitude
ceases, he may never have the opportunity to regain his right to life.

Terrance McConnell, “The Nature and Basis of Inalienable Rights,” Law & Philosophy, Vol. 3,
No. 1 (1984): 34.
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Thus far, the meaning of inalienability has been clarified, and we have
described how exercising rights leads people to give up their status as rights
holders, summarized as follows.
(1) Rights are inalienable in the sense that the status that entitles people to
rights cannot be voluntarily given up.
(2) Giving up rights does not necessarily mean that people doing so waive their
status as rights holders. Therefore, forgoing rights can be compatible with the
notion of inalienability.
(3) This conclusion is applicable to property rights.
So property rights that enable people to transfer or contract out the rights over
their possessions are compatible with the inalienability of basic rights.
3. 2. 5 Inalienability and Self-Ownership
If giving up rights does not necessarily conflict with inalienability, self-ownership,
which allows people to give up rights over themselves, does not necessarily
conflict with inalienability. This section clarifies the sense in which selfownership conflicts with inalienability.
In Section 3. 1, I have shown the thesis of self-ownership. It states that people
as owners of themselves have full powers over themselves. Full power means that
(1) people can deal with themselves in any way they wish, including the way that
people give up their rights and live at the mercy of others. In this sense, selfownership implies the case of voluntary slavery. Full power also means that (2)
people cannot be used for others’ well-being without their consent or
compensation. For example, people cannot be forced to save a person who is in
danger.
Return to the relationship between self-ownership and inalienability. For
clarity, I categorize the cases entailed by the thesis of self-ownership into four
types: (a) people giving up possessions that are nonessential for their existence;
(b) people giving up possessions that are essential for their existence; (c)
permanent slavery (i.e., people relinquishing their rights over themselves forever);
and (d) temporary servitude (i.e., people temporarily surrendering their rights).
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Begin with case (a). As shown, when Jerry gives up his right over his house, he
does not lose his property rights or the status as a rights holder. Likewise, giving
up rights over some possessions, such as organs that are not essential for physical
and spiritual existence, does not negate people’s status as rights holders; that is, it
does not conflict with inalienable rights. 46 For example, according to the thesis of
self-ownership, people can trade their blood in exchange for economic goods.
Doing so, the individual loses control over the sold blood. However, he retains his
status as rights holders as well as the right to life, property rights, and political
liberties. In this case, self-ownership is compatible with inalienability.47 Case (b)
is different. By transferring their rights over possessions that are essential for their
existence, people risk their lives, the precondition of possessing the status as
rights holders. In this case, self-ownership conflicts with the inalienability of
rights.
Next consider the case of permanent slavery (case c). For people who choose to
be subject to others and waive their right of withdrawal, they lose not only some
rights or the right to specific objects but also their status as rights holders. Without
this status, they cannot revoke the slavery contract or restore their dignity as
human beings. The permanent slavery, which is derived from self-ownership,
conflicts with inalienable rights.

The intention is not to discuss whether people can sell possessions such as organs, eggs, and
sperms. Denial of the right to sell and benefit from the sales of organs can be justifiable according
to some ethical considerations. Self-ownership is not the only idea we are concerned with. Other
values are assigned importance, and we should rank and balance among different values. “Mine”
fails to ground the “absolute” right over “my possession.” The fact that an individual invents a
drug does not mean that they can deal with it as they wish, such as by selling it or benefiting from
its sales. A regulation on the drug, even preventing it from entering the market, could be justifiable
on the grounds that it can destroy people’s physical and mental health. Therefore, here the point is
not that people, as owners of themselves, are entitled to benefit from selling organs. Rather the
point attempts to assert that, the fact that people give up or transfer some rights does not
necessarily threaten their statuses as rights holders, which suggests the logical compatibility
between self-ownership and inalienable rights.
47 The notion of self-ownership is frequently used in daily debate. For example, in the case of
abortion, pro-choice advocates justify a women’s right to abort on the grounds that women have
rights over their bodies and that the embryo is part of the women’s possessions. This suggests that
women can deal with themselves as they wish, including abortion. This is a case in which the
thesis of self-ownership provides the intellectual resources. In this sense, self-ownership is an
attractive notion. Therefore, we should take it seriously and analyze in detail the reasons for the
rejection of this thesis.
46
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By contrast, temporary slavery (case d) does not necessarily conflict with
inalienability. An individual can choose to be a slave on the condition that he
preserves his right to exit from the slavery contract. When he fulfills the contract,
he can withdraw from enslavement and regain his rights. In other words, he
contracted out his life and liberties but not the right to life or the status as a rights
holder. Thus, self-ownership, even if it entails the case of voluntary slavery, does
not conflict with the notion of inalienability.
However, temporary slavery may become permanent slavery. People who sell
themselves into slavery can be treated in any way by their owners. Then they put
their life in danger of being terminated at any time before the end of the slavery
contract. Despite the contract being finished, they would not be able to regain
their right to life, needless to say other rights. As McConnell argues, “even if a
person only temporarily waives the right to life, if another takes his life the loss is
irrevocable.” 48
Overall, the claim that self-ownership implies full alienability oversimplifies
the relationship between self-ownership and inalienability. In some cases, giving
up rights does not necessarily conflict with the inalienability of basic rights. The
problem with self-ownership is not that it enables people to transfer their rights
but that it allows them to waive their status as rights holders.

3. 3 What Is Wrong with the Lockean Proviso?
In addition to differences in personal attributes, the amount of resources that
people are allowed to appropriate also contributes to inequalities. According to the
Lockean proviso, people’s appropriation of unowned natural resources is
justifiable as long as it does not worsen others’ situations. Then the question arises
of how a situation is judged as worse. In this section, I clarify how Nozick defines
such situations to expose the problems with the Lockean proviso, which
undermines the plausibility of Nozick’s approach to addressing inequalities.
3. 3. 1 The Lockean Proviso versus Locke’s Proviso
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The Lockean proviso is not synonymous with Locke’s proviso. They differ in
specifications of “the worse situation.” According to a strict reading of Locke’s
proviso, people’s appropriations are legitimate if and only if they leave adequate
resources of the same quality for others as they take. 49 To say a person’s situation
is worse is to say that he has no access to resources—that is, he has no resources
to appropriate. 50 In Nozick’s view, the restriction that Locke’s proviso imposes on
people’s appropriation makes the initial possession unjustifiable. Because natural
resources are scarce, the more people appropriate, the less remains for latecomers,
such that the person Z has none to appropriate. If this is the case, according to
Locke’s proviso, it is concluded that Z’s situation is worsened by his predecessor
Y. If Y’s appropriation is unjustifiable, then so is that of X. By this logic, the
firstcomer’s appropriation is unjustifiable. Therefore, defining “the worse
situation” in terms of resources makes the initial possession unjustifiable and
permanent property impossible. 51
In shifting from Locke’s proviso to the Lockean proviso, Nozick first makes a
distinction between appropriation and use. The fact that people have no resources
to appropriate does not indicate that they have no resources to use. If they can use
resources as they do in general use, then their situation is not worsened by others’
appropriation. Thus, to say a person’s situation is worse off is not to say that he
has no resources to appropriate but that he is unable to use freely (without
appropriation) what he previously could. 52 Nozick goes on, explaining that
“though person Z can no longer appropriate, there may remain some for him to
use as before. In this case, Y’s appropriation would not violate the weaker
Lockean condition.”53
Because people are not allowed to use already-appropriated resources, having
no resources to appropriate means having no resources to use freely. If so, then in
49

Robert Nozick. Anarchy, State, and Utopia, (Oxford: Blackwell, 1974): 176.

50 As

Nozick states, a person may be “made worse off by another’s appropriation in two ways:
first, by losing the opportunities to improve his situation by a particular appropriation or any one;
and second, by no longer being able to use freely (without appropriation) what he previously
could.” Please see Nozick, Anarchy, State, and Utopia, 176.
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what sense does Nozick say that for Z who can no longer appropriate resources,
there may remain for him to use as before? Nozick suggests that even if Z has no
resources to appropriate, the economic goods Z receives, which outweigh what he
would have in common usage, offset the lack of resources. In this sense, it is said
that Z uses resources freely as before. Nozick makes this point clear in his text.
“It would be desirable to have an estimate of the general economic
importance of original appropriation in order to see how much leeway there is
for differing theories of appropriation and of the location of the baseline.
Perhaps this importance can be measured by the percentage of all income that
is based upon untransformed raw materials and given resources (rather than
upon human actions), mainly rental income representing the unimproved value
of land, and the price of raw material in situ, and by the percentage of current
wealth which represents such income in the past.”54
Even if latecomers have no resources to appropriate or use, the larger quantity of
material goods they obtain in private ownership indicates that their situations are
not worsened. As Will Kymlicka clarifies, people’s “withdrawal from general use
does not make people worse off in material terms than they had been when it was
in general use.” 55 In other words, the Lockean proviso has two features: “(a) it
defines ‘worse off’ in terms of material welfare; (b) it defines pre-appropriation
common usage as the standard of comparison.”56 So the Lockean proviso does not
guarantee that latecomers have adequate resources to appropriate and use; its main
concern is to ensure that people obtain more economic goods than what they
would have in common usage.
3. 3. 2 Cohen’s Critiques of the Lockean Proviso
1) Access to Resources versus Material Welfare
So far, we have observed that Nozick uses material welfare as a measure of
whether people’s situations are worse off. However, material welfare, G. A. Cohen
argues, cannot sufficiently reflect people’s situation. In addition to material goods,
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people also care about freedom regarding resources and autonomy. Material
welfare and freedoms over resources are incommensurable. The gain in material
welfare cannot compensate people for the loss of resources and control over their
lives. For example, in common usage, A and B have free access to resources, and
A and B obtain m and u units of wheat, respectively. In a situation where A
monopolizes all land resources and B works for A, A obtains m + q, and B obtains
n + p units of wheat. Because A and B receive more economic welfare than what
they have in common usage, the Lockean proviso is satisfied, and A’s
monopolization is justifiable. However, few people would say that B is better off
—he loses two important freedoms: the freedom “over the status of the land he
had been utilizing” and the freedom over “how his labor will be expended.”57 In
addition, the unequal distribution of resources may breed imbalances in power
relations, rendering the propertyless like B powerless and leaving them at the
mercy of monopolizers.
So, the first problem with this proviso is that it emphasizes the importance of
economic welfare while ignoring the freedoms over resources. The material
welfare and freedom over resources are two things and incommensurable,
bringing people different types of well-being. Access to resources not merely
grants people the autonomy over life but also secures their ability to negotiate
with others on an equal footing. Thus, the access to resources also concerns the
relationship people can maintain with others.
Nozick’s defenders may argue that resource monopolization is the result of
voluntary transfer from A to B and has no injustice. Moreover, the material
welfare that B obtains through working for A enables B to expand his freedoms.
Thus, the Lockean proviso does not diminish the range of people’s freedoms.
Voluntariness plays an essential role in Nozick’s libertarianism, such as in
justifying voluntary slavery and the monopolization of resources. The problem is
that Nozick and his defenders define voluntarism so broadly that many cases that
should be rejected are justified. In addition to making multiple choices available,
voluntariness relates to an equal bargaining position. When people stand on an
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equal footing, agreements reached are a result of their will and reflect their true
desires. However, the equal bargaining position is absent in Nozick’s theory.
People who monopolize resources have leverage to impose contracts that exploit
those without property. Under this circumstance, the claim that the choices made
by the propertyless are voluntary is untenable.
Other than voluntariness, there are values or ends worth seeking, which
sometimes even precede voluntariness in importance. For example, in Section 3. 1
and 3. 2, I have shown that voluntariness cannot justify the choice to be a slave,
which refers to people giving up the power over themselves to others. By selling
themselves into slavery, people risk their lives as well as their opportunities for
exercising their future freedom. Voluntary slavery should be rejected because it
threatens people’s status as equals, the precondition for having rights and
freedoms and revising their conceptions of the good. This example illustrates that
equality, revisability, and other ideals are valued alongside voluntariness. These
ideals limit the role voluntariness plays in some situations.
Meanwhile, in a society where resources are accumulated in a select few, the
material goods given to the propertyless do not necessarily expand their freedom.
The urgent need for survival and the lack of resources push the propertyless to
accept harsh working conditions. Because of the unequal distribution of power,
the flow of material goods to the propertyless is determined by the resource
holders. Thus, the material goods given to the propertyless may not be adequate
for them to exit exploitative relationships and begin new lives.
2) The Lockean Proviso and the “First Come, First Served” Principle
Cohen rejects the Lockean proviso also because it functions to maintain the status
quo, that is, reinforcing the benefits of the well-off while doing nothing to remedy
the injustice suffered by the worst-off. Assume that A, the firstcomer, appropriates
as many resources as possible. As a latecomer, B has no resources to appropriate.
According to the Lockean proviso, if B receives more economic goods than what
he would have in common usage, then A’s appropriation is justifiable. The
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question is: “why should B be required to accept what amounts to a doctrine of
‘first come, first served’?” 58
It might be argued that the “first come, first served” principle does not
intentionally favor or disadvantage specific social groups. The fact that some
people control resources and that others have none is a random phenomenon.
However, this principle is neither random nor neutral. Some social groups derive
benefits through the sacrifice of others’ well-being. Take, for example, the case in
which a charitable foundation announces on television that people with belowaverage income are entitled to economic goods and these goods will be distributed
on a “first come, first served” basis. This information cannot reach people living
in impoverished areas with no access to electronic devices. Even if these people
have an urgent need for the resources, they cannot obtain them. At first glance, the
“first come, first served” principle seems fair, but in actuality, it puts the
underprivileged at a disadvantage and does nothing to change the status quo. In
short, the Lockean proviso does nothing to rectify the injustice suffered by people
who fall behind at the starting line.
3. 3. 3 The Lockean Proviso and the Principle of Justice in Transfer
The relationship between the Lockean proviso and the principle of justice in
transfer, one principle of Nozick’s entitlement theory, is worthwhile revisiting.
See the following case.
Jerry is the owner of a company and receives 100 units of economic benefits
as a reward. Although Tom is a capable employee, he receives only 70 units.
Tom is dissatisfied with this distribution scheme, arguing that it is inefficient
and does not reward his skills. He proposes a new scheme in which he gets 140
units and Jerry 120 units; both receive more goods than what they had before.
The proposal is brought into force on the condition that Tom is given
ownership of the company. The transfer of ownership is what stimulates Tom
to fulfill his potential and ambitions. Jerry rejects Tom’s proposal.
Now the question is: would Nozick support the enforced transfer of ownership? At
first glance, the answer is no. For the principle of justice in transfer, the legitimacy
G. A. Cohen. Self-Ownership, Freedom, and Equality, (New York: Cambridge University Press,
1995): 80.
58
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of transaction depends on the willingness of traders. Thus the fact that Jerry
declines the transaction to Tom means that the transaction does not satisfy the
principle of justice in transfer. According to the Lockean proviso, the enforced
transfer is also unjustifiable. Although Jerry does not maximize the value of his
resources, he does not worsen Tom’s situation—that is, he does not cause Tom to
receive less than what he could have in common usage. Thus, Jerry’s ownership of
the company meets the requirements of the Lockean proviso. So the Lockean
proviso and the principle of justice in transfer both reject the enforced transfer,
and there is no inconsistence between the two principles.
However, it is cursory to conclude that the Lockean proviso would object to the
enforced transfer. As mentioned, the Lockean proviso is the idea that no one is
worse off than what they would have in common usage in terms of material
goods. For clarity, I reformulate this proviso as follows:
(1) In pre-appropriation in common usage, where resources are available to
anyone, A receives m units of economic welfare by making use of available
resources.
(2) Under private ownership, where people are prohibited from appropriating
already-appropriated resources, A receives n units of economic welfare by
working for B, who controls the resources.
(3) m < n.
(4) Then the Lockean proviso is satisfied, and A’s situation is not worse off
under private ownership.
As shown, material welfare is different from access to resources in kinds and
incommensurable. Thus, determining whether A is better or worse off is
challenging. However, Nozick would confidently conclude that A’s situation is not
worsened under private ownership. Such a conclusion is premised on the idea that
an amount of material welfare beyond the minimum compensates people for their
lack of resources or freedom over resources. Thus, it can be found that the
Lockean proviso supports a tradeoff between access to resources and material
welfare. Along the line, it is inferred that the forced transaction can be justifiable
as long as it brings more material benefits to both sides. Such a requirement is
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easily met because the object of comparison used to measure whether people’s
situation is worse off is the common usage, the phase featuring low productivity.
Thus, the clash between the Lockean proviso and the principle of justice in
transaction is exposed: insistence on the former would dismantle the latter.
If we delve deeper, the conflict between the Lockean proviso and the principle
of justice in transfer is rooted in that the latter is a rights-based approach whereas
the Lockean proviso is a utility approach. It cares about whether appropriations
bring more benefits to both sides. More specifically, it comprises two components:
(1) no one should be worse off than what they would have in common usage in
terms of material welfare; (2) the acquisition of material goods can counteract a
loss of resources. Component (1) sets a low threshold for justifying private
ownership because common usage is a period in which social productivity is low
and people obtain fewer returns from labour. In any social period except hunting
and gathering, the material welfare people obtain outweighs what they receive in
common usage. Using common usage as a standard for comparison to determine
whether people’s situation is worse off, the Lockean proviso is compatible with
any type of ownership, whether private, common, collective, or monopolistic.
However, component (2) raises a strict requirement for private ownership and
resource monopolization. It suggests that the legitimacy of private ownership
mainly stems from its contribution to efficiency. Along the line, it is inferred that
the legitimacy of capitalism would be undermined if it chokes the social
efficiency. In accordance with the commitment to boosting efficiency, the social
structures that can stimulate efficiency is preferred.
So component (2) reveals that the Lockean proviso is not a rights-based
principle but rather the efficiency principle, which requires resources to be given
to people who can optimize them and create more material welfare. 59 If this is the
case, the enforced transfer of ownership from Jerry to Tom seems permissible; the
greater quantity of material goods Jerry receives compensates him for his loss.
Here, we persuade Jerry to transfer the ownership to the capable, just as Nozick
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assures the propertyless that having no access to resources does not worsen their
situation.
By contrast, the principle of justice in transfer is a rights-based approach,
emphasizing the voluntariness of transaction and the issue of whether people have
rights to transfer something (i.e., whether the objects ready for being transacted
belong to traders). For this principle, important is the entitlement to objects and
the willingness of traders; the economic benefits that transaction brings about are
irrelevant. Thus, the clash between the Lockean proviso and the principle of
justice in transfer emerges; such a clash lies in that they are different approaches
to property rights.
Some may contend that the Lockean proviso and the principle of justice in
transfer do not oppose each other because they function in different situations,
applying in the acquisition of unowned objects and the transaction of owned
resources, respectively. In Jerry’s case, it is the principle of justice in transfer that
serves the role, and the Lockean proviso is irrelevant. Then, the legitimacy of the
transaction from Jerry to Tom is contingent not on the material welfare the dealing
brings to both sides but on the willingness of traders.
Delimiting the conditions under which each principle functions preserves the
coherency of Nozick’s theory of property; the Lockean proviso and the principle
of justice in transfer do not conflict. However, new problems arise. Because the
Lockean proviso applies to the acquisition of unowned resources, it is useless in a
world where almost all resources are appropriated. Nozick uses the Lockean
proviso to argue that the situations of the propertyless are not worse off because
they obtain more material welfare. When the propertyless demand access to
resources by using the same reasoning—that they could maximize natural
resources and create more material welfare, they are told that the rule that “more
material welfare counteracts a loss of resources” is inapplicable. The rule in place
is the principle of justice in transfer. It is not the commitment to more material
welfare but the voluntariness of transaction that justifies the entitlement to
property. Because the propertyless have no resources to transfer, the principle of
justice in transfer relates less to them and more to people with resources. Thus we
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find that the actual effect of combining the Lockean proviso and the principle of
justice in transfer is to strengthen the benefits of the well-off, doing nothing to
improve the situations of the worst-off or to increase the mobility between
different social sections. In essence, the combination of the Lockean proviso with
the principle of justice in transfer reinforces the advantages of people with
resources. A society built on these two principles perpetuates social stratification.
3. 3. 4 The Lockean Proviso, Efficiency, and Freedoms
Although Nozick highlights his approach to property rights is rights-based, the
Lockean proviso is a utility approach. It emphasizes efficiency. However, the
effort to improve social efficiency, in Nozick’s theory, does not expand the range
of freedoms available to the majority. Let us consider the relationship between
efficiency and freedoms. A popular perception is that freedoms override efficiency
and should not be restricted or sacrificed for the sake of efficiency. According to
this perception, efficiency and freedoms are in conflict, and a bias exists toward
efficiency. However, under some conditions, efficiency can expand freedoms, and
reducing efficiency may diminish the range and quality of freedoms that people
can enjoy. Freedoms have material bases. That is, material goods are necessary for
people to exercise their rights and freedoms. For example, without access to
resources, people cannot exercise their rights to property. For the propertyless,
property rights exist as mere promise or illusion, residing in their minds and
viewed as a signal that they are as free and equal as the rich, but they have no
opportunities to materialize the rights. Along this line, efficiency is not necessarily
the enemy of freedom. With the enhancement of efficiency, more goods or
material welfare are produced. People living in an efficient society benefit from
material prosperity—for example, having a higher income and easier access to
goods—which is beneficial to the expansion of freedoms. Thus, an emphasis on
social efficiency does not necessarily mean that a society organized in this way is
on a path toward wrecking or devaluing freedoms.
Of course, social efficiency may be improved while the range of freedoms is
diminished. That is, efficiency brings about goods but does not expand freedoms.
Although the material goods people receive may be more numerous than those
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they would have received in other types of human society, the quantity of goods
flowing to people may lag behind skyrocketing increases in living expenses. Thus,
the material goods do not deliver a good life. Rather, enhanced efficiency might
lower people’s ability to bid or bargain with the owners of resources. Economic
globalization increases the likelihood of this scenario. The fact that people are
allowed to transplant factories to a place where cheap labor is provided reduces
the power of domestic workers to bargain with the possessors of resources. Such a
fact partly explains why high social efficiency fails to deliver a decent life,
improve people’s material prospects, and expand the range of their freedoms.
Efficiency can expand freedoms on the following conditions:
(1) The material goods available to people are adequate to fund the
actualization of basic liberties and secure people’s ability to withdraw from an
employment role.
(2) People are able to bargain with resource possessors over working
conditions and welfare.
With the relationship between efficiency and freedoms revealed, let us revisit the
Lockean proviso. Under it, a monopoly of resources can be justifiable as long as
the propertyless receive more than they would in the common usage; this
condition is easily met, as the standard the Lockean proviso sets for resources
appropriation is low. However, with resources accumulated in a few hands, the
goods the propertyless receive do not expand but diminish the range of their
freedoms. First, the possessors of resources can exploit the propertyless and force
them to accept harsh working conditions in virtue of their advantages in resources.
The propertyless have no alternative but to work for these people in exchange for
material goods for survival. Thus, the share the propertyless receive is utterly
dependent upon the will of resource owners. In this scenario, although the goods
flowing to the propertyless are more substantial than the Lockean proviso
requires, they are inadequate for the propertyless to live a decent life and exercise
their freedoms. In other words, the Lockean proviso ignores that the threshold it
sets for material goods is so low that it erodes and diminishes the range of
freedoms. The Lockean proviso ignores that an unequal distribution of resources
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accompanies an unequal distribution of power, which would reduce the bargaining
ability of the propertyless. Because of the lack of this ability, the propertyless fail
to secure the goods that could be available to them.
In short, the Lockean proviso emphasizes efficiency while limiting people’s
ability to bargain. Efficiency, even if it is improved in a society operating based on
the Lockean proviso, does not expand people’s freedoms. Instead, freedoms and
rights belong to the well-off. For the worst-off, freedoms are more similar to a
promise than goods that people can exercise.
My point is twofold. First, efficiency matters for freedoms. It produces goods,
with which people can exercise and expand their freedoms. Second, efficiency can
expand people’s freedoms on the condition that the material goods offered to
people are adequate and that people are able to bargain with resource possessors.
3. 3. 5 The Lockean Proviso and Catastrophic Cases
Nozick mentions two concrete cases, with which he explains how the Lockean
proviso functions. In what follows, I review these cases to demonstrate that the
Lockean proviso is not merely problematic but also incomplete—its plausibility
depends on success in distinguishing natural resources from human-made
products. Such a distinction, however, cannot be found in Nozick’s property
theory. Consider the following cases.
Situation A:
“a person may not appropriate the only water hole in a desert and charge
what he will. Nor may he charge what he will if he possesses one, and
unfortunately it happens that all the water holes in the desert dry up, except for
his. This unfortunate circumstance, admittedly no fault of his, brings into
operation the Lockean proviso and limits his property rights.” 60
Situation B:
“The situation would be different if his water hole didn’t dry up, due to
special precautions he took to prevent this.” 61
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In both situations, there is only one water hole not being drying up, and it is
essential to people’s survival. However, to Nozick, denying people access to the
water hole in situation A worsens their situation, but lack of access to the water
hole in situation B is justifiable according to the Lockean proviso. Crucial to
understand is the difference between these two situations that leads Nozick to treat
them differently. One possible explanation is that the water hole in situation B is a
human-made product (because the person takes precautions to prevent it from
drying up) that does not exist in common usage. Denying people access to this
artificial product does not worsen their situations. By contrast, in situation A, the
person does not take measures to prevent the water hole from drying up; it is
preserved by chance. So the water hole in situation A is a natural product.
Prohibiting people from using something that they would otherwise freely use
before worsens their situation, thus violating the Lockean proviso. Therefore, the
owner in situation A should share his water hole with others.
It might be argued that the water hole in case A is also an artificial product. The
distinction I make between natural and artificial products seems arbitrary. I do not
deny the possibility that the well in case A is also mixed into its owner’s labor.
However, if both wells are artifacts, how is it explained that no access to the well
in case A worsens people’s situations while no access to the well in case B does
not? My point is that the difference between A and B should be found. Only with
this difference can we justify Nozick’s different treatments to A and B. So, by
viewing the water hole in case B as an artifact that does not exist in general use, I
try to make sense why in Nozick’s view, no access to the water hole in B does not
violate the Lockean proviso, that is, not making people’s situations worse than
that in common usage.
Now, consider another case:
“A medical researcher who synthesizes a new substance that effectively
treats a certain disease and who refuses to sell except on his terms does not
worsen the situation of others by depriving them of whatever he has
appropriated. The others easily can possess the same materials he appropriated;
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the researcher’s appropriation or purchase of chemicals didn’t make those
chemicals scarce in a way so as to violate the Lockean proviso.” 62
According to my understanding, the researcher’s rejection to offer medical help,
which could have saved many lives, satisfies the Lockean proviso because
medicine is a human-made product, created using natural resources, that does not
exist in common usage. Thus, having no access to the synthesized medicine does
not worsen patients’ situation.
Israel Kirzner explains this case with the finders/keepers ethic: “until a
resource has been discovered, it has not, in the sense relevant to the rights of
access and common use, existed at all.”63 “The finder-creator has spontaneously
generated hitherto non-existent resources, and is seen, therefore, as their natural
owner.”64 Finders are entitled to the synthesized medicine because they create
something new, something that has never been discovered or existed in common
usage. Therefore, refusal to make the medicine available to the patients does not
worsen their situations. Moreover, “one who appropriates the total supply of a
new substance by finding it ‘in an out-of-the-way place’ has not worsened the
situation of others: ‘if he did not stumble upon the substances no one else would
have.’”65
The labour-mixing theory could be considered an approach for distinguishing
natural resources from human-made products. However, Nozick rejects it for two
reasons. First, it is unclear what the product of labour is: “If a private astronaut
clears a place on Mars, has he mixed his labor with (so that he comes to own) the
whole planet, the whole uninhabited universe, or just a particular plot?”66 Second,
the fact that people mix their labour into external objects does not mean that
people obtain something new but that they lose what they have had. As he queries,
“why isn’t mixing what I own with what I don’t own a way of losing what I own
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rather than a way of gaining what I don’t?” 67 Thus, the question remains of how
Nozick distinguishes raw resources from something new. Without an answer to
this question, his argument that a lack of access to the water hole would not
worsen people’s situation is unconvincing.

Closing Remarks
This chapter shows that self-ownership does not automatically grant people
absolute rights over themselves; this is because the effects of people’s exercise of
their rights over their possessions on others’ rights (including the right to life)
must be considered. Moreover, self-ownership contradicts the idea that people’s
status as rights holders cannot be voluntarily given up, especially when waiving
such a status does not expand the scheme of basic liberties. Therefore, the status
as a possessor of personal attributes does not imply the absolute right to benefits
accrued from these attributes. Meanwhile, the effects that differences in attributes
have on the ability of others to exercise of rights over themselves permit the
restriction of people’s rights over their attributes. Besides, the Lockean proviso is
functionally equivalent to the principle of “first come, first served,” which
obviously disadvantages latecomers. Because the rights that Nozick’s selfownership grants to people over themselves are too extreme and the restrictions
the Lockean proviso imposes on access to resources are too weak, the absolute
right to differences that are grounded in these two ideas is implausible.
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Chapter Four Differences, Arbitrariness, the Idea of Social
Cooperation, and Property Rights

Introduction
This chapter focuses on Rawls’s approach to differences. Before that, the
understanding of luck egalitarians on differences in personal attributes is first
discussed. The doctrine of luck egalitarianism is explored due to two
considerations. First, it is almost opposite to the view of Nozick regarding
whether people should be allowed to benefit from their attributes. For luck
egalitarians, differences due to luck are undeserved and should be reversed
through redistribution. In the moral sense, people are only entitled to the
differences brought about by choice. For luck egalitarians such as G. A. Cohen,
personal attributes are considered as the product of luck and thus viewed as
morally arbitrary. Therefore, according to the doctrine of luck egalitarianism,
unequal benefits stemming from differences in personal attributes are also
undeserved and should be evened out. In accordance with the idea of equality,
people must be separated from their unequal environments; that is, the effects of
personal attributes on life prospects should be neutralized.
The doctrine of luck egalitarianism is attractive because it suggests that only
the benefits earned by people through their efforts are counted as morally
deserved. However, it also entails problems that undermine its plausibility as an
approach to differences in personal attributes. These problems are rooted in the
implicit notion of control in luck egalitarianism.
The other reason for addressing luck egalitarianism is because of its association
with Rawls, who is misunderstood as a luck egalitarian. Clarifying the main ideas
of luck egalitarians is helpful to interpreting Rawls’s approach to differences.
Although Rawls is widely perceived as committing to the elimination of the
effect of luck and making distributive justice sensitive to choice, his distributive
theory actually aims to shape people into active participants in social cooperation.
Differences in personal attributes, in Rawls’s view, should also be understood in
the context of social cooperation. That is, differences are created in the
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cooperative system through reliance upon others’ contributions. Thus, differences
should be distributed in a way that not only rewards people for the efforts they
spend fulfilling the potential of their attributes but also rewards others for their
contribution to the increased benefits flowing from personal attributes. By this
logic, the effects that differences in personal attributes have on people’s prospects
should be neutralized when they obstruct others from shaping their moral powers
and prevent the cooperative system from operating healthily.
This chapter is organized around the following issues:
(1) The implausibility of the luck egalitarian approach to differences.
(2) A comparison between the doctrine of luck egalitarianism and the core
ideas in Rawls’s theory of distributive justice, with a specific focus on the case
of expensive tastes.
(3) The role that the idea of social cooperation plays in Rawls’s approach to
differences.

4. 1 Differences and the Luck-Choice Principle
It is known that people differ in their personal attributes. These attributes largely
affect people, leading individuals with the same ambitions and efforts to have
different life prospects. Now, the question arises of whether and to what extent
people are allowed to benefit from their attributes.
This section tries to present luck egalitarians’ approach to differences. Luck
egalitarians rely upon the luck-choice principle to construct their theory of
distribution. 1 According to this principle, people do not deserve material
inequalities stemming from luck. As G. A. Cohen says, “there is injustice in
distribution when inequality of goods reflects not such things as differences in the
arduousness of different people’s labor, or people’s different preferences and

1
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choices with respect to income and leisure, but myriad forms of lucky and
unlucky circumstance.”2
However, luck egalitarians’ approach to differences in personal attributes fails
to explain the lifeworld, and its implausibility is rooted in the conception of
control, which I call “individualistic.” Control as individualistic construct centers
around people and the factors that affect people’s choices and pursues the question
of whether consequences stem from people’s choice. This conception of control is
innately flawed. Control can be used in the relational sense—understanding
distributions from the perspective of human relations. Such a notion of control is
met when inequalities or differences do not render the worst-off subject to the
well-off who manipulate resources. In that circumstance, justice is served even if
the effect of luck is not completely mitigated.
4. 1. 1 Luck Egalitarianism and the Luck-Choice Principle
In general, the doctrine of luck egalitarianism can be formulated as follows:
“inequalities in the advantages that people enjoy are acceptable if they
derive from the choices that people have voluntarily made, but that inequalities
deriving from unchosen features of people’s circumstances are unjust.
Unchosen circumstances are taken to include social factors like the class and
wealth of the family into which one is born. They are also deemed to include
natural factors like one’s native abilities and intelligence.” 3
However, the luck-choice principle is not sufficiently clear. We have no clear idea
of factors that can be categorized as luck/choice and why they are regarded as
such. To seek clarity, reconsider G. A. Cohen’s comment on Chamberlain’s
wealth, which is typical of luck egalitarians’ interpretation of choice. 4 In the case
of Chamberlain, people begin with an equal distribution of acquisitions. With fans
paying Chamberlain to watch him play, an equal share is replaced by an unequal

G. A. Cohen, If You Are an Egalitarian, How Come You’re So Rich? (Cambridge: Harvard
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(Winter, 2003): 5.
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pattern of distribution, in which Chamberlain exceeds his fans in wealth. 5 The
massive amount of wealth Chamberlain accumulates, in Cohen’s view, has a
negative influence on future generations and sets society on the road to class
division. Rational people would not choose a distributive pattern that subjects
them to others and generates class division. If fans insist on paying Chamberlain,
Cohen continues, they are either irrational or fail to fully grasp the consequence
their choices entail. 6 In either case, it is hard to say that the wealth transfer from
fans to Chamberlain is voluntary.
Thus, we find that Cohen equates choice with voluntariness or, more precisely,
full voluntariness. Only actions that result from people’s full voluntariness can be
categorized as choices. Otherwise, they are labelled as luck. Full voluntariness is
related to the following conditions:
(1) Full voluntariness means an extensive range of options available to people.
A limited range of choices suggests that the final choice people make does not
reflect their authentic will.
(2) Full voluntariness is conditional on people being well informed of the
consequences of their choice. If people have no idea where their choice will
lead them, it is hard to argue that they act voluntarily. 7
(3) Full voluntariness is synonymous with rational choice.

In Nozick’s view, Chamberlain deserves his wealth because it is the result of voluntary
transactions. See Robert Nozick, Anarchy, State, and Utopia, (Oxford: Blackwell, 1974): 161.
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By setting a high standard for voluntariness, Cohen attempts to eliminate the
effect of all uncontrollable factors on people’s prospects. If choice is defined as
full voluntariness, to claim that a consequence results from choice is to say that
the consequence is immune to factors that are outside actors’ control. Then it is
clear why luck egalitarians such as Cohen regard personal attributes, risks, and
expensive tastes as luck—all are outside of control and make actual consequences
deviate from people’s choice. For example, personal attributes are counted as luck
because they randomly befall people, and people have no choice over what
attributes they have. Risks are viewed as luck because they lead people elsewhere
than where they wanted to go.
Note that in the doctrine of luck egalitarianism, risk can be turned into choice
on the grounds that people choose to take a risk. Then the consequences caused by
risk can be counted as chosen. However, such an interpretation of risk would
undermine luck egalitarianism’s effort to neutralize inequalities. It is known that
luck egalitarianism endeavors to eliminate material inequalities stemming from
luck. If “taking a chance” turned luck (or risk) into choice, then the fact that
people actualize their personal attributes means that they have prepared for
accepting the consequences brought about by actualization of their attributes. If
so, personal attributes would be categorized into choice, and inequalities caused
by them would be viewed as a result of choice. Then the effort to mitigate
inequalities stemming from luck (natural and social personal attributes) is
thwarted. Categorizing risk into choice can be a strategy used to save luck
egalitarianism out of equality of outcome. However, doing so incurs a new
problem—undermining its commitment to reducing inequalities.
So far, the doctrine of luck egalitarianism can be rephrased in terms of control,
summarized as follows:
(1) The core of luck egalitarianism is the luck-choice principle.
(2) Luck refers to social and natural factors, such as social status, talents, and
other contingencies, that randomly befall people and bring actual consequences
far from people’s intention and will.
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(3) Consequences stemming from choice are those caused by factors that
people have abilities to control or choose through hard work.
(4) In accordance with the luck-choice principle, distributive justice aims to
eliminate the impact of uncontrollable factors on people’s prospects.
(5) People are exempt from responsibility for consequences caused through no
fault of their own. Only the consequences of choice render people responsible.
4. 1. 2 Failure of Luck Egalitarianism to Explain the Lifeworld
Now, let us see how luck egalitarians respond to the following cases according to
the formula above. The failure of luck egalitarianism to explain the following
cases exposes its flaw and also undermines its plausibility in dealing with
differences in personal attributes.
1) The Relevance of Personal Attributes
Jerry: I have talent in math. R University should admit the talented.
Tom: I should be admitted because my family donates a lot of money to R
University.
In this case, who should be admitted to R University if the only one space is
available? As shown, in the doctrine of luck egalitarianism, talents and social
status are categorized into luck. In accordance with the commitment to
eliminating the effect of luck, distributions should be independent of the worth of
personal attributes, whatever they may be. If talent or social status is
accommodated into institutions and regarded as a metric to distribute resources or
opportunities, then the talented and privileged would benefit from their good luck
whereas those lacking these assets would suffer disadvantages. Institutions
organized in this way do not neutralize but rather amplify the effects of
uncontrollable factors. Thus, in this case, luck egalitarians would say that
regardless of who is admitted into the university, the reason for their being
admitted ought to have nothing to do with their talent or social status.
However, our moral intuition tells a different story: talent seems more
appropriate than social status as an admission criterion. The role universities play
is not to maximize profits but to preserve knowledge and expand its boundaries. If
universities are understood in this way, university resources should be distributed
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to people most able to achieve these goals. Because people like Jerry can optimize
university resources, they are more appropriate than individuals like Tom to be
candidates.
There are other roles that education plays, for instance, in helping the least
advantaged move up the social ladder. The point here is that education and other
institutional arrangements inevitably rely upon certain personal attributes to
distribute resources. The core of distributive justice, then, is not to eliminate the
impact of uncontrollable factors on people’s prospects but to demonstrate to the
least advantaged that compared with other types of social structures, the society
organized in this way maximizes their benefits.
2) Shed Less Light on the Structural Inequality
Amy: Because of discrimination against women, I cannot find a job with
decent pay. After calculating potential earnings and childcare expenses, I
decided to stay home to look after my children.
Carol: My society encourages women to enter the workplace. However, a
chronic disease is inflicting unbearable pain on my little boy. To better care for
him, and because my husband earns more than I, I decided to resign.8
What would luck egalitarians say regarding Amy’s and Carol’s choices?
Distributive justice, according to the traditional luck egalitarianism, ensures that
people’s prospects are sensitive to choice. So, if people choose to be caregivers,
there is nothing unjust with their situations.
Overemphasis on choice, however, makes luck egalitarianism insensitive to the
vulnerability of dependent caregivers. The fact that it is mainly women that
become caregivers signals that something is wrong. Women encounter more
obstacles than men do in the job market. It is these obstacles that push women to
I assume that Carol’s husband earns more than Carol not because of discrimination against
women but because Carol and her husband have different jobs with different requirements and
salaries. If Carol qualified for the job her husband has, she would receive the same salary as her
husband. I also assume that Carol’s decision to give up her job is not pressed by her husband but is
due to financial considerations. The money her husband makes can maintain their current lifestyle.
Thus, they can provide better care to their child while enjoying a high quality of life. With these
two assumptions, my point is that the reason for Carol’s withdrawal from the workplace is
personal and not related to the social bias against women. Carol’s case obviously differs from
Amy’s. The subsequent question is this: can luck egalitarians differentiate one case from the other?
Can their emphasis on choice allow them to detect discrimination in the guise of choice?
8
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be caregivers. Being a caregiver is not necessarily a reflection of women’s
authentic will but instead can be the result of gender inequality. The case of
caregivers shows that luck egalitarianism is insensitive to the injustices that
minorities face or even goes in the opposite direction by normalizing social
discrimination.
In response, luck egalitarians may argue that the above problem is not
applicable to all versions of luck egalitarianism, for example, the institutional luck
egalitarianism (ILE).9 It commits to equal human relations: “to relate to each other
as equals is to, among other things, hold one another accountable for our choices
but not for our luck in matters of distributive justice.”10 Gender inequality is an
institutional arrangement that turns gender (natural contingencies) into
institutional advantages/disadvantages, which runs afoul of the core of luck
egalitarianism—people’s prospects should be immune to luck. ILE can therefore
expose the structural inequality that demeans people into the inferiors.
Restated, luck egalitarians can identify luck disguised as choice and
differentiate choices that reflect people’s authentic will from quasi choices that are
far from people’s will. In addition to gender inequality, luck egalitarians can
reveal racism and discrimination against minorities. No matter forms of
discrimination, they are arrangements in which some people benefit from natural
or social assets that should have been neutralized. So, by assessing whether social
structures allow people equally to benefit from contingencies, the doctrine of luck
egalitarianism can expose structural inequality.
However, luck egalitarians fail to travel far over the issues of structural
inequality. The combination of initial justice with justice in transfer does not
necessarily bring about justice in the result. Luck egalitarianism fails to remedy
this type of injustice. Consider the following case.

Institutional luck egalitarianism differs from traditional luck egalitarianism in three respects.
First, ILE allows assistance to people in terrible situations, even if the situations are caused by
people themselves. Second, ILE does not compensate for all natural misfortunes. It compensates
for misfortunes that have institutional inputs. Third, ILE has a social dimension and can remedy
structural inequality. See Kok-Chor Tan, “A Defense of Luck Egalitarianism,” The Journal of
Philosophy, Vol. 105, No. 11 (November, 2008): 665-690.
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Jerry lawfully accumulates a massive amount of wealth and passes it down
to his son, Tom. Like his father, Tom is diligent. He further expands family
wealth. By the time Harry is born, their family has accumulated a stunning
amount of wealth, which grants Harry the power to leverage politics by
lobbying politicians to enact policies which strengthen his advantages. Put
simply, Harry’s wealth has undermined the fair worth of political liberties and
threatened others’ status as equals.
How does ILE react to the above case? Because Harry’s wealth is a result of
voluntary transfer and choice (assume that undeserved wealth that stems from
luck is “flattened” through taxation), luck egalitarians would conclude that there is
nothing unjust with Harry’s possessions. If so, the power relations that stem from
this unequal distribution of wealth are not the concern of luck egalitarians. By
contrast, relational control can address wealth inequality that forms through
legitimate accumulation. Regardless of whether inequalities stem from luck or
choice, the fact that they trap people in power relations and damage their status as
equals can invoke the relational conception of control to remedy this type of
injustice.
3) Responsibility for Personal Attributes
The formula in Section 4. 1. 1 shows that luck egalitarians associate moral control
with the principle of responsibility. It is only consequences caused by people’s
intentional choices that can render people responsible. However, control is not the
only source of responsibility. Responsibility is also related to the deterrence,
prevention, and epistemic considerations. These considerations can render people
responsible for unchosen consequences. For example, it is hard to tell whether the
excellence people perform in some fields is the result of talents (luck) or hard
work (choice). Given this, the idea that people do not deserve inequalities caused
by luck (in this case, the excellence caused by talents) is devoid of substantial
meaning.
Consider the following case:
“Arnold and Brian drive home from a late night party. Both of them know
that they have drunk too much and that therefore they should not be driving.
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Indeed, both of them pass a red light. Arnold is lucky, however; nobody is
around that late at night and he gets home without any incident. Brian’s fate
turns out to be different. A pedestrian crosses the junction and Brian hits her,
killing her on the spot.”11
Now, the question is: should Arnold and Brian be blamed to the same extent? If
the principle of responsibility is associated with full control, to determine the
responsibility that people should bear, we should not focus on the actual
consequences of an act but the consequences stemming from intentional choice.
That is to say, responsibility should be proportionate to people’s choice. If so,
Arnold and Brian should be treated the same way. Both drank too much, knew the
danger of drink-driving and chose to drive themselves home. Their actions are
equally intentional. The difference between Arnold and Brian is the pedestrian’s
appearance, which is uncontrollable. In the absence of the pedestrian, Brian would
have driven home safely. Therefore, according to the doctrine—that people should
not be blamed or rewarded for the consequences of luck, the fact that Brian and
Arnold are equally reckless in driving means that Brian and Arnold should be
blamed to the same extent.
However, this narrative may distort reality. It is possible that Arnold and Brian
are not equally reckless in driving. The pedestrian’s death is not caused by luck
but is an indicator that Brian drives recklessly. Although both Brian and Arnold
drank too much and chose to drive, the difference in their situations is not
evidence that Arnold is lucky whereas Brian is not but rather evidence that Arnold
is more deliberate than Brian. “All other things being equal, the occurrence of an
accident is plausibly considered as at least some prima facie evidence for
recklessness, or indeed for a higher degree of recklessness.”12
In the absence of the epistemic evidence and all other things being equal, we
could explain the difference in actual results in terms of luck; it is luck that brings
people who act in the same way into different situations. Alternatively, the
difference in consequences mirrors the extent to which people act deliberately and
David Enoch and Andrei Marmor, “The Case against Moral Luck,” Law and Philosophy, Vol.
26, No. 4 (July, 2007): 408.
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carefully; the terrible consequence is not the result of luck but stems from chosen
actions. Choice is wearing the disguise of luck. Thus, even if we accept the
distinction between luck and choice and ground responsibility in choice, epistemic
considerations “can go a considerable way in accommodating the purported
intuition that we are justified in treating Arnold and Brian differently, consistently
with there being no moral luck.”13
Epistemic considerations are also relevant to demanding people of taking
responsibility for personal attributes. According to luck egalitarians, people
should not be blamed or rewarded for consequences caused by personal attributes,
over which people have no choice. However, it is hard to tell if the differences
people show in their personal attributes are the result of luck or choice.
Meanwhile, the differences in personal attributes may not be the result of luck
but stem from people’s effort. The attribute people have is one thing; how they
exercise them is another. Between the attributes people have and the persons they
grow into, there is much room left to people to determine how to lead their life
and develop their attributes.14 Requiring people to take responsibility for their
attributes is actually to require them to bear responsibility for the choices over the
way they actualize their attributes. Seen in this light, differences people earn by
developing their personal attributes are not a result of luck but choice. If so,
rewards and moral blame are possible because they are not directed to the
attributes people are born with but to the way they exercise attributes. Rewards
given to people are not for the attributes they have, for example, the talents, the
social background, but for the effort and time they spend in fulfilling the worth of
their attributes. Similarly, moral blame is not directed to the attributes like
greediness but expresses a regret that he/she could be a better person.
In short, differences in personal attributes may be not a natural fact but
reflective of the efforts people are willing to devote in becoming the persons they
expect to be. To say differences are luck seems to say that people have no choice
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over the issue of what life they can lead and who they can become. Such a view
demeans people into beings without free will.
4) Asymmetry in Addressing Differences in Personal Attributes
Let us consider the case described by Thomas Nagel, in which inequalities in
children stem from advantages or disadvantages for which their parents are
responsible for.15 What would luck egalitarians say over inequalities in children?
From the perspective of children, inequalities between them are morally
undeserved, because such inequalities are not a result of their choice. In
accordance with the doctrine of luck egalitarianism, mitigating inequalities caused
by family background is a must. However, doing so seems to lead parents to act
recklessly because the wealth they accumulate by hard work has nothing to do
with their children’s life prospects. The dissociation between parents’ choice and
the life their children could live relaxes the responsibility that parents are willing
to take in making choices.
However, from the perspective of parents, no matter of what consequences
their choices trigger, taking responsibility means that they should accept the fact
that their choices result in their children standing on different platforms—having
different starting points and resources to fulfill their ambitions. The complaint
parents make that their children fall behind others in competitions is unjustifiable
in the doctrine of luck egalitarianism because it is their choice that determines the
position where their children stand and they should assume responsibility for their
choice. So the association between choice and responsibility that luck egalitarians
establish brings us into a paradox.
The question remains: should inequalities in children that stem from
advantages/disadvantages for which their parents are responsible be neutralized?
If yes, how is such a requirement justified? I shall revisit these questions with the
conception of control that I call “relational,” which aims to elimination of the
power relations.
4. 1. 3 Control as Individualistic versus Control as Relational
1) Control as Individualistic and Its Relation to Distributions
Thomas Nagel, “Egalitarianism,” in Equality and Partiality, (New York: Oxford University.
1991): 72.
15
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As shown, the concept of control plays an essential role in luck egalitarians’
construction of distributive justice. In fact, there are two conceptions of control,
control as individualistic and control as relational. The conception of control that
underpins luck egalitarianism is individualistic. It focuses on the issue of whether
the factors that affect people’s choices are controllable. If they are, regardless of
what consequence they cause, people should take responsibility. At the same time,
people are excused from consequences “due to circumstances over which they
exercise no personal agential control.”16
Grounding in the notion of control as individualistic, distributions aim to
eliminate the effect of uncontrollable factors on people’s prospects and ensure
actual consequences are in accordance with people’s authentic will. Control as
individualistic is intuitively appealing because it is in accord with the perception
that it is only consequences that people “earn” through their efforts that can render
people responsible.
2) The Flaw of Control as Individualistic
Now, let us revisit the cases in Section 4. 1. 2. The question arises of why luck
egalitarianism fails to explain those cases. The root cause lies in the conception of
control as individualistic, which is innately flawed.
It is known that luck is ubiquitous. Given this, defining distributive justice as
insensitive to the effect of luck is unpromising, which explains the failure of luck
egalitarianism in the case of university admission. According to the doctrine of
luck egalitarianism, personal attributes should not be converted into institutional
design as advantages or disadvantages. However, it is inevitable that personal
attributes are involved into distributions. So the question is not to eliminate the
effect of luck but to explain why some attributes rather than others are considered
a standard for distributions. In this sense, social justice is not merely a distributive
scheme but also a mechanism of explanation that demonstrates to the least
advantaged that society organized in such a way is acceptable.
Moreover, implicit in the commitment to elimination of the effect of
uncontrollable factors on people’s life projects is the idea that only inequalities
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stemming from choice that can reflect people’s will. However, luck egalitarians
ignore that even if luck is involved and makes the actual consequences far from
people’s intentions, such a deviation does not mean that people act involuntarily
or recklessly. Responsibility does not cease to function in the case where luck is
involved.
As the example of personal attributes shows, although people are born with
some attributes, it is their choice that determines how to actualize the worth of
attributes and leads them to grow into the person they expect to be. Luck is
involved in people’s grow-up, but such a fact does not exempt people from taking
responsibility for their own life. Responsibility is not directed to the attributes
people are born with but to the issue of whether they spend enough efforts to
become a better person. Even if people fail in the fight against the fate—that they
finally step into the prison set up by fates, the struggle itself makes them deserve
the credit.
Note that the world does not operate in the chain of causation that one
condition necessarily accompanies an expected result. The choice people make
does not necessarily bring them to where they exactly want to go. Such a fact,
however, does not mean that actors act involuntarily. Grounding responsibility in
the full control over consequences goes too far, helping people dodge the
responsibility they should take and demeaning the role that free will plays in
pursuing conceptions of the good.
Furthermore, even if the effect of luck is neutralized, injustice still remains.
Initial justice and justice in transfer do not necessarily lead to justice in result. As
shown in Section 4. 1. 2, Harry family accumulates a massive amount of wealth
by working hard and maintaining a frugal lifestyle. The fact that wealth stems
from choice does not necessarily mean taxation on wealth is unjustifiable. When
wealth inequalities reach the extent to which they damage the worth of political
liberties or degrade the worst-off into inferiors, neutralizing the effect of wealth is
a must. Interpreting distributive justice in terms of full control (or choice) sheds
less light on this type of injustice.
Distribution of acquisitions not merely concerns the issue of whether people
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get what they deserve—getting the objects to which they devote efforts—but also
concerns the relationship people can maintain with others. For example, the
availability of resources helps people get out of the situation of being dominated
by those who monopolize resources. The association between distributions and
human relations suggests that the principle we need to distribute goods should
have a social dimension, that is, embodying its understanding of human relations.
If human relations are expected as equal, distributive justice as an embodiment of
such a relationship should ensure that all people can live as equals and that failure
not render the worst-off subservient.
Along the line, in the discussion of distributive theories, the priority is not on
the question of how people are connected with external objects, which is
derivative, but on the question of how human beings are expected to live as a
whole. Thus, the true problem with control as individualistic is exposed—it
focuses on the question of whether consequences stem from choice or luck,
attending to the relationship between people and the factors that affect their
choice, while missing the social dimension, i.e., maintaining an equal human
relationship. Thus, it either goes too far so as to eliminate the effect of factors that
does not render the worst-off subordinate but rather brings them benefits (e.g., fail
to explain the relevance of personal attributes to distributions). Or control as
individualistic is functionally limited, shedding less light on the case where
chosen consequences threaten people’s status as equals and degrade the worst-off
into the dependent (e.g., the inequalities in children).
3) Control as Relational and Its Relation to Distributions
Distributive justice should be interpreted in terms of human relations, and the
principle we need to distribute resources and opportunities should have a social
dimension. These points bring us to the notion of control used in the other sense,
i.e., relational. Control as relational does not emphasize whether the factors that
affect people’s prospects, for example, personal attributes, risks, accidents, efforts,
are within control. Rather, its main concern is to ensure people are freed from the
power relations.
Resting on this conception of control, distributive justice commits to “a moral
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ideal governing the relations in which people stand to one another.” 17 Such a
conception of justice, more specifically, holds the idea that,
“human relations must be conducted on the basis of an assumption that
everyone’s life is equally important, and that all members of a society have
equal standing. As Anderson insists, in defending a version of this ideal,
equality so understood is opposed not to luck but to oppression, to heritable
hierarchies of social status, to ideas of caste, to class privilege and the rigid
stratification of classes, and to the undemocratic distribution of power.” 18
That is, the main concern of control as relational is not to eliminate the effect of
luck but to protect people from oppression, enslavement, violence, and
exploitation—all the relations in which people are subject to others. Thus, people
can benefit from the fortune as long as it does not weaken the status of the worstoff as equals. Meanwhile, people are entitled to assistance if their choice brings
them into the power relations that undermine their status as equal participants.
4) Differences between Two Conceptions of Control
Now, the differences between the two conceptions of control are exposed—they
have different emphases. Control as individualistic construct pursues the question
of whether consequences are the result of luck or choice, whereas control as
relational is concerned with the equal human relationship. Because luck may lead
the worst-off to subject themselves to others’ will—damaging the equal human
relationship, control as relational also addresses the issue of luck. However, it
differs from the individualistic conception of control in two respects. First, the
two conceptions of control appeal to different reasons to neutralize the effect of
luck. Control as individualistic neutralizes luck because luck is bad in itself.
Control as relational addresses luck not because luck per se is incompatible with
justice but because without the restriction, it would degrade the worst-off into
inferiors. So only the fact that luck brings people into power relations can invoke
the conception of control as relational to counter the effect of luck.
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Consider the following example. Jerry has talents in business and fortunately
lives in a society that encourages and supports entrepreneurship, which means that
his talents have marketable values. The question is this: can Jerry benefit from his
talents? According to the doctrine of luck egalitarianism, Jerry does not deserve
his talents and his wealth earned through talents (good luck). By contrast, the
relational conception of control offers a different answer: luck is not a sufficient
reason to expropriate people’s possessions. Jerry is entitled to his possession if it
does not obstruct other people from becoming equal participants in social
cooperation. Jerry is taxed not because he is not allowed to benefit from his
talents but because he should return the favor he receives from social cooperation.
I shall detail this point in Section 4. 3.
The two conceptions of control also differ in the extent to which luck is
neutralized. Individualistic control aims at mitigating inequalities stemming from
luck. However, relational control does not address the effect of luck unless it
damages equal human relations.
As said, control as relational has an overlapping area with control as
individualistic because luck without restriction can develop into advantages so as
to render the well-off able to dominate the worst-off. Consider the case of the
wealthy who starts from the scratch in virtue of his talents in business and good
luck. He ends up being the super-rich. The massive amount of wealth grants him
the influence beyond the business field. Rather, his influence spills into other
fields—buying access to universities for his children, influencing the public
opinions by funding think tank, advancing his benefits by lobbying policy makers
to enact policies favoring people like him. The worst-off are marginalized by
being deprived of the access to new life, the access including the educational
opportunities and influencing policies. In this circumstance, control as relational is
invoked to resume the balance in power between different social classes. “Balance
in power” is not synonymous with equality of outcome or absolute equality. It
means that the well-off are not allowed to monopolize all benefits and
opportunities so as to reduce social mobility and make the worst-off unheard and
invisible. In accordance with the commitment to elimination of the power
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relations, institutions should neutralize the influence of wealth and tax the
wealthy. Doing so has a similar effect with the requirement for neutralizing
inequalities that stem from luck, in this case, the talents and good luck. This is the
example of how luck can be turned into power relations and the two conceptions
of control overlap at some point.
Because of the overlap between two conceptions of control over some policies
—for example, both leading to the call for avoidance of large inequalities, we face
a choice between elimination of the effect of luck, which leads to equality of
outcome or absolute equality, and preservation of the effect of luck on the
condition that it increases the benefits of the worst-off and cannot evolve into
advantages that are used to enslave people. Equality of outcome, which is the
result of strict compliance with the doctrine of luck egalitarianism, is undesirable,
for it levels down the well-being of the talented or able while does not increase
the benefits of the worst-off. Luck is allowed to affect people’s prospects as long
as (1) it brings more benefits to the worst-off in comparison with the scheme in
which luck is eliminated; and (2) it is incompatible with domination—that is, the
effect of luck is limited the extent to which it cannot be turned into means with
which the well-off dominate others.
5) Summary
Control used as relational concerns with the question of how society is organized
so as to mitigate the domination that unequal distributions of resources bring
about. Along this line, regardless of whether inequalities stem from choice or
luck, control as relational supports the assistance that enables the worst-off to
stand on an equal footing with others. Seen in this light, inequalities in children,
even if they stem from advantages or disadvantages for which their parents take
responsibility, should be mitigated on the grounds that such inequalities tend to fix
individuals into the positions they inherit from their families, which is
incompatible with the idea of maintaining an equal relationship and mobility
between social classes.
All in all, in the society structured based on the relational notion of control,
inequalities still persist, but they are restricted within a certain scale, which poses
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no threat to equal human relations. Large inequalities that stifle the vigor of
society, reduce social mobility, and degrade the worst-off into passive recipients
of social welfare are incompatible with the notion of control as relational.

4. 2 Rawls and Luck Egalitarianism
With the help of the two conceptions of control, I shall show that Rawls is not a
luck egalitarian and that his approach to differences should be found elsewhere.
Section 4. 2 is transitional, preparing us for entry into Section 4. 3, in which
Rawls’s interpretation of differences in personal attributes and inequalities is
explicitly exposed.
4. 2. 1 The Main Concerns of Rawls’s Distribution Theory
1) Cohen’s Critique of the Difference Principle
Some quasi-luck-egalitarian ideas have appeared in Rawls’s theory. For example,
he mentions three types of contingencies (i.e., natural, social, and luck) and
suggests that distributions should be independent of these arbitrary factors. 19 The
phrase “native endowment as a common asset”20 suggests that talents are
personally undeserved. Rawls’s removal of moral desert from his conception of
justice, in the view of critics, seems to deny the intrinsic values of personal
attributes. In accordance with this idea, distributive justice is to eliminate the
effect of moral arbitrariness. As G. A. Cohen says, “none should fare worse than
others through no fault of their own and modern sociological sophistication about
the actual sources of how people fare: the moral arbitrariness claim puts
accidentally caused inequality under a cloud, as far as justice is concerned.”21
These quasi-luck-egalitarian statements have led some scholars to categorize
Rawls into the camp of luck egalitarianism. For instance, Will Kymlicka contends

Three kinds of contingencies include: “(a) their social class of origin: the class into which they
are born and develop before the age of reason; (b) their native endowments (as opposed to their
realized endowments); and their opportunities to develop these endowments as affected by their
social class of origin; (c) their good or ill fortune, or good or bad luck, over the course of life (how
they are affected by illness and accident; and, say, by periods of involuntary unemployment and
regional economic decline).” John Rawls, Justice as Fairness: A Restatement, (ed.) Erin Kelly,
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2001): 55.
20 See Rawls, Justice as Fairness, 74-5.
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that Rawls is “‘motivated’ by the desire to produce a theory that is ‘ambition
sensitive’ but ‘endowment insensitive’—a theory that makes people’s fortunes
depend on their choices but not on their natural endowments or other unchosen
circumstances.” 22
However, Rawls’s difference principle allows inequalities that stem from luck
(arbitrariness/contingencies), which seems to derail the commitment to
neutralizing the effect of luck. As Cohen argues, “justice opposes differences of
fortune between people that are due to morally arbitrary causes, because they are
unfair […] But the difference principle is blind to comparisons between people,
and in the relevant, fundamental sense, and therefore permits that unfairness
without any ado.”23
Cohen’s critique of the difference principle gives us an impression that his
distributive theory goes further than Rawls in mitigating inequalities. This
impression may lead us to think the difference between Cohen and Rawls is in
policies. That is, both commit to make distributions insensitive to luck, but differ
in how to achieve this commitment. However, the difference between Cohen and
Rawls is in principle—Cohen is a typical luck egalitarian while Rawls is not.
2) The Basic Ideas in Rawls’s Distributive Theory
The conflict between the difference principle and Rawls’s commitment to
mitigating the effect of arbitrariness is based on the misinterpretation of the basic
ideas that underpin Rawls’s theory of distribution. Mitigation of the effect of
arbitrariness on people’s prospects, or denial of increased benefits flowing from
contingencies, such as talents, social background, and the like, is not the main
concern of Rawls’s distributive theory. As Samuel Freeman highlights,
“Fundamental to Rawls’s conception of distributive justice (I believe) is the
idea (or combination of ideas) of reciprocity among free and equal democratic
citizens who are socially productive and engaged in ongoing social cooperation
(which always includes political cooperation) on grounds of mutual respect.” 24
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Rawls’s main concern is the establishment of a distributive scheme that makes it
possible for all people to become equal participants of social cooperation. So
underpinning Rawls’s distributive theory is not the conception of control as
individualistic but control as relational. More specifically, Rawls’s distributive
theory is built on four fundamental ideas, two of which are these: society as social
cooperation and persons with two moral powers.25 Rawls conceives of individuals
as citizens capable of participating in social cooperation and society as a union of
active participants. Echoing the ideas of persons and society, distributive justice
aims to shape people’s capacities to fully participate in social cooperation. Thus
control as individualistic that braces the doctrine of luck egalitarianism is absent
in Rawls’s theory of distribution.
The relational perspective is also manifest in Rawls’s support for POD. In such
a society, the widespread and availability of resources free people from the power
relations that stem from an unequal distribution of resources and eradicate the
situation where the well-off exploit the worst-off in virtue of their advantages in
resources.
So Rawls’s distributive theory is less concerned with the question of whether
inequalities stem from choice or luck and more concerned with how to make
people become active participants and escape from the power relations. Then
control for Rawls does not mean control over factors that affect people’s prospects
but that people are freed from the relations of being enslaved, dominated,
exploited by others who control access to resources. Therefore, the core of
Rawls’s distributive theory is evidently not the luck–choice principle but the idea
of persons as equal participants in social cooperation. Interpreted in this way,
Rawls’s distributive theory has no conflict with the difference principle. That is,
inequalities stemming from luck are permissible as long as they do not reduce
people into subservient existences or passive recipients of welfare.
4. 2. 2 Differences between Rawls and Luck Egalitarians
More specifically, Rawls differs from luck egalitarians in three respects. First,
luck egalitarians interpret luck as undeserved, and their main concern is to
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eliminate the effects of luck. However, luck is not Rawls’s main concern. He is
concerned with the problem of organizing society to enable all people to grow into
competent participants in the cooperative system. Although he mentions moral
arbitrariness, luck, or contingencies, his focus is not on the question of whether
the effect of luck is fully mitigated, but rather on whether luck blocks people from
entering the cooperative system and developing equal relations with other
members.
Rawls also differs from luck egalitarians in the extent to which luck is
neutralized. Luck egalitarians suggest that luck should be neutralized if it affects
people’s choices. Note that the extent to which luck is neutralized depends on how
luck is categorized. Because luck is ubiquitous, the extreme version of luck
egalitarianism supports equality of outcome.26 Rawls is much milder regarding the
effect of luck: departure from equalities is permissible if doing so does not
obstruct the worst-off from conducting their projects and maintaining equal
relations with others. T. M. Scanlon states that inequalities cannot be reasonably
objected so long as “(a) the position to which greater rewards are attached are
‘open to all under conditions of fair equality of opportunity’ and (b) these
inequalities do not give rise to unacceptable stigmatization of some members of
the society as inferior.” 27
Rawls also differs from luck egalitarians in his approach to distributions. Luck
egalitarians pursue the question of whether consequences are immune to luck. If
they are, justice has been carried out, and they do not consider the servitude
caused by people’s deliberate but unfavorable choices. Rawls’s approach is
holistic. The starting point of his theory is ensuring that all people live a decent
life and maintain equal relationships with others. Rawls understands distributive
justice from the viewpoint of human relations.
Despite these differences, Rawls overlaps with luck egalitarianism on certain
points. People being born with different personal attributes is a fact. However,
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institutional arrangements amplify the differences in personal attributes, turning
them from a natural fact into institutional advantages/disadvantages, where people
benefit differently from their natural or social assets. For Rawls, the differences in
personal attributes become a matter of distributions when they damage people’s
status as equals, for example, when disabilities impair the ability of an individual
to engage in social cooperation. In this circumstance, the effect of bad luck on
people’s prospects would be addressed by Rawls. In short, Rawls mentions luck or
contingencies not because luck per se is his main concern but because it has
obstructed people from becoming fully cooperating members of social
cooperation.
4. 2. 3 Rawls, Cohen, and Expensive Taste
Of luck egalitarians, Cohen is the most typical because his response to expensive
taste is completely in accordance with the doctrine of luck egalitarianism—the
luck-choice principle. 28 Implicit in this principle is the idea of “earning” and
control as individualistic. It is only the consequences stemming from the factors
that are within people’s control that can render them responsible. By this standard,
expensive tastes should be counted as luck because the cost of meeting them is
outside of one’s control. A comparison between Cohen and Rawls in their
response to expensive taste further shows that Rawls is not luck egalitarian.
1) Cohen: Subsidy for Expensive Taste
For luck egalitarians, people are entitled to subsidy for the expensive taste they
have if it is the result of the bad luck. Such a taste like addition is what people
want to get rid of. Subsidy is grounded in bad brute luck. By this logic, it is
inferred that people are not entitled to subsidy if expensive taste is self-nurtured—
people choose to live an expensive life.
However, the strict compliance with the doctrine of luck egalitarianism brings
us to a different conclusion: self-nurtured expensive preferences also entail the
demand for subsidy. In Section 4. 1, it has been shown that luck egalitarians define
choice in terms of full control and that the factors that are beyond people’s control
are categorized into luck. If so, expensive taste, even if it is self-cultivated, is
Note that luck egalitarians do not reach a consensus on how to deal with differences in personal
attributes and on whether to subsidize expensive taste.
28
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considered luck because it happens to be expensive. As Cohen states, “a person’s
tastes are expensive in the required sense if and only if, as I have explained, they
are such that it costs more to provide that person than to provide others with given
levels of satisfaction or fulfillment.”29 The fact that the hobbies are expensive is
out of an individual’s control; thus, compensation should be provided regardless
of whether the expensive tastes are self-nurtured or given.
So far, it makes sense why Cohen supports the subsidy for Judy’s flight to
Spain to watch bullfights, the desire that Judy cultivates after reading
Hemingway.30 Similarly, Mozart lovers are entitled to the subsidy for their
musical preference. “A typical unnrich bearer of an expensive musical taste would
regard it as a piece of bad luck not that he has taste itself but that it happens to be
expensive […] He might say that in a perfect world he would have chosen to have
his actual musical taste, but he would also have chosen that it not be expensive.” 31
2) Rawls: Rejection of Subsidy for Expensive Taste
Rawls holds a different stance on expensive taste. According to him, people have
the capacity to form, develop, and revise their conceptions of the good. Given
this, if the preferences are expensive so that people have no enough resources to
meet them, the capacity people have to revise their life projects makes it possible
that people adjust their conception of the good so as to match with resources
available to them. Inadequacy of resources in meeting all projects people pursue
signals that resources should be given to the project that is essential to people’s
self-understanding.
Furthermore, not meeting people’s expensive preferences does not necessarily
render the individuals in question subordinate. Despite expensive tastes being
unsatisfied, people with such tastes remain their status as equals, able to keep an
equal relationship with others. Note that Rawls may support subsidy for expensive
tastes if they function like addition that makes harder for people to live a normal
life or obstructs people from participating in social cooperation. In this
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circumstance, the commitment to making people become equal participants would
lead Rawls to accept the subsidy to people with expensive tastes.

4. 3 Differences as a Common Asset and the Idea of Social Cooperation
Section 4. 2 has shown that Rawls is not a luck egalitarian. It is the idea of persons
as equal participants and the idea of social cooperation that underpin his theories
of distribution and property. In this section, I flesh out these basic ideas and
demonstrate that differences of personal attributes as a common asset imply an
egalitarian ethos.
4. 3. 1 Differences and the Idea of Persons with Two Moral Powers
The main concern of Rawls’s distributive theory is to conceptualize “the most
appropriate conception of justice for specifying the terms of social cooperation
between citizens regarded as free and equal, and as normal and fully cooperating
members of society over a complete life.”32 He thus brackets the question of
“what is owed to those who fail to meet this condition, either temporally (from
illness and accident) or permanently.”33 So Rawls does not consider disability,
illness, gender inequality, and racial discrimination—which are substantive causes
of differences between people in society.
Although primary goods free people from material shortage and ensure their
autonomy, they inadequately account for differences between people. Amartya
Sen criticizes Rawls’s conception of primary goods as fetishism—that it focuses
on the goods themselves rather than on the well-being brought about by these
goods.34 People differ because of social stratification and their biological
characters. Such a fact means that the well-being afforded by a given resource
differs between people. For example, a person with a disability may spend a
portion of his allocated resources on a wheelchair, whereas an abled person does
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not. Thus, the sole provision of primary goods is inadequate for disadvantaged
people to pursue their conception of the good.
However, two ideas shed light on the issue of how Rawls would respond to the
differences people have in their attributes and the effect they impose on people’s
life. One is his idea of persons as beings with two moral powers: a sense of justice
and a conception of the good; these generally refer to people’s capacities for full
participation in social cooperation. In Section 2. 1. 1, I have shown the
relationship between differences in personal attributes and the idea of persons
with the moral powers. In brief, Rawls would agree that more resources should be
given to people whose differences hinder them from being cooperative members
of society.
4. 3. 2 Differences as a Common Asset
1) Social Cooperation and Mutual Complementarity
The other idea is that Rawls views differences of talents as a common asset. When
he claims “native endowments as a common asset,” the differences of native
endowments and not the endowments themselves are perceived as common.35 The
fact that people are born with different attributes is universally known; however,
people cannot utilize or amplify the value of their attributes without a cooperative
system. Because the worth of personal attributes is assigned through a cooperative
system, differences of native endowments are common.
“Consider a group of musicians every one of whom could have trained
himself to play equally well as the others any instrument in the orchestra, but
who each have by a kind of tacit agreement set out to perfect their skills on the
one they have chosen so as to realize the powers of all in their joint
performances.” 36
So, social cooperation enables people to enjoy complementarity with each other.
Consider the following example: people with talents in business have different
fates in agricultural society and commercial society. This example illustrates that
whether and the extent to which people can benefit from their attributes depend on
John Rawls, Justice as Fairness: A Restatement, (ed.) Erin Kelly, (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 2001): 75.
35
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how society is organized and structured. Talents are not merely a natural fact but
institutional. In this sense, Rawls views the differences of personal attributes as a
common asset, and how to distributive these differences is not merely a personal
issue but a matter of justice, concerning the operation of the system that enables
people to benefit from their attributes. So the well-off should not reap all of the
benefits earned through their attributes. Rather, some of these benefits should be
left to others, for example, the worst-off, to reward for the contribution they make
in creating differences of personal attributes.
2) Social Cooperation: Not Necessarily Fair
Critics may argue that the dependence of social cooperation to fulfill the potential
of personal attributes does not imply the need for redistribution.37 Even without
compensation to the worst-off, they are willing to participate in social
cooperation, and the cooperative system can be maintained continuously. This
argument is based on two ideas. First, a cooperative system benefits everyone.
Second, the least advantaged benefit the most from the cooperative system. By
cooperating with the talented, the untalented receive more goods than what they
would have in cooperation with the untalented. Therefore, the untalented have
benefited from a cooperative system that makes it possible for them to work with
the talented.
Then critics conclude that people’s contribution to a market still stems from the
merits of their own characters; that is, contributions that people make correspond
to the value assigned to their attributes. Redistribution from the well-off to the
worst-off is unfair to the well-off. So the fact that people rely upon the
cooperative system to achieve the worth of their characters is applicable not
merely to the well-off but to all people. Differences in personal attributes, even if
they are produced in the cooperative system, do not entail the requirement for
redistribution or compensation to the worst-off. Meanwhile, the fact that a
cooperative system benefits the least advantaged ensures that their willingness to
cooperate with others is not undermined by the lack of further compensation.
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However, critics ignore that social cooperation not only helps people realize
but also amplifies the potential of their characters. The fact that the least
advantaged benefit from social cooperation does not mean that they benefit from
social cooperation as equally as the well-off. In fact, the value of personal
attributes is variable and depends upon supply and demand and other factors. That
is, the value assigned to personal attributes is contingent on how a cooperative
system is structured; for example, people with the same or similar characters face
different situations in different cooperative systems. This shows that a cooperative
system cannot be established independently of human intention, nor can it be fair
so as to provide people equal opportunities to fulfill their potential. Rather, the
cooperative system is organized selectively, favoring people with certain
attributes.
Because of the selective feature of social cooperation, certain attributes are
converted into talents or institutional advantages while others into disadvantages.
For example, in the primitive stage of human society, individuals who were good
at hunting and planting enjoyed a significant advantage. However, in modern
times, these abilities are almost not recognized as talents or advantages.
Additionally, people with these abilities gain fewer shares than those with
capacities of calculation, abstract thinking, or design. Seen in this light, personal
attributes that are considered inferior in the current system are possibly developed
into talents or advantages in other cooperative systems.
If a cooperative system is not necessarily neutral but favors people with certain
attributes, then the contributions people make are not completely attributed to
their efforts or the merits of their personal attributes but to others’ contributions or
even sacrifices. In other words, differences accrued from personal attributes are
not merely a result of personal effort but based on the contribution or even
sacrifice others make in helping the well-off benefit from their talents.
4. 3. 3 The Idea of Social Cooperation and the Well-Being of the Worst-Off
1) Nagel: Prioritize the Well-Being of the Worst-Off
Thomas Nagel reminds us that we should give the worst-off a priority in their
claim on our concern. The priority of the well-being of the worst-off does not
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cease to apply above the level of basic need. He grounds this strong version of the
priority in two ideas. One is related to the individualized impartial concern.
According to Nagel, impartiality “comes from our capacity to take up a point of
view which abstracts from who we are, but which appreciates fully and takes to
heart the value of every person’s life and welfare.” 38 The ability we have to think
about us as others, put ourselves in others’ shoes, and imagine what it is like for
each of individuals involved to live in a certain social structure makes it possible
that we can imagine the life we would live as the worst-off. So the individualized
impartial concern impels individuals to choose social ideal designed to prioritize
the well-being of the worst-off.
Meanwhile, prioritizing the well-being of the worst-off, in Nagel’s view, is
intuitively right.
“[T]he subject of an egalitarian principle is not the distribution of particular
rewards to individuals at some time, but the prospective quality of their lives as
a whole, from birth death (a point stressed by Rawls). Contemplating the
differences in life prospects at birth which are built into any system of social
stratification, I do not think that our sense of priority for improvements in the
position of those lower down on the scale is exhausted by the case of the
absolutely needy.” 39
This view echoes Rawls. As he says, people enter the social cooperation by birth
and leave till death, spending their whole life in this system. In this sense, how
society is organized and the goods are distributed concerns the life prospects
people would have. Thus, for people who take seriously their life projects and
know the importance of social structure, the institutional arrangements giving the
priority to the well-being of the worst-off is attractive.
2) The Idea of Social Cooperation and the Well-Being of the Worst-Off
In addition to the above reasons, we concern the well-being of the worst-off also
because the cooperative system they live in is not necessarily fair. People tend to
incorrectly perceive a social structure to be given by nature, to evolve
Thomas Nagel, “Egalitarianism,” in Equality and Partiality, (New York: Oxford University,
1991): 64-65.
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independently of human intention, or to be neutral toward different conceptions of
the good. However, a social structure is the product of human action and selective,
singling out some attributes and turning them to advantages, which means that it
may favor some groups of people at the expense of others. Thus, being the worstoff does not mean that they are born with some inferior attributes but that the
attributes they have are not favored by the society they live in. In this sense, being
the worst-off is not a natural fact but socially created.
For example, job allocation, in Iris Young’s account, is political: it embodies
the values and norms of a social structure. 40 Job allocation favors people with
attributes favored by the prevailing social structure. Even disability, an ostensibly
natural phenomenon, is a political issue. According to popular perception,
disability is an absence of attributes that “enable normal people to live
independently, compete in job markets, have a satisfying social life, and so on.”41
In Young’s view, people with disabilities are disadvantaged not because of the
lack of certain attributes but because of “the lack of fit between the attributes of
certain persons and structures, practices, norms, and aesthetic standards dominant
in the society.”42 In other words, institutions presuppose a range of functions that
is presumed to constitute what is normal, where people out of this artificially
delineated range are deemed to be disabled. Therefore, disability relates to
institutional arrangements (an institution–person mismatch) and is a human-made
harm. Given this, when considering how to deal with differences between people,
we should focus on institutions, specifically on the issue of whether institutions
allocate equal concern to people’s differences.
Because the worst-off may be a group of people who are disadvantaged by
current system (the attributes or conceptions of the good they hold are not suitable
to the mainstream), concern for the well-being of the worst-off is to compensate
them for the injustice they may fare in developing their talents and practicing their

Iris Young, “Affirmative Action and the Myth of Merit,” in Justice and the Politics of
Difference, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990): 192-225.
41 Iris Young, “Structural Injustice and the Politics of Difference,” in Lenz, H & Dallmann, A. (ed.)
Justice, Governance, Cosmopolitanism, and the Politics of Difference: Reconfigurations in a
Transnational World, (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, 2007): 86.
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lifestyle.
In sum, we concern and prioritize the well-being of the worst-off for the
following reasons.
(1) The worst-off may be disadvantaged by current system of cooperation,
which views their attributes as inferior and diminishes their opportunities to
fulfill their potential.
(2) The worst-off play an essential role in helping the well-off generate the
differences accrued from personal attributes.
(3) People spend their whole life in this system, and thus rational people would
choose a social system in which even the worst-off can lead a decent life.
4. 3. 4 The Idea of Social Cooperation and Removal of Moral Desert
The idea of social cooperation also explains why Rawls removes the idea of moral
desert from his political conception of distribution. In a strict sense, the idea of
moral desert refers to the the moral worth of a person’s character, which according
to Rawls, is determined by a comprehensive doctrine and a particular action.43 To
use moral desert as a metric for distributions is to reward people on the basis of
the value of their characters. Because the value of a person’s characters is
determined by the comprehensive doctrine he holds and the action he takes, to
reward a person for the merit of his character is to reward or recognize the value
of his comprehensive doctrine or particular action.
Rawls highlights that distributive shares tend to not correspond to moral desert.
Although justice as fairness recognizes the moral desert applicable in daily life,
moral desert cannot be incorporated into a political conception of justice.44 At first
glance, Rawls’s rejection of moral desert as a metric of distribution is counterintuitive. Some characters offer lucrative values, and people having them create
wealth or make contributions. Hence, rewarding people for the value of their
characters seemingly makes sense; distributive shares should correspond to the
idea of moral desert, that is, they should be in accordance with the value of
people’s personal qualities. If we delve deeper, paying our attention to the idea of
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social cooperation and differences as a common asset, however, Rawls’s removal
of moral desert from distributive theory is justifiable.
1) Moral Desert and the Idea of Social Cooperation
As shown, the increased benefits accrued from personal attributes not merely stem
from personal efforts but also from others’ contributions. Differences in personal
attributes are a joint product. Moral desert, which views people’s attributes as a
personal product, originating from people’s particular actions, ignores the role a
cooperative system plays in facilitating people’s attributes.
Moreover, if moral desert is incorporated into distributive theory, the
distributive shares earned by people become an indicator of the value or merit of
their character. Thus, for people who gain only a few material goods, the fewer
share is emblematic of the worthlessness of their character, suggesting that the life
they pursue is unworthy. Hence, as a determinant of reward distributions, moral
desert humiliates the least advantaged.
Let us imagine a scenario in which the value is ascribed to appearance and
good looking people are offered more goods. In this distributive scheme, the
bigger the distributive share people receive, the more valuable their appearances
are. For the least advantaged, the fewer shares signal that their appearances hold
no value. Thus institutionalizing moral desert as a metric for distributing material
goods harms the economically disadvantaged. To truly respect each individual,
distributive shares should be independent of the moral worth of personal
attributes.
2) Moral Desert and the Fact of Reasonable Pluralism
Another reason for making distributive theory independent of moral desert is
related to the fact of reasonable pluralism. According to Rawls, we live in the
world featuring the diverse comprehensive doctrines in philosophy, religion, and
aesthetics—all of which are reasonable but in conflict. In Rawls’s view,
disagreements on values or ideas are not only ineradicable but also reasonable,
because they are the result of people’s exercise of their reasoning and freedom.
Therefore, a theory that can accommodate conflicting comprehensive doctrines is
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warranted, and distributive justice should be conceptualized without reference to
any comprehensive doctrines.
As shown, moral desert presupposes a conception of the good. Thus echoing
the fact of reasonable pluralism, distributive theory should be distanced from the
idea of moral desert. As Rawls says, “Having conflicting conceptions of the good,
citizens cannot agree on a comprehensive doctrine to specify an idea of moral
desert for political purposes.”45
3) Moral Desert versus Legitimate Expectations
Furthermore, moral desert cannot, on its own, explain why some personal
attributes are more appropriate than others as metrics for distributions. People
possess many attributes that can be perceived as valuable, such as good looks,
reflexivity, sound physical and mental health, and strength. In some cases, talents
such as strong analytical or critical thinking make people entitled to some
resources or opportunities. In sports, persons with good reflexes, team-playing
abilities, and significant physical strength are more entitled to rewards than people
with gorgeous appearances. The idea of moral desert is insufficient for answering
the question of which personal attribute is relevant in concrete cases.
On this point, our expectation of what we want to achieve in competitions,
matches, and games determines which personal attributes are proper to serve as a
metric of distribution. The desert bases are, in part, determined by the nature of
the distribution in question; that is, moral desert relies upon our expectations of
competitions and institutions to specify the desert base, thereby determining the
attributes that are deserving of acquisitions.
Now, the notion of legitimate expectations comes into view. Different from
moral desert, legitimate expectations are established through social institutions.
According to this notion, people obtain rewards or shares of acquisitions for
fulfilling the roles assigned to them. More specifically, “given a just system of
cooperation as a framework of public rules, and the expectations set up by it,
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those who, with the prospect of improving their condition, have done what the
system announces it will reward are entitled to have their expectations met.” 46
It might be argued that for Rawls, it is the principles of justice rather than our
expectations of society and human relations that govern the rules of distributions.
However, this view ignores that Rawls’s distributive theory is derivative from
certain fundamental ideas, among which the idea of social cooperation and
political conception of people merit discussion. Rawls perceives a society as a
cooperative system and views people as beings with the capacity for a sense of
justice and a conception of the good. Justice as fairness is contingent on the
achievement of these ideas (i.e., the idea of society and conception of persons).
Therefore, it makes sense of saying that our expectations of society and human
relations govern the rule of distributions.
Besides, critics argue that distributive theory should include the idea of moral
desert for two primary reasons.47 First, personal attributes are required to specify
the rules of competitions or distributions. The rules that make sportsmen eligible
for rewards should be governed “by considerations of desert or moral worth
derived from the very conditions of the game.” 48 If the reward is given to people
who lack the attributes a competition requires, then it loses its meaning. For
example, if football matches reward sportsmen who are without outstanding skills
in terms of ability to play the game, physical strength, or the spirit of cooperation,
few people would say that the winners deserve their victory. This example is
illustrated here to explain rewards should be distributed in accordance with the
merit of personal attributes.
Moreover, if people’s entitlement to distributive shares is derivative from
institutional specifications, then the distributive scheme giving people their due
cannot be guaranteed. Therefore, the notion of legitimate expectations requires
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moral desert, which, as an independent standard, assesses whether institutions act
impartially in distributing rewards. 49
In response, we should first note that Rawls’s notion of legitimate expectations
contains a critical force. It presupposes the existence of a cooperative scheme that
is governed by his conception of justice (justice as fairness). Therefore, not all
rules or expectations that are derived from institutions would be adopted by
Rawls. He only extends support to those expectations that pass the test of justice
as fairness.
Besides, in a society where distributive shares are independent of moral desert,
people with certain attributes, such as genetic endowments, still obtain more
shares than people with less appealing attributes. So Rawls does not deny that
people with certain attributes would obtain more shares or that personal attributes
are relevant to distributions. What he denies is the reason behind shares of
acquisitions—the reason that people have superior personal attributes. Rewards
offered to people with certain attributes are not for the superiority of the said traits
but for the time and effort they spend fulfilling institutional expectations. As
Rawls says, these rewards are to “cover the costs of training, and to encourage the
efforts of learning, as well as to direct ability to where it best furthers the common
interests.” 50 Therefore, in Rawls’s distributive scheme, an association between
personal attributes and distributions still exists, but such an association is
independent of the idea that it is the moral worth of certain attributes that entitles
the people with those attributes to material goods or rewards.
Overall, Rawls’s removal of moral desert and emphasis on legitimate
expectations in his distributive theory express three ideas. First, people are
entitled to the possessions they acquire through hard work. Second, cooperative
systems should be kept operative continuously. Third, although people are entitled
to their possessions, their possessions are not an embodiment of the superiority of
their attributes. Differences in personal attributes stem from the combination of a
person’s efforts and others’ contributions. Therefore, when we enjoy our
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possessions, we should bear in mind that they too are the result of cooperation
among people.
4. 3. 5 Differences as a Common Asset and Uniqueness of People
1) Critique: The Idea of Common Asset Evens out the Differences between People
The expression “differences of native endowments” invites a critique about
liberals’ conception of the self, which, in the view of critics, is thin, unsituated,
and purified. Note that differences in personal attributes, such as talents,
intelligence, social status, family background, play an essential role in people’s
self-understanding and distinguishing them from others. Differences as a common
asset, critics argue, suggest that people do not deserve the differences that
constitute their identities. The conception of the self that abstracts itself from its
attributes is unsituated and superficial.
Nozick illuminates this point with the following example.
“If nothing of moral significance could flow from what was arbitrary, then
no particular person’s existence could be of moral significance, since which of
the many sperm cells succeeds in fertilizing the egg cell (so far as we know) is
arbitrary from a moral point of view […] Each existing person is the product of
a process wherein the one sperm cell which succeeds is no more deserving than
the millions that fail. Should we wish that process had been ‘fairer’ as judged
by Rawls’ standards, that all ‘inequalities’ in it had been rectified?” 51
If we accept Rawls’s claim that endowments or other attributes are a common
asset and personally undeserved, then sperms and eggs are also undeserved. Thus,
people, as a product of sperms and eggs, exist arbitrarily. Similarly, if the
attributes that define who we are, including talents, attachments, loyalties, and
social background, are considered a common asset, then the identity we view as
essential and unique becomes personally undeserved. Furthermore, if people do
not deserve the differences that originate from natural or social traits, the
differences that distinguish a person from others are homogenized. Therefore, by
Rawls’s logic, it is inferred that people do not deserve their identities and
uniqueness.
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Critics then conclude that the conception of the self in Rawls’s distributive
theory is purified and thin. As Michael Sandel says, “Once we agree to regard the
distribution of talents as a common asset, it matters little how some came to reside
in you and others in me.”52 Nozick and Sandel highlight that justifying the
uniqueness of people’s identities becomes problematic if attributes that constitute
people’s identity are considered personally undeserved.
2) Rejoinder
To respond to Nozick’s and Sandel’s critique, we must demonstrate that Rawls’s
denial of moral desert in his distributive theory is compatible with his recognition
of the intrinsic value of people’s identities and existence. Liberals like Rawls do
not deny the importance of community and social relations in shaping people’s
understanding of self.53 People construct their identities in interaction with others.
In this sense, the intrinsic value of identities is socially ascribed, thereby
presupposing the existence of a society or community. Meanwhile, as explained
above, Rawls denies moral desert as a metric of distribution partly because the
values of personal attributes are the result of social cooperation. Therefore, the
message Rawls sends by denying moral desert is the same as the essence of
personal identity: it is in social cooperation that people form self-understanding
and create the values of personal attributes.
Note that differences of personal attributes as a common asset do not imply
collective ownership. The issue of how to distribute the common asset is governed
by Rawls’s conception of justice, which protects people’s basic liberties and
maximizes material prospects of the least advantaged. So the worry that organs
would be transplanted from one to another without the possessors’ permission if
talents and other attributes are regarded as a common asset is baseless. Forced
transplant of organs would be rejected by Rawls’s first principle on the grounds
that doing so violates a person’s right to be integral.
All in all, the idea of differences as a common asset implies an egalitarian
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scheme of distribution—the winner-take-all scheme is undesirable and
unjustifiable. It also reminds us of being humble and grateful.

Closing Remarks
Rawls highlights that differences in personal attributes are produced in the
cooperative system. In this sense, these differences are viewed as a common asset,
and the distribution of differences is not only a personal issue but also relates to
the operation of the social system. Given the role of social cooperation in the
differences people accrue from their attributes, the principle for the distribution of
this common asset should have a social dimension. That is, distributions should
not merely be sensitive to people’s choice but also serve the role of keeping the
cooperative system running.
This social dimension, however, is absent in the doctrine of luck
egalitarianism, which is mainly concerned with the issue of whether consequences
(e.g., inequalities, responsibility) are attributable to factors within people’s
control. As shown, even if inequalities stemming from luck are eliminated,
injustice remains because the unequal distribution of resources may introduce
power relations, leading to the worst-off being dominated, exploited, or
oppressed. So overemphasis on luck/choice makes luck egalitarians ignore that
injustice appears in the interactions between people. As discussed in this chapter,
regardless of whether the inequalities are the result of luck or choice, the fact that
they damage people’s status as equals is incompatible with justice and sufficient
to call for assistance to the unfortunate in that situation.
Different from luck egalitarians, for Rawls, the main concern of distributions is
to shape people’s capacity to engage in social cooperation. People are allowed to
benefit from their attributes if their attributes are considered appropriate as a
standard for distributions and the benefits they earn through attributes do not
block others from carrying out their projects and joining in social cooperation. In
the case of university admissions, the wealthy have undeniable advantages
because their wealth enables them to afford tuition costs, the fees for standardized
tests and extracurricular activities. Wealth may not buy access to prestigious
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universities, but it increases the chance of the wealthy of being admitted because
of the connection between money and the cost of education. Such a connection
cannot be eliminated. Rather, it is acceptable as long as people from all sections of
society: (1) have adequate resources or goods to carry out their life projects (e.g.,
educational opportunities); and (2) can change the status they inherit from their
families. Thus, the problem is not the connection between wealth and the chance
of getting something good but that the monopolization of benefits by the wealthy
reduces social mobility for the less wealthy.
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Chapter Five The Idea of Persons as Equals and Property Rights:
Between Nozick and Rawls

Introduction
So far, the differences between Nozick and Rawls in their ideas of persons and
property theories have been clear. It is said that Nozick’s theory of property leaves
no room for equality. However, the idea of equality in the formal sense can be
found in his idea of self-ownership. The formal equality does not ensure that
people have resources to live an effectively autonomy life. It rather emphasizes
that people are owners of themselves and that no one can use them without their
permission. By contrast, the idea of equality in Rawls’s property theory is
substantive, aiming to shaping people into active participants in social cooperation
with capacities to maintain an equal relationship with others.
Meanwhile, the idea of equality can be interpreted from the other perspective—
in relation to the differences people have in their personal attributes, which is one
reason for material inequalities.
In this chapter, I summarize Nozick’s and Rawls’s property theories and ideas
of persons from these two perspectives. Section 5. 1 frames the idea of equality
according to the distinction between the formal and substantive equality. Section
5. 2 revolves around equality in relation to differences.

5. 1 Three Models of Persons and Theories of Property
Nozick and Rawls have obvious differences in property rights and taxation
policies. And their differences in views on property rights can largely be explained
by their use of different models of persons. Herein, I summarize how Nozick and
Rawls define the idea of persons as equals and how this idea relates to their
property theories.
5. 1. 1 Nozick’s Idea of Persons and Absolute Property Rights
1) Self-Ownership and the Idea of Equality in the Formal Sense
Nozick’s theory of property is typically interpreted as a defense of liberties,
leaving less room for equality. However, a sympathetic reading of Nozick reveals
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that equality is present in his theory, mainly manifesting in the thesis of selfownership. According to it, people have absolute rights over themselves,
including their bodies, minds, and possessions obtained by using themselves. All
people are the bosses of their lives, and without their consent, no one can use their
possessions. In this sense, peoples are equal, regardless of their wealth or property
ownership status. Even for the people who live the life of servitude, the fact that
they choose such a life by exercising the rights over themselves means that they
are as equal as those who are not in servitude.
Nozick’s equality is formal and thin without reference to provisions that free
people from material shortages. Without a commitment to material provisions, the
condition of authenticity is absent in his property theory. Because of this, people’s
choice to be slaves is possibly not the result of free will but rather due to material
shortage. On this point, Nozick’s libertarians differ from those who believe that
“equality of income or wealth is a precondition for treating persons as equals.” 1
In addition to self-ownership, an assumption regarding world resources and the
Lockean proviso also function in Nozick’s justification of the absolute right to
property. Implicit in his theory is the assumption that natural resources are
unowned, suggesting that latecomers have no claims to resources. If this
suggestion were true, along with the consideration of the scarcity of world
resources, people’s appropriations would turn latecomers into a propertyless class.
Nonetheless, being propertyless, in Nozick’s account, does not mean the
situation of that person is worse off because Nozick defines “worse” not in terms
of freedoms over resources but of material welfare. This is the core of the
Lockean proviso. According to it, the situation of the propertyless is not worsened
if they obtain more material goods than what they would have in common usage.
Implicitly in this claim is the premise that gains in material welfare can
compensate people for the loss of freedom over resources. Therefore, in essence,
the Lockean proviso supports the trade-off between material welfare and freedom
over resources.
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However, material welfare and freedom over resources are incommensurable,
contributing to different types of satisfaction. Gains in material welfare cannot
offset the loss of freedom to utilize resources. In this sense, the material welfare
received by the propertyless cannot compensate for their obstructed access to
resources and rights to property. Despite increased material welfare flowing to
them, their restricted access to resources indicates that they are disadvantaged.
Nozick’s arguments for absolute property rights are formulated as follows:
(1) World resources are initially unowned.
(2) People have absolute rights over themselves; that is, they can use
themselves in any manner they wish, including by relinquishing their rights
(the thesis of self-ownership).
(3) People’s appropriations of unowned resources are justifiable as long as they
do not make the material welfare of others worse than what they would have in
common usage (the Lockean proviso).
(4) Taxation on people’s legitimate possessions for the sake of public good is
equivalent to forced labor.
Each of these propositions has been attacked. For example, the assumption about
world resources is challenged by left-libertarians (e.g., Peter Vallentyre, Hillel
Steiner, and Michael Otsuka), who assume that world resources are distributed in
an egalitarian manner.2 Thus people have claims to world resources, or at least
“have a moral right to oversee their use in the interest of the common good.”3
Because of the egalitarian distribution of resources, left-libertarians reach a
conclusion different from Nozick’s—that in appropriating resources, people
should consider others’ material prospects or access to resources. So world
ownership restricts people’s power over themselves. In other words, people are
not allowed to maximize power over themselves by using resources that should be
distributed to others.
Concerning left-wing libertarians’ stances on world ownership, see Michael Otsuka,
Libertarianism without Inequality, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2003); Hillel Steiner, “The Natural
Right to the Means of Production,” The Philosophical Quarterly (1960-), Vol. 27, No. 106
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The thesis of self-ownership also incurs criticism. On the basis of selfownership, people can dispose of themselves in any manner they choose, and no
one can force them to use their bodies or minds for the sake of others’ well-being.
Therefore, people are allowed to sell themselves into slavery and stand by when
someone is in need. Critics argue that these cases, which are derived from selfownership, reveal the implausibility of self-ownership.
2) Equals as Self-Owners: Too Weak and Going too Far
Bracketing the aforementioned controversies, I review two problems relevant to
the theme of this thesis: Nozick’s idea of persons as equals and the property rights
derived from this idea.
I have demonstrated that Nozick defines “worse” in terms of material welfare
and that no access to resources does not mean people’s situations are worse off as
long as they obtain more material welfare than what they would have in common
usage. This condition, as G. A. Cohen says, is easily satisfied. In any period of
human society, except hunting–gathering stage, people are able to obtain more
goods than that they would have in common usage, a phase featuring low
productivity without the establishment of property rights. So if “the worse
situation” is defined in terms of material welfare in comparison with people’s
situations in common usage, even the monopoly of resources and wealth
accumulation cannot be counted as situations that make the propertyless worse
off.4 Then, resource monopoly is justifiable.
However, without the access to resources, the propertyless are unable to
practice life plans related to resources and also lose the freedoms over resources
and over how to use their labor. So the Lockean proviso is so weak without
reference to resources provided to the worst-off to ensure they have a control over
their life. Thus, in a Nozickian society, only a few people can exercise the right to
property. For the majority, inaccessibility of resources means that freedoms reside
only in their minds—they have no resources to exercise these freedoms or lead the
lives they wish.
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The access to resources not merely concerns the issue of whether people can
exercise their freedoms and property rights by appropriating resources by
themselves but also concerns the relationship people can maintain with others. For
example, for the propertyless, no access to resources might push them to accept
exploitative working conditions. The monopolizers of resources can exploit the
propertyless in virtue of their advantages in resources. Furthermore, the advantage
that possessors of resources have may go beyond the economic sections and spill
into other fields, for example, into politics by influencing policymakers to enact
policies favoring and strengthening the welfare of the well-off. In this way, the
possessors of resources have a larger influence in politics than the propertyless.
For the propertyless, what they lose is not merely the freedom over resources, the
chance of exercising their property rights, but also the social condition with which
they can secure their status as equals and their voice in politics. Under such a
circumstance, the subordinate relationship between different social sections forms,
and the fair worth of political liberties is eroded. Thus, the unequal distribution of
resources not only makes people’s rights and freedoms impossible to exercise but
also costs them the status as equals, making the propertyless subordinate.
In short, using material welfare to define the worse situation, Nozick ignores
that “property accumulation has threshold effects on liberty, such that small
appropriations might nurture it while large doses can be fatal.”5 In other words,
wealth accumulated beyond an acceptable extent negatively affects people’s
liberties. Given these drawbacks, the theory of property we seek is the one that
can balance liberties with substantive equality and neutralize power relations.
Besides the Lockean proviso being too weak, the idea of self-ownership goes
too far, granting people the absolute rights over themselves. Because of these
rights, people’s choice to relinquish their will, rights, and to be slaves merits
respect. Nozick overextends this model on this point. Respect for choices should
not be extended to the choices that bring people into servitude and relinquish their
future freedoms and autonomy. Future freedoms are emphasized here not because
freedoms are good for their own sake but because they indicate that people
Jeffrey Reiman, “The Fallacy of Libertarian Capitalism,” Ethics, Vol. 92, No. 1 (October, 1981):
91.
5
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preserve their status as rights holders. Such a status allows people to correct their
mistakes, revise their conceptions of the good, and demand for equal treatment.
Given this, people’s sovereignty over their possessions (e.g., personal attributes)
should not be absolute but rather conditional—not damaging people’s status as
rights holders and equals.
Overall, by conceiving of people as self-owners, Nozick sacrifices the
majority’s substantive equality, risks people’s status as rights holders, and gives up
the condition of authenticity. Grounded in this idea of persons, Nozick’s property
theory fails to describe how all people can exercise their right to property, live an
autonomous life, and maintain equal relations. Nozick’s mistake “reveals a deeper
error about the nature of moral philosophy. It is the mistake of assuming that one
can define the conditions of freedom for single individuals prior to considering the
conditions of freedom for all individuals.” 6
5. 1. 2 Luck Egalitarians’ Idea of Persons and a Thin Version of Property
Rights
1) Agents Responsible for Choices and Equality of Outcome
The core of luck egalitarianism is the luck-choice principle. Luck includes social
contingencies such as family background, social position, and natural
contingencies such as intelligence and talent. Luck egalitarians “seek to neutralize
the effects of brute luck on distribution, while allowing inequalities that derive
from differences in the choices that people have freely made and for which they
may reasonably be asked to bear responsibility.” 7 Thus people do not deserve the
benefits earned through personal attributes. Treating people as equals, for luck
egalitarians, means that all people are treated as agents only responsible for
inequalities caused by choice.
Luck egalitarians tend to define choice in terms of full voluntariness. Full
voluntariness not merely means the absence of coercion but also that people have
a clear idea of consequences of their choice. In a strict sense, risks or accidents
that make actual consequences far from people’s intentions should be categorized
6
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into luck, and people are exempt from responsibility caused through no one’s
fault. Then, the strict compliance with the doctrine of luck egalitarianism—
neutralizing the effect of luck—would bring us to the idea of equality of outcome.
As Nicholas Barry says, “the effects of luck are so pervasive that, if we are unable
to make judgments about individuals on a case-by-case, we should adopt a general
presumption in favor of equality of outcome.”8 Along the line, it is inferred that
luck egalitarians would support a thin version of property rights because the
increased benefits accused from external objects and the worth of personal
attributes, in their view, are the result of luck rather than individuals’ choice.9
Thus, the demand for taxing undeserved property, in the doctrine of luck
egalitarianism, is a must and morally justified.
Because luck egalitarians define choice in terms of full voluntariness, the
plausibility of their theories “tacitly depends on a libertarian conception of what
genuine choice would look like.”10 However, luck is impossible to distinguish
from choice, and determining whether a choice is fully voluntary is challenging
because the notions such as choice, voluntariness, and autonomy have various
degrees. In fact, the choice people make is a hybrid of their intentional acts with
factors outside their control. If luck egalitarians equate choice with full
voluntariness or factors that are immune to luck, they confront the metaphysical
burden of defining a fully voluntary choice.
Meanwhile, choice defined in terms of full voluntariness and responsibility
grounded in the moral control help people escape the responsibility they should
have taken. The middle ground between full voluntariness and circumstance

Nicholas Barry, “Reassessing Luck Egalitarianism,” The Journal of Politics, Vol. 70, No. 1
(January, 2008): 147.
9 The phrase, “thin version of property rights,” is from John Tomasi. Please see his Free Market
Fairness, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2012). As he says, classical liberals support a
thick version of property rights—they regard property rights as basic as other basic liberties while
allowing the restriction of property rights to provide provisions for the worst-off. The thin version
of property rights refers to high liberals’ stance on property rights that is relegated to a secondary
position. Property rights as nonbasic liberty allow themselves for restrictions for the sake of social
stability, efficiency, or public welfare acceptable. Here, I borrow Tomasi’s term to refer to the
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(luck) suggests that although luck is ubiquitous and makes actual consequences
deviate from people’s intentions, people have the freedom to determine how to
act. In this sense, choices that are affected by luck still mirror people’s will and
desires. Therefore, even without full voluntariness, people should bear rather than
eschew responsibility for their choices.
The relationship between distributive and retributive justice also invites
discussion. According to luck egalitarianism, people do not deserve inequalities
caused by natural and social contingencies. Taxation on undeserved wealth and
compensation for misfortune are consistent with the doctrine of luck
egalitarianism. Along the line, it is inferred that people should be excusable from
some punishments or moral blame for their misbehaviors. If attributes or
characteristics such as greediness and aggressiveness that lead people to
wrongdoings are not the result of choice but are nurtured or inherited from a
person’s family, that person is undeserved to be punished or blamed as he does not
deserve the rewards for good luck.
To remain coherent, luck egalitarians may hold that individuals do not deserve
moral blame. Such a view, however, is counter-intuitive. Although people have no
choice over their personal attributes, they have the agency to determine how to
actualize their attributes. Moral blame is not directed to people’s inherent
attributes, such as greediness or aggressiveness, but to their efforts to become a
better person.
2) Equals as Agents Responsible for Choices: Harsh to the Victim of Bad Option
Luck
According to the doctrine of luck egalitarianism, the worst-off are not entitled to
compensation if their misfortune stems from choice. Only suffering caused
through no one’s fault entitles people to compensation. Therefore, for people
getting into dire straits or servitude by poor choice, they have no claim to
compensation. Luck egalitarians may be sympathetic to these people, but they
reject compulsory compensation to them in principle. In other words, the first
concern of luck egalitarianism is not to abolish servitude or power relations but to
neutralize the effect of luck.
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However, “many people believe that individuals should be compensated for
certain kinds of disadvantages, even if their own choices are among the causes of
those disadvantages.”11 The fact that people live below the baseline for a decent
life and are exploited suffices to call for assistance to the worst-off. Regardless of
what brings people into servitude or extreme poverty—choice or luck, people
involved are entitled to help by virtue of their status as equal participants in social
cooperation.
Note that the above critique is inapplicable to all luck egalitarians, for example,
to institutional luck egalitarianism (Kok-Chor Tan) and responsibility-catering
prioritarianism (Richard J. Arneson). 12 Tan says the luck-choice principle works
with other principles, such as the principle of rescuing people in dire straits.13 If
misfortune threatens people’s survival, they can invoke the principle of rescue to
ask for assistance. If people stand above the threshold of basic needs, the luckchoice principle serves the role of distributing goods and responsibilities. Thus, in
a society organized as Tan envisages, people can survive plights caused by bad
options. Arneson also supports the assistance to the unfortunate who fall into dire
situations by choice. As he says, “justice requires us to maximize a function of
human well-being that gives priority to improving the well-being of those who are
badly off and of those who, if badly off, are not substantially responsible for their
condition in virtue of their prior conduct.”14 These versions of luck egalitarianism
can survive the critique of being insensitive to the suffering of the victim of bad
option luck, but they fail to respond to the cases mentioned in Section 4. 1.
5. 1. 3 Rawls’s Idea of Persons and Limited Property Rights
1) People as Free
Rawls explicitly claims that he views people as free and equal. For him, freedom
11
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manifests in three respects. First, people “conceive of themselves and of one
another as having the moral power to have a conception of the good.”15 And the
freedom people have over how to lead their lives implies the principle of
responsibility—that people should be responsible for their choices.
By free, Rawls also means that people “regard themselves as selfauthenticating sources of valid claims.”16 That is, “they regard themselves as
being entitled to make claims on their institutions so as to advance their
conceptions of the good (provided these conceptions of the good fall within the
range permitted by the public conception of justice).”17 Therefore, it makes sense
of saying that basic rights are inalienable. Inalienability does not mean that rights
themselves cannot be relinquished but that the status of the rights holder cannot be
voluntarily waived for reasons beyond protecting itself.18 With this status, people
can evaluate whether institutions are organized to equally advance people’s
projects. Without this status, people are excluded from policymaking and their
voices are not heard. Consequently, policies or institutional arrangements are
independent of people’s will. In this sense, Rawls claims that slaves “are socially
dead: they are not recognized as persons at all.”19
2) People as Equal Participants in Social Cooperation and Substantive Equality
By equality, Rawls means that citizens have “these powers to the requisite
minimum degree to be fully cooperating members of society.”20 Additionally, his
commitment to equality is not formal but substantive, which differs from Nozick’s
equality. For example, in Rawls’s theory, people are ensured primary goods. These
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basic goods guarantee people’s lives and protect them against arbitrary
interference on how to lead their lives. Then people can pursue their desires and
cooperate with others on fair terms.
Equality also refers to equal human relations, which manifests in Rawls’s
support of POD. Power relations, such as servitude or exploitation that stems from
an unequal distribution of resources, would be mitigated by the dispersal of
natural resources. When resources are widely spread, few people have resource
advantages that can be used to dominate the worst-off.
If we adopt Rawls’s view of persons as beings with the moral powers and able
to maintain equal relations with others, then property rights bear two functions.
One is to address the relationship between people and their possessions, and the
other is to secure equal relations. Because people’s will and desires are embodied
into external objects, granting people the right to external objects would
encourage them to sufficiently express their will. In this sense, property rights are
a necessary condition for people to pursue their life goals. They function to
guarantee people receive their entitled goods and protect them against arbitrary
interference. If people’s freedom is respected over their conception of the good,
then their right to property should be respected and recognized. The other role of
property rights is to maintain equal relationships among people. To this aim,
property rights allow themselves for restriction when wealth inequality reaches
the extent that it demeans the worst-off into the inferiors.
3) The Plausibility of Rawls’s Idea of Equality
In brief, for Rawls, people are equal in at least two respects. First, citizens have
moral powers to participate in social cooperation. Second, they can maintain an
equal relationship with others in the workplace. Regardless of how people are
involved in power relations, they are ensured assistance for changing their
situation and restoring their status as equals. Rawls differs from Nozick and luck
egalitarians on this point; they are not concerned with power relations that stem
from choice. The difference between Nozick and luck egalitarians is mainly in the
definition of choice. Nozick has a loose conception of choice, whereas luck
egalitarians set more requirements for choice.
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Thus demonstrating the plausibility of Rawls’s idea of persons is to
demonstrate the plausibility of the idea of equality. In other words, a commitment
to securing people’s capacities to participate in social cooperation and eliminating
power relations must be convincing. This point can be proven from various
perspectives.
First, society is a cooperative system, and people’s material prospects are
interrelated. People rely on the cooperative system to increase profits. Therefore,
all products can be interpreted as the results of joint efforts and reliance on others’
contributions. Securing an equal relationship is beneficial to keep the cooperative
system running and encourage people to participate in social cooperation. Thus,
the idea of equality should be incorporated into theories of property.
However, for some critics, people’s reliance on social cooperation to create
profits does not necessarily imply redistributions, needless to say the egalitarian
scheme of distributions. According to Nozick, the cooperative system that enables
the untalented to work with the talented has benefited the untalented. Additional
compensation to the untalented is unfair to the talented. Therefore, the cooperative
system and people’s interrelated material prospects do not imply redistribution. If
this is true, the commitment to an equal human relationship is unnecessary for
keeping the cooperative system running continuously. Neither is equality
necessary for specifying the rule of property rights.
The response above involves two presumptions. First, social cooperation is fair
in the sense that people, regardless of whether they are talented, untalented, the
worst-off, or the better-off, equally benefit from social structures. Therefore,
redistribution imposes an additional burden on the better-off in their pursuit of a
good life, thus enslaving them for their talents or other advantages. Second, social
cooperation is a natural phenomenon that forms or evolves independently of
human intentions. That is, the organization of the cooperative system that benefits
people with some attributes is the result of natural choices, and nothing is unjust.
Regardless of the basis of the response, it fails to counter the argument for
redistribution and the call for the substantive equality. Cooperative systems can be
organized differently; social cooperation consists of different types. In different
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cooperative systems, people have different chances to develop and fulfill their
potential. This fact indicates that social cooperation is neither natural nor neutral;
it is the result of people’s choices. If so, it is highly possible that a certain
cooperative system places people with certain attributes at a disadvantage.
Attributes regarded as talents in a certain cooperative system may be regarded as
disadvantages in other types of social systems. Therefore, talent is not merely
native but also institutional. Then the least advantaged fail in competition not
because they do not work hard but because they encounter structural inequality,
which prevents them from fulfilling their potential. In this sense, wealth that the
advantaged obtain in the market is not necessarily proportional to their talents or
efforts but related to others’ contributions or sacrifices. This necessitates the
relational conception of equality, which to some extent corrects injustices that the
least advantaged suffer. In other words, structural problems may cause misfortune
for people, and the commitment to ensuring even the worst-off can stand on an
equal footing with others functions to remedy this structural problem.
Moreover, even if the worst-off benefit from social cooperation, their
marginalization suffices to warrant assistance, given that people spend their entire
lives in this cooperative system. As Rawls says, people enter the social world at
birth and remain there until death. 21 The commitment that misfortune should not
subject people to subordinate relations or damage their status as equals is
conceivably attractive to rational people.
In sum, the idea of persons as equals—securing their capacities to participate in
social cooperation and maintain an equal relationship with others, is plausible.
First, it reflects that “citizens’ material prospects are profoundly interconnected
through their shared and effectively unavoidable participation in a set of
fundamental practices and institutions—the economy, the legal system, the
political framework—that establish and enforce the ground rules of social
cooperation.”22 Equality enables the cooperative system to continuously operate
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and enables people to cooperate on fair terms to some extent. Second, social
cooperation is not neutral but may favor some conceptions of the good. Equality
that is committed to equal relations compensates the worst-off for the barriers they
encounter when fulfilling their potential and achieving their life goals. Moreover,
social cooperation profoundly affects people by not only satisfying “their given
desires and aspirations” but also arousing “further desires and aspirations in the
future.”23 People live in this system for their entire lives, and if they hold serious
conceptions of the good, then they will accept relational equality that guarantees
that failure in competition does not damage people’s status as equals or cost them
opportunities to revise their life goals. Given the aforementioned reasons, the idea
of persons as equals should be the starting point upon which we build property
theories.
5. 1. 4 Two Ways of Thinking over Property Rights
1) Relational versus Individualistic
In specifying the idea of equality, Rawls, Nozick, and luck egalitarians represent
two ways of thinking. Rawls’s perspective is communitarian, namely “equality is
good for a society taken as a whole.”24 Resting on this idea of equality, property
rights function to maintain equal and healthy human relationships. So in justifying
property rights, Rawls not only focuses on the relationship between people and
external objects but on the relationships among people.
By contrast, Nozick’s libertarianism and luck egalitarianism are individualistic
in that they focus on the relationship between people and factors that affect their
choices and are concerned with the question of whether people are entitled to
benefits brought about by the contingencies. Admittedly, Nozick and luck
egalitarians have divergent views on the basis of “entitlement” and interpret
“choice” differently. Specifically, Nozick contends that people are entitled to their
attributes and the benefits derived from these attributes, whereas luck egalitarians
argue the opposite. For luck egalitarianism, “entitlement” is derivative from the
idea of “earning”—it is benefits earned by people themselves that can be counted
23
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as morally deserved and then as personal possessions. By this standard, personal
attributes are counted as luck, and thus benefits brought about by them are
personally undeserved. In addition, Nozick defines choice loosely to mean that
people make choices in the absence of physical aggression, whereas choice for
luck egalitarians is synonymous with deliberation, reasoning, and immunity from
the effects of uncontrollable factors.
Although they differ in their metric of entitlement, Nozick and luck egalitarians
share the same approach to property rights—centering on the correspondence
between people’s inputs and what they receive. If people get objects to which they
are entitled, Nozick and luck egalitarians do not care about chosen inequalities
that drag people into the power relations. Nozick is not concerned with servitude
caused by material insufficiency if impoverishment is the result of a voluntary
choice. Likewise, insistence on the luck-choice principle makes luck egalitarians
not concerned with situations in which people’s options result in their
marginalization or enslavement. The idea of equality as relational—namely,
regardless of whether choice or luck causes people to damage their status as
equals, they are entitled to assistance—is not a component of Nozick’s or luck
egalitarians’ theories of property.
Thomas Nagel summarizes two approaches to equality, and I think his
summary is applicable to describing the differences between Rawls and Nozick in
their ways of thinking on property rights and distributions.
“According to communitarian argument, equality is good for a society taken
as a whole. It is a condition of the right kind of relations among its members,
and of the formation in terms of healthy fraternal attitudes, desires, and
sympathies. This view analyzes the value of equality in terms of a social and
individual ideal. The individualistic view, on the other hand, defends equality
as a correct distributive principle—the correct way to meet the conflicting
needs and interests of distinct people, whatever those interests may be, more or
less. It does not assume the desirability of any particular kinds of desires, or
any particular kinds of interpersonal relations. Rather it favors equality in the
distribution of human goods, whatever these may be—whether or not they
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necessarily include goods of community and fraternity.” 25
2) Priority of the Way of Thinking as Relational Construct
The way of thinking as relational construct should be prioritized. We should
interpret property rights and distributions in terms of human relations mainly
because human fates and material prospects are interrelated. As shown in Section
1. 2. 1, the natural resources available to people are finite; the more people
appropriate resources, the fewer resources remain for others. In this sense,
resource distribution and the way people use resources concern others’ fates,
affecting the opportunities they have of pursuing personal projects.
Resource distribution also concerns the relationship people can maintain with
others. For example, the monopoly of resources grants the possessors the
advantage to exploit those without resources. No access to resources means that to
ensure their survival, the propertyless must work for those possessing resources.
Such unequal resource distribution is the source of power relations, leading the
least advantaged to be at the mercy of the wealthy. If egalitarian human
relationships are the goal, distributive justice as an embodiment of this
relationship should ensure that all people can live as equals and that failure would
not render the least advantaged subservient.
Given the limited supply of resources and the critical role they play in
maintaining human relationships, considering what type of human relationship we
wish to maintain or how human beings are expected to live together should be
prioritized. Thus, the principle of distributing resources and addressing
inequalities should have a social dimension; in other words, distribution should be
understood from the perspective of human relations. In this sense, it is proper to
frame distributive and property theories from the perspective of human relations.
The true problem with the individualistic way of thinking is that it focuses on
the factors that affect people’s choices while overlooking the social dimension—
addressing inequalities in terms of human relations. Thus, this approach may go
too far by eliminating the effect of factors that do not render the least fortunate
subordinate but rather bring benefits to such people (e.g., as shown in Section 4. 1,
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luck egalitarianism failing to explain the relevance of personal attributes to
distributions). Meanwhile, this approach may be functionally limited, shedding
less light on the cases where chosen consequences threaten people’s status as
equals and degrade the least fortunate into dependents (e.g., as shown in Section
4. 1, inequalities among children).
Moreover, society is a cooperative system that enables people to maximize the
worth of their personal attributes and benefit from these attributes. All people
have unique attributes. However, whether and to what extent people can benefit
from their personal attributes depend on how society is organized. In this sense,
differences in personal attributes are institutional. The distribution of such
differences is not merely a personal matter (i.e., rewarding people for the effort
they devote to fulfilling the potential of their attributes). It is also social,
concerning the operation of the system and the willingness of other participants to
engage in cooperation. The notion of social cooperation and differences as
common assets underscore that distributive matters should be understood in terms
of human relations.
3) Desert and Entitlement
So far, the models of persons and theories of property held by Nozick, luck
egalitarians, and Rawls are clearly shown. In fact, the three models of persons
shown above represent three answers to the question of what the basis of desert is.
The idea of self-ownership grants people absolute rights over themselves. Such a
model of persons implies that people are entitled to their attributes and also to
increased benefits flowing from the attributes. Nozick replaces the concept of
desert with the concept of entitlement. Regardless of whether personal attributes
are random or the result of effort, the fact that they belong to someone rather than
anyone else implies people’s rights over their attributes. Such a logic indicates
that the basis of entitlement is on the natural fact that people are born with
something.
On desert, luck egalitarians stand opposite to Nozick. Implicit in the doctrine of
luck egalitarianism—that inequalities stemming from arbitrariness are morally
undeserved and should be neutralized through redistribution—is the idea that the
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basis of desert is “earning.” That is, only that which people earn through their
effort and hard work can be counted as their possessions. The fact that people are
born with attributes does not mean they morally deserve these attributes or any
extra benefits accrued from having them. A gap exists between “is” and “ought.”
The basis of desert is not grounded in the natural fact that people are born with
something but in that “earning” justifies the entitlement to possessions.
As for Rawls, the notion of moral desert is removed from his political
conception of distribution and theory of property. More specifically, unlike luck
egalitarians, Rawls does not endeavor to eliminate the effect of arbitrariness on
life prospects. His main concern is the idea of persons as active participants in
social cooperation. In accordance with this idea of persons, distributions aim at
shaping people’s capacities to engage in cooperation and maintain an equal
relationship with others. Thus, inequalities stemming from personal attributes are
permissible as long as they do not undermine that aim. And different from Nozick,
Rawls argues that differences in personal attributes are a social asset and supports
a thin version of property rights that allows them for restrictions to ensure that
even the worst-off have resources to grow into equals. A restriction on property
rights is justifiable mainly because benefits people make in the market are not
merely derived from the worth of personal attributes but from social cooperation.
It is in social cooperation that people fulfill and amplify the value of their
attributes. Restricting benefits earned through personal attributes is permissible
for the sake of maintaining the operation of the cooperative system. So, for Rawls,
the entitlement to property is neither grounded in the commitment to the
elimination of arbitrariness, as it is for luck egalitarians, nor derived from the
natural fact that people are born with lucrative attributes. It is related to the idea of
society as a fair system of cooperation.

5. 2 The Idea of Equality, Differences, and Property Rights
Section 5. 1 summarizes the idea of equality in Rawls’s and Nozick’s theories. In
brief, Rawls advocates substantive equality whereas equality in Nozick’s theory is
formal without reference to the measures that warrant all people can exercise their
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rights and maintain an equal relationship with others. Thus, even if all people are
bosses of themselves, it is only some individuals that have resources to exercise
property rights and pursue the desired projects. In addition to the ability people
have to live the life they desire, substantiate equality also refers to the egalitarian
human relations, that is, elimination of the power relations that stem from unequal
distribution of resources and acquisition. Regardless of how people fall into dire
situations, the commitment to such an idea of equality would channel some
resources to the unfortunate to help them get out of the misfortune.
The above portrait of equality is helpful in presenting the differences between
Rawls and Nozick in their models of persons, but it is too brief to show the whole
picture of the idea of equality. In Section 5. 2, I shall describe equality in terms of
its relation to differences in personal attributes.
5. 2. 1 The Idea of Equality and Shared Capacities
1) Equality and Shared Capacities
According to Bernard Williams, people are alike in some respects, which reminds
us that they all constitute mankind. Examples of this equality include the capacity
to feel pain and feel affection for others. “The assertion that men are alike in the
possession of these characteristics is, while indisputable and (it may be) even
necessarily true, not trivial.” 26 For there exists political and social arrangements
that “treat certain men as though they did not possess these characteristics, and
neglect moral claims that arise from these characteristics and which would be
admitted to arise from them.” 27
Williams also suggests other capacities that people share; for example, the
ability to consider themselves and their life or actions not merely from the
technological point of view but from a human perspective. Thus people are more
than what their titles reveal. A person is not regarded as the surface to which a
certain label can be applied but as an individual trying to see the world from his
point of view.28 By distinguishing the two perspectives of how people view
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themselves, it can be stated that despite the failure of an inventor in making a
machine work, he is more than the label “failed inventor.” He is a man “who
wanted to be a successful inventor.” 29 Regardless of whether people fail or
succeed in their field, they are owed respect for the effort they devote to their
work. They are equal in the sense that they are “conscious beings who necessarily
have intentions and purposes and see what they are doing in a certain light.”30
People not merely see themselves as agents able to understand their actions and
characters but also see others as conscious of their own activities. 31 People should
not suppress or destroy that consciousness, and “such consciousness can be
decreased by social action and the environment.”32 A society that echoes the idea
of equality is the one granting people political equality.
Similar to Williams, Rawls regards people as agents having moral capacities,
which I believe can also serve as a basis in Rawls’s theory to justify equal
treatment of all. Two moral powers here refer to the capacity for a sense of justice
and the capacity for a conception of the good. Different from Williams, who
argues that the moral capacities people share—the capacity to see themselves and
others as existences with purposes and able to reflect on their positions and roles
—follow political equality, Rawls holds that conceiving of people as having two
moral powers is compatible with his principles of justice as fairness. That is, the
institutional arrangements that Rawls’s model of persons follows include more
than the requirement for political equality but an extensive scheme of basic
liberties, a priority of liberties, and some degree of economic equality. Basic
liberties are necessary social conditions for people to form and develop their
moral powers; the principle of priority assures the less advantaged that their basic
liberties will not be restricted or deprived of for economic welfare; the restriction
imposed on economic liberties—justified on the condition of maximizing the
benefits of the least advantaged—means that even the economically deprived are
able to develop their projects. Therefore, people with these moral capacities, as
29
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Rawls describes, may not be content with political equality. The society they seek
is the one that not merely respects their freedom to pursue their own plans and
purposes but ensures their opportunities to implement their projects.
2) The Shared Capacities: An Empirical Fact or a Normative Assumption?
From a deeper perspective, a question arises regarding Rawls’s model of people as
equals: are moral capacities empirically shared by people or the notions that are
morally justified? This question is critical because the deduction from similar
features to equal treatment is largely dependent on the validity of the premise that
people have certain similarities. One answer to that question is that understanding
people as beings with two moral powers is empirically plausible. That is, our daily
experience has shown that people are able to understand and apply rules as well as
form and revise their conceptions of the good.
If equality were promised on the empirical fact that people share similar
features, a lack of common features would undermine the plausibility of the
conclusion that people should be treated as equals. As shown in Section 2. 1, it
might be argued that the moral powers are not shared by all people. Some people
have more than others; even some individuals lack such capacities, e.g., the
children, the disabled.
Equality in the moral powers does not mean that people have the same degree
of these powers; it is defined in the minimum sense. That is, people have the
minimum capacities required to participate in social cooperation, be granted to
rights, and bear duties of citizenship. “The egalitarian presumption is that we all
have these capacities in a sufficient degree to be counted as equals—to be
recognized as, and to participate as, equals—even if there may be variations in our
capabilities to reason or deliberate about justice or the good.” 33
Meanwhile, of the two moral powers, a sense of justice does not mean that
people are demanded to uphold justice, for example, bringing criminals to justice.
It refers to people’s capacities to understand, apply, and act on the rules of
cooperations. Emphasis on such capacities is because they are necessary
conditions for people to carry out the cooperation with others and for the
Norman Daniels, “Democratic Equality: Rawls’s Complex Egalitarianism,” in Samuel Freeman
(ed.), The Cambridge Companion to Rawls, (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2003): 247.
33
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cooperative system to be maintained. For the selfish people, self-interest is the
impetus of their actions. Knowing that a sense of justice is required for engaging
in cooperations and that the partnership would help them create more benefits
than working on their own, the selfish people would choose to act on rules. So
even if the selfish people do not recognize the importance of the sense of justice
in itself, self-interest would push them to exercise the sense of justice. Difference
between them and people who identify the importance of a sense of justice to the
operation of social system lies in that selfish people probably violate rules under
some circumstances to maximize their benefits.
In brief, it is relatively plausible to say that people have in common the moral
powers—a sense of justice and conception of the good. These powers are shared
by people who are willing to engage in the cooperation and are in accordance with
the idea of social cooperation.
In addition to being an empirical fact, the idea of persons as equals with the
moral powers is also a normative assumption. The assumption concerning the
moral powers is morally justifiable. Then the plausibility of the model of people
defined from moral powers is insusceptible to empirical challenge. Assuming
people as beings with the moral powers is related to the idea of persons as active
participants in social cooperation. Rawls expects people to become fully
cooperating members rather than the passive recipients of social welfare. With
such powers, people are able to cooperate with others and actively carry out their
life projects.
Besides, a prominent feature of Rawls’s model of persons is the notion of
revisability; that is, people are regarded as agents able to revise their projects, and
such abilities should be ensured in institutions. This notion of revisability invites
debate because for some social groups, the institutionalization of revisability
imposes a burden on the practice of their comprehensive doctrines. Therefore,
demonstrating the acceptability of Rawls’s model of persons also involves
indicating the plausibility of revisability.
I believe no strong reasons exist for denial of revisability as a component of the
political conception of persons because revisability is a response to reasonable
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pluralism and the expectation of mutual understanding. We live in a society where
people are divided over numerous issues. If we still hope that sincere
communication and understanding can help us identify common ground, mutual
respect is our choice. If conceiving of ourselves and others as agents of thinking
and understanding, we should persuade others with reason rather than force or
deceit. Similarly, we can be persuaded by others with reason, indicating that we—
as reasonable people—can accept others’ views or doctrines at the cost of our
own. That is, we can revise our comprehensive doctrines through absorbing
others’ ideas. Revisability is rooted in the notion of mutual respect, which is
essential for reaching an understanding and narrowing divisions. Reasonable
pluralism and the expectation of identifying common ground imply a demand for
revisability. If we have no reason for opposing the pluralism or discouraging
people from understanding each other, we should not oppose revisability as a
component of the political conception of persons.
Assuming people as beings with the moral powers, in particular with the
capacity to revise their conceptions of the good, is acceptable because these
powers are indispensable for people to become fully cooperating members, have
an effective communication, and narrow the divisions. Thus far, I have presented
the characteristics that people have in common and the relevance of these
common characteristics to institutional arrangements. In short, in Rawls’s theory,
people are regarded as agents with two moral powers, and a requirement for equal
treatment and respect for their projects thus exists.
5. 2. 2 Differences in Circumstances
1) Differences and Equality of Opportunity
In the discussion of the notion of equality, we should also address the effect of
personal attributes on people’s prospects. Because of differences in personal
attributes, people with the same ambitions or life plans have unequal opportunities
to fulfill their ambitions. Take as an example the recruitment of warriors on the
basis of physical strength; people from all social classes are eligible to be warriors
as long as they meet the recruitment requirement. 34 At first glance, people,
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regardless of their social status, have an equal opportunity to serve as a warrior.
The recruitment seems to be in accordance with the principle of equality of
opportunity. However, allocation of prestige in this manner, Williams agues, does
not represent the notion of equality of opportunity. Because of the connection
between wealth and physical strength—the wealthy can afford nutritious food,
which benefits a strong physique—the actual effect of enlisting warriors
according to physical strength is that more opportunities flow to the wealthy. This
means the allocation of prestige in this case favors the wealthy, and people from
other social classes have less chance of becoming a warrior. With this example,
Williams highlights that unequal circumstances that surround people result in
people having unequal opportunities of obtaining something favorable. In
accordance with the notion of equality of opportunity, Williams continues,
abstracting peoples from unequal environments (circumstances or different
personal attributes) is essential.
2) Fundamental Questions: The Essence of Differences in Personal Attributes
I agree with Williams on the following point:
“It [equality of opportunity] requires not merely that there should be no
exclusion from access on grounds other than those appropriate or rational for
the good in question, but that the grounds considered appropriate for the good
should themselves be such that people from all sections of society have an
equal chance of satisfying them.” 35
However, some arguments to justify the final sentence are needed. That is,
Williams should answer why people from all sections of society should have an
equal chance of satisfying grounds for the good. In the case of the warrior
recruitment, wealth offers the wealthy an advantage in recruitment and boosts
their chance of becoming a warrior. However, this does not mean the wealthy are
not entitled to that advantage. They may inquire why they do not deserve a greater
chance of being a warrior, if the standard is appropriate and the money that grants
them the advantage in meeting the standard is earned in a legitimate manner.
The question raised by the wealthy reminds us that before exploring how the
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notion of equality of opportunity is applied when we consider the differences in
people’s attributes or circumstances, we should first answer the following
questions: why should the effect of personal attributes be neutralized? Why are
people not allowed to reap all benefits they obtain from their attributes? These
questions concern how differences in personal attributes are interpreted. If such
differences result from people’s own efforts, it seems that people should be
allowed to benefit from their attributes, and the effect of these differences on the
people’s prospects is not the concern of justice. Conversely, if differences are the
result of social cooperation—based on people’s effort combined with others’
contributions, the distribution of these differences is a matter of justice.
Now, let us see how philosophers mentioned in the previous sections address
the relationship between equality and differences in personal attributes.
3) Nozick: The Idea of Self-Owners and Differences in Personal Attributes
At the core of Nozick’s political theory is the thesis of self-ownership that people
have absolute rights over themselves, including the right to sell and benefit from
their attributes. Thus, if we accept the thesis of self-ownership—understanding
people as self-owners—people are entitled to increased benefits (differences) from
their attributes. If so, the fact that people from different sections of society have
unequal chances of obtaining goods by capitalizing on their personal attributes is
perfectly acceptable. By this logic, in the case of warrior recruitment, the wealthy
being more likely than the poor to be a warrior is not unjust. If people are entitled
to their differences in personal attributes—in this case, a superior family
background, they are entitled to benefits derived from their family background.
Thus, the connection between wealth (unequal circumstances) and physical
strength (opportunities of meeting the standard for distribution of the good) does
not suggest that the effect of wealth or an unequal environment on people’s
prospects should be neutralized.
Put simply, self-ownership is incompatible with the notion of equality of
opportunity that commits to ensuring people from all sections of society have an
equal chance of meeting conditions for obtaining something favorable. The notion
of equality of opportunity that Nozick would accept is the thinnest one—aiming to
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eliminate the barriers that people encounter in entering the market, barriers such
as violence, deceit, or threat. In his political theory, Nozick does not pledge any
substantial assistance with which the economically disadvantaged can stand on an
equal footing to compete with the advantaged. If we accept the idea of selfowners, we should accept that the sensitivity of people’s prospects to the
differences in their personal attributes is not at all unjust.
However, simply having certain attributes does not necessarily mean that
people are entitled to all of the increased benefits from their attributes. People are
born with certain attributes; for example, the color of their skin, the biological
genders, and the physical strength. However, it is the social cooperation, e. g.,
society’s division of labor and the system of incentives—that rewarding people
with some attributes as a means of encouraging people in society to operate in line
with expectations, that enables people to consciously realize and fulfill the
potential of their attributes. This cooperative system also maximizes the worth of
personal attributes. In this sense, the benefits (differences) accrued from personal
attributes are not merely a personal product but a social one. If so, how to
distribute this social product is not a personal matter but concerns the operation of
the cooperative system.
In short, the idea of society as a cooperative system and the role it plays in
generating differences in personal attributes explain why having certain attributes
does not imply that people have the absolute right to the benefits derived from
these attributes. If so, self-ownership cannot justify the effect that differences in
personal attributes have on people’s prospects.
4) Luck Egalitarians: Moral Luck and Differences in Personal Attributes
Regarding how to address the effect of differences on people’s prospects, luck
egalitarians have a view that opposes that of Nozick. They ground distributive
theories in the luck-choice principle, which states that differences stemming from
luck are morally undeserved and should be corrected through distributions. Under
this principle, personal attributes are categorized into luck. Luck egalitarians
argue that the differences that personal attributes make in people’s lives should be
neutralized.
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Return to the case of warrior recruitment. Similar to Williams, luck egalitarians
would conclude that unequal circumstances result in people having unequal
chances of meeting the conditions for being a warrior, which is inconsistent with
the notion of equality of opportunity.
As mentioned previously, by the logic of luck egalitarians, people should not
benefit from their attributes, regardless of whether they are natural or social.
However, institutional arrangements inevitably rely on certain personal attributes
when distributing resources, and some personal attributes are more appropriate
than others as a standard of distributions. For example, in the case of university
admission, talent is more appropriate than social status as an admission criterion.
This example illustrates that people should be allowed to benefit from their talents
and that institutions should not neutralize differences but rather reward people for
their talents.
On a deeper level, we should consider why luck egalitarians fail to justify the
requirement for eliminating the effect of differences in personal attributes. As I
have indicated, differences accrued from attributes are generated in social
cooperation and regarded as a social product. The distribution of enhanced
benefits from attributes is not a personal matter but concerns the operation of the
cooperative system. In this sense, the principle necessary to govern the
distribution of this social product should have a social dimension; that is, it should
concern the operation of the system. The social dimension is absent in the luckchoice principle, which focuses on people and the factors that affect their choice
and commits to ensuring that the differences created from luck are mitigated.
Thus, the luck-choice principle is insufficient in addressing the problem stemming
from interactions between people.
5) Rawls: Differences of Endowments as a Common Asset and the Idea of Social
Cooperation
Different from Nozick, Rawls argues that the effect of differences in personal
attributes should be neutralized to some extent. This should be done not because
differences stem from moral luck but because they are the result of social
cooperation, related to others’ contributions or sacrifices. Now, let us review
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Rawls’s argument for neutralizing the effect of personal attributes on people’s
choices and projects.
First, Rawls distinguishes between talents and differences in talents and argues
that when he refers to a “common asset,” he means the differences in talents.
Thus, differences in talents, put more generally, differences in personal attributes,
are viewed as a common asset. The notion of common assets is related to the other
fundamental idea in Rawls’s theory of distribution: the idea of social cooperation.
Social cooperation enables people to enjoy complementarity with each other.
Hence, differences in personal attributes are a common asset.
Moreover, the cooperative system may not necessarily be fair so that people
with different personal attributes have an equal opportunity to pursue their life
projects. People with the same or similar characteristics face different situations in
various cooperative systems. If a cooperative system is not necessarily fair but
favors people with certain attributes, the differences accrued from personal
attributes are not completely attributed to people’s efforts or the merits of their
personal attributes but to others’ contributions or even sacrifices.
In short, differences in people’s attributes are not a personal product. They are
the result of the cooperative system, which includes other participants’
contributions and sacrifices. In this sense, neutralizing differences in personal
attributes is justifiable when doing so is to maintain the operation of the social
system and reward other participants for their contribution and sacrifice.
The subsequent question is as follows: does the commitment to neutralizing the
effect of differences contradict the notion that people are unique in their identity?
Differences are essential components of people’s self-understanding. If
differences are neutralized, how do we explain to people that they are unique? I do
not perceive any conflict between abstraction of people from differences and the
notion of personal uniqueness. Let us first examine the notion of uniqueness and
its relation to differences. Uniqueness does not suggest people are akin to isolated
islands, with people viewing those having different features or characteristics or
conceptions of the good as enemies. Uniqueness is compatible with the notion that
people are social in nature—differences between people do not eclipse their
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uniqueness but rather complete their self-understanding. The commitment to
neutralizing the effect of differences conveys the same message—that people are
social, because the effect of differences is neutralized partly to maintain the
operation of the social system.
5. 2. 3 The Idea of Equality and Differences
1) Neutralization of Differences in Personal Attributes for Keeping the
Cooperative System Running
Thus far, I have argued that abstracting people from unequal environments
(differences) is necessary under some circumstances. As Williams holds, “there is
good reason to press this further, and to allow that the individuals whose
opportunities are to be equal should be abstracted from more features of social
and family background.”36 However, the question is: where should this, the
abstraction movement, stop? Phrased differently, to which extent should society
neutralize the effect of differences in personal attributes on people’s chances of
obtaining something that all people desire? If the abstraction is taken to its
extreme—that eradicating the effects that personal attributes have on people’s
lives, we are led to absolute equality, to equality of outcome. That is, personal
attributes, no matter how they differ between people, have no effect on people’s
lives, resulting in that all people being the same.
However, for Rawls, the crucial work is not to eliminate inequalities caused by
unequal circumstances but to secure the operation of social cooperation, the
system that enables people to obtain enhanced benefits from their attributes and
ensures that all people can be equal participants in the cooperative system. Thus,
the effect of unequal circumstances on people’s prospects is acceptable under the
condition that the system operates effectively and that people, even the most
disadvantaged, can develop their moral powers, including the ability to revise
their life plans. Rawls, thus, does not advocate the idea of absolute equality. The
abstraction of people from unequal circumstances should cease once all people
can shape their moral powers.
2) The Idea of Equality and Differences: Complementary
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Seen in this light, differences in personal attributes are not the enemy of the idea
of equality. Rather, differences and equality are complementary. First, people, as
beings with moral powers, form and complete their self-understanding through the
process of interacting with others. They rely on differences, for example, different
mindsets, outlooks, and perspectives for seeing the world, to form their own
perspectives for understanding themselves, their actions, plans, wants, and desires.
Differences are essential components of people’s formation and development of
their plans and self-understanding.
Second, the extent to which people are allowed to benefit from their attributes
is contingent on the idea of people as equals. Inequalities caused by personal
attributes are permissible on the condition that they do not prevent other people
from shaping and developing their two moral powers. In short, the idea of equality
relies on differences to complete people’s self-understanding; the notion of
differences relies on equality to gauge the extent to which the effect that they have
on people’s prospects is permissible.
3) Summary: The Idea of Equality
Now let us reexamine the idea of equality. First, people are regarded as beings
with moral capacities to understand and apply principles of justice and form and
revise conceptions of the good. These capacities that people have in common are
relevant to egalitarianism. Consistent with this idea of people as equals,
institutions should guarantee political equality and some degree of economic
equality, with which people can shape the moral capacities.
Second, despite differences in people’s attributes and how these affect people’s
chance of gaining something they crave, people are equal in the sense that they all
rely on social cooperation to fulfill the potential of their attributes: everyone plays
a critical role in increasing the benefits accrued from personal attributes.
Third, differences in personal attributes as a joint product mean that they
should be distributed in a manner that not only rewards people for the effort they
spend on fulfilling their potential but credits other participants for their
contribution and even sacrifice in creating the extra benefits flowing from
personal attributes. So, the extent to which people are allowed to benefit from
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attributes—the share they are entitled to, is related to the notion of people as equal
participants in social cooperation. That is, wealth accumulation should not
obstruct other people from shaping their moral powers.
5. 2. 4 The Idea of People as Equals and Property Rights
After clarifying the idea of equality and its relation to differences in personal
attributes, I turn to another question: what is the relationship between the idea of
equality and property rights? The notion of two moral powers, Rawls says, is one
standard to determine the list of basic liberties. That is, basic liberties are essential
social conditions for people to form and develop their moral powers. On the basis
of this standard for basic liberties, Rawls argues that the right to productive
property (i.e., natural resources or productive means), freedom of contract, and the
right to inheritance and bequest are not basic liberties. However, the wider
economic liberties that Rawls excludes from the list of basic liberties are also
essential for people’s conceptions of the good. Irrespective of whether people are
willing to or able to conduct large-scale economic activities, their plans are, to
some degree, related to wider economic liberties.
Moreover, the exclusion of wider economic liberties would undermine the
principle of priority, leading those unquestionably basic liberties, such as political
liberties or freedom of religion, to be restricted for reasons beyond the protection
of basic liberties. In accordance with the principle of priority, wider economic
liberties should be placed on an equal par with other basic liberties. Therefore,
resting on the idea of people as equals with moral powers, property rights,
regardless of what they are, personal or productive, should be granted to people
and regarded as basic liberties.
In addition to the shared features (i.e., moral capacities), differences among
people are obvious. Differences in personal attributes, as I have indicated, do not
automatically result in unequal treatment. Rather, they imply a requirement for
neutralizing the effect of differences on people’s prospects because these
differences are a product created in the cooperative system. Thus, people are not
allowed to reap all benefits from their attributes. Some of these benefits should be
shared with other participants as a reward for their contribution and compensation
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for their sacrifice in helping the talented or the able fulfill the potential of their
attributes.
Along the line, wealth accumulation is justifiable on the condition that it is
limited to the extent that the worst-off are able to shape their moral powers—the
capacities that enable them to become active participants in social cooperation. In
this sense, the winner-take-all scheme is unacceptable because it leaves few
resources to the most disadvantaged, making it impossible for them to revise and
implement their conceptions of the good. Given the characteristic of wealth (a
joint product), restricting property rights is acceptable when doing so ensures that
the most disadvantaged can become equals with the moral powers. Thus, limiting
the wealth that people can accumulate does not necessarily mean intrusion upon
people’s property rights. Equating restriction of property rights with stealing or
forced labor is problematic.
Overall, the conclusions regarding property rights that we draw from the idea
of persons as equals and differences as a common asset are threefold.
(1) Property rights are basic liberties;
(2) Restriction of property rights is justifiable;
The combination of the former two conclusions results in the following: people
have no absolute rights to property but property rights within limits.
(3) The entitlement to property and requirement for restricting wealth
inequality derive from the idea of people as beings with moral powers.
Property rights are justifiable because they are essential conditions for people to
form and develop their moral powers; restriction of wealth inequality is essential
when such an inequality obstructs the majority from growing into beings able to
engage in cooperation. If the idea of persons as beings with moral powers is
universally acceptable, the resulting property theory does not depend on a
particular context. However, practice differs from theory. Application of the
property theory I mention here is still culturally dependent, especially when
applied to a culture that has no tradition of viewing people as beings with the
moral powers.
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